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1. EXCELLENCE 

1.1. Objectives 
The project has two highly interdependent goals. 
   The first goal is to design, validate and jump start a set of new international ICT paradigms, standards, and a 
standardization and certification organization, TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority, for the assurance of ICT 
services and lifecycles to enable the measurability of levels of assurance that are substantially higher than 
state-of-the-art, ultra-high and constitutionally-meaningful, by filling gaps of and complementing the interaction 
among existing bodies, such as Common Criteria and SOG-IS, through unprecedented levels of consistent 
transparency, oversight and accountability. 
   The second goal is to create, validate and jump start CivicIT, a compliant, radically-open, minimally-featured 
compliant ICT service architecture and ecosystem - in representative generic sub-domains of communication and 
cyber-physical systems - whose binding intellectual property regime sustainably ensures (a) extremely independent, 
or public, verifiability of ALL critically involved technologies and processes; and (b) solid, open innovation dynamics 
and low market barriers to entry. Throughout the project, the one goal will improve and validate the other, and vice 
versa. 
   By “ICT service”, we mean all software, hardware and organizational processes critically involved in the operation, 
provisioning and lifecycle of a complete end-2-end ICT scenario, which involves humans, computing endpoints, 
midpoints and network links. We believe that to be the only adequate unit target for standardization and 
certifications, especially of mid-high to ultra-high assurance levels. When an ICT system appears to be just a product 
or system, services provided by non-users are nearly always needed (such as firmware upgrades, disposal, etc). 
   By “ultra-high” and "constitutionally-meaningful” levels of ICT assurance, we define an ICT service that we could 
confidently predict to be able to resist persistent attempts worth tens of millions of euros to compromise its 
life-cycle and tens of thousands to compromise a single user, by actors with high plausible deniability and very low 
actual liability. In fact, today, several ICT systems are referred to as “high-assurance”, usually in reference to “high” 
verifiability and “high” verification levels relative to system complexity. Such levels have been proven to be highly 
inadequate for the most critical ICT use cases involving both high-value targets as well as ordinary citizens.  
    By “trustless computing”, we mean computing without the need or assumption of trust in anything or anyone, 
except in the intrinsic resistance of the organizational processes critically  involved, as recognizable by moderately 2

informed and educated citizens. We mean “trustless” in its primary literal meaning of “untrusting” and “distrustful”, 
i.e. lacking any need for or assumption of trust in anything and anyone.  
    According to our TRUSTLESS Paradigms, the assurance of any ICT service will not be assessed according to 
reputation (cognitive trust) or compliance with insufficiently comprehensive and self-referential certification 
standards, as is done today with the dominant “trusted computing model”. Rather it will be measured through a 
fine-grained continuous modeling and real-time transparent monitoring of ALL relevant technological and 
procedural intrinsic constraints - and ALL significant organizational, economic, liability, legal and social behavioral 
disincentives - that might cause  individuals and organizations critically-involved to perform unexpected 
compromising actions.  
   Given the project’s longer term goals and  shifting regulatory contexts, the results will comply with current EU 
regulations, but more importantly refer to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, and the EU treaties, as their main 
reference.  To best ensure that the project results will overall increase public safety and targeted cyber-investigation 
capability, as well as the legal sustainability of IT investment in compliant solutions, we have designed sophisticated 
safeguards - in the TRUSTLESS and CivicIT - to enable them to concurrently achieve unprecedented and 
constitutionally-meaningful e-privacy and e-security  while substantially increasing overall public safety and 3

targeted cyber-investigation capability and assurance (See §5.2 for detailed description). 
     CivicIT will integrate and modify only existing high-assurance, patent-unencumbered, publicly-verifiable or free 
software and hardware components, and will be suitable for low-cost wide-market adoption in ICT communications, 
CivicIT-Com, and for the most critical cyber-physical systems, CivicIT-CPS. CivicIT-Com will achieve the target levels 
of assurance for authenticity, integrity, confidentiality and non-repudiability while maintaining very high levels of 

2 We define “critical” hardware, software or firmware that whose possible vulnerabilities can NOT be protected against – at the highest-levels                     
of assurance – through proven OS, SoC and/or CPU level isolation/ compartmentation techniques, and other techniques. 
3 In ICT terminology, privacy (confidentiality) and safety are two of the properties of security. The other major ones are integrity (includes                      
authenticity) and availability. 
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user friendliness, and very low per-unit production costs at scale.  CivicIT-CPS will target cyber-physical use cases to 
extend the ultra-high target assurance levels to the availability security property, resistance RF and side-channel 
attacks, and to complex dynamic system interactions. The CivicIT hardware platform will be based on a unique form 
factor, suitable for use in (a) a new portable mobile/desktop device class, or CivicPod, a 2-2.5 mm thin “addon” to 
ordinary mobile commercial devices, interfaceable to desktop monitors, and (b) low performance, but highly 
parallelize-able and ultra secure servers CivicServers and CivicDongles (anonymization dongles) and CivicCPS devices 
for the most critical endpoints of cyber-physical systems, such as SCADA, IoT, safety-critical AI systems, or 
autonomous moveable devices/vehicles (e.g. self-driving cars, drone, robots).  Lab validation (TRL4) will provide  an 
initial validation of attainable assurance levels, feasibility, usability, certification cost/benefit advantages, market 
potential and societal benefits in the identified sub-domains. 
 

A PRIMER ON THE NEED FOR THE PROJECT 

  There is little doubt that one of the fundamental properties that businesses, citizens and nations are asking for in 
ICT is assurance (i.e. trustworthiness). Unfortunately, the available technologies and current standardization and 
certification practices are costly, slow and well behind the levels of assurance which is often required. Recent 
revelations and reported incidents have shown how firstly the increase in ICT systems complexity and the 
ubiquitousness of connected devices, and secondly huge advances in scalable endpoint exploitation and 
side-channel attack techniques, have underlined the grave inadequacy of current standard setting and certification 
processes to even assess or compare - beyond a low-mid level of assurance - the assurance levels of a given ICT 
service.  In particular, a significant gap needs to be filled in order to be able to achieve, assess and compare the 
levels of assurance of ICT systems required today by the most critical use cases for both ordinary citizens and critical 
asset and infrastructure protection. Such need is especially evident in ICT communications systems (e.g. client 
devices, cloud, P2P, e-transaction, e-government, and advanced personal digital assistants) and cyber-physical 
systems (e.g. "smart" factory, autonomous and semi-autonomous moveable devices/vehicles, IoT systems). There is 
a clear need to radically improve ICT assurance certifications, in particular with regard to the comprehensiveness 
and thoroughness of all critical technologies, organizational processes and factors involved in ICTs’ operation and 
lifecycle, and the trustworthiness of ICTs’ underlying governance possibly through the creation of new overarching 
and/or gap-filling bodies. But such new assurance certifications will only be possible with acceptable costs and 
timeliness if there is a wide availability of flexible low-level open target architectures, and related lifecycle 
ecosystems and IP regimes that are radically-open and resilient, not only to subversion but also to very strong 
economic pressures. In fact, no complete set of ICT technologies, life-cycle components and processes exists today 
that are even independently verifiable - let alone sufficiently verified relative to their complexity - to implement and 
validate such an assurance level in a (complete end-2-end) ICT service or scenario. 
   Moreover, the usual approach to certification that we find today in schemes such as Common Criteria needs to 
put the most weight on one’s confidence in laboratory evaluation, which, due to the structuring of the scheme, is 
subject to economic interests in pleasing the manufacturer (customer) and in maintaining profitability, thus 
damaging their critical independence and lowering confidence levels. This problem is increased by the need to set 
fixed prices in contracts for evaluation instead of using an approach that would make it possible to devote the 
necessary effort regardless of the cost; the former results in assessments usually ending badly and in haste, leaving 
open unverified or potential vulnerabilities. The presence of national certification bodies that control the work of 
each laboratory should mitigate these problems; however, their size  is usually no match for the size of the market 
and they are also closely linked with the governments of each country, so that there can even be conflicts of 
interest that end up affecting the security of the end user. 

A PRIMER ON THE FEASIBILITY OF THE PROJECT GOALS 

    Setting such an ambitious target assurance goal is necessary since there are use cases of ICT in certain societal 
scenarios (such as, e-participation, privacy of communications, free speech, advanced AI safety) for which only the 
attainment of such assurance levels would make their ever wider use - in replacement to their non digital 
equivalents, where available - compatible with the public good and a democratic and free society. 
  In order to ensure the achievement of its objectives, and to attract industry and governmental recognition and 
adoption, TRUSTLESS has enlisted the most relevant governmental entities in public security, privacy, the largest 
industry associations among its participants (§4.1) and boards (§3.2), and representatives of citizens and end-users 
prominently in its steering boards. To achieve its ambitious assurance levels, CivicIT will rely on a set of core 
technical participants with globally unique or rare expertise in ultra-high assurance ICT made available as 
free/open-source and patent unencumbered (KRY, GEN, SCY, §4.1). Extreme compartmentalization and 
minimization in features and system complexity of hardware and software will allow unprecedented consistently 
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extreme levels of verification relative to the complexity of ALL software, firmware, hardware and processes - 
including hardware design and fabrication, and hosting room management processes - critically involved in the 
CivicIT service, and its lifecycle, which in turn will enable us to achieve unprecedented assurance levels at a low per 
unit cost, and reach economic sustainability within an mere additional 3M€ +go-to-market budget. 
   All its critical hardware components will be manufactured in one or more EU low-capacity 2-300mm sub 115nm 
semiconductor small foundries (such as Lfoundry, which agreed to the ANNEX 1 terms in a previous similar H2020 
proposal) which will reliably and sustainably allow complete oversight of all critical fabrications processes. Location 
in participating countries would be preferred, but is not required. CivicDevices will be developed starting from 
minimal, verified and hardened free/open-source (or at least publicly verifiable) software and hardware 
components. Nevertheless, If, during the project it will appear to be infeasible to provide, at such assurance level, 
more than just the ability to exchange asynchronous text communications between 2 devices with a barebone UI, 
we will just do that. 

  The two overarching goals above will be pursued through the following more specific Objectives: 

1.1.1. OBJECTIVE 0.1 - Develop a deep understanding of the dynamic interplay of factors 
that consistently results in highly inadequate ICT assurance paradigms, technologies, 
standards and certifications. 
   This Objective aims to create a very comprehensive theoretical model and recommendations for tools to 
dynamically analyse all institutional and individual actors critically involved in the production, provisioning, 
standardization and certification of a high or ultra-high assurance ICT system. We will analyse and model in detail, 
for instance, actors’ motivations, incentives, abilities, liability risks, and pressures; and finally their interplay based 
on the presumed perceived self-interest of the entities and individuals involved. Our analysis will lead to a deep 
understanding of the interactions within this complex ecosystem and provide understanding for the rise of 
insufficiently trustworthy standards.  
   The project  aims to perform a comprehensive, high-level analysis of legal, economic, constitutional issues, 
together with existing standards, protection profiles, practices, certification processes and treaties with respect to 
assurance and certification, on both the EU and international levels. This part of the project will  involve the support 
of the project board and committees (§3.2.1). The certification issues related to processes for critical end-2-end ICT 
communication, infrastructure and cyber-physical services will be considered. Social, cultural, behavioural and 
ethical factors will also be identified in terms of their mutual relationships. The solutions to problematic issues will 
be established, and requirements analysis will be done through collaboration between advisory committees and 
steering board experts, through multi-way education and consensus building.  
   The multidirectional analysis will embrace: (a) factors affecting ICT service assurance, assurance measures and 
frameworks; (b) socio-technical, organisational, legal, economic, feasibility-related, standards-related and 
behavioural aspects of the ultra-high assurance ICT systems, their development and certification processes; (c) 
collaboration models, communication and interactions among the institutional and individual actors involved in 
these processes. Special attention will be paid to the readiness for certification of the emerging ultra-high assurance 
ICT systems with respect to the above aspects. 
   In particular we aim to analyse and model the following entities and relevant individuals’ roles within them: 
Manufacturer/developer:  The manufacturer or developer is the entity developing the product to be certified. They 
are subject to market pressures and need to ensure a satisfactory return on their investment in security, which is 
not always straightforward. Often they do not even have real interest in making their product more secure but only 
in getting a certification for competitive reasons. Total failure in confidentiality, for example, often does not affect 
the bottom line, only when and if major vulnerabilities or data breaches are publicised. 
Certification Sponsor: The sponsor is responsible for paying the costs of assessment and usually coincides with the 
manufacturer, but it is possible that the financial outlay is assumed by another party, such as a government that 
needs a product to be submitted to security assessment. 
Certification Bodies: Certification bodies are responsible for ensuring compliance with the standard, and 
maintaining technical capacity and independence of the laboratory. They are usually dependent on the government 
of each country, this being the main point of conflict of interest. 
Laboratories: The laboratories responsible for testing the products are the main weakness of the schemes because 
they depend economically on the manufacturer, so even when the effects of their operations are far from perfect; 
they have benefits anyway. 
Consumer: The end consumer still lacks adequate security training and is not very aware of risks associated with the 
loss of privacy. Functionality prevails over security in their perception of a product’s quality. 
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This objective is related to  WP1. The aim of these analyses is to get a common picture of the current state of the 
art prevailing in development and certification processes, pointing out their inconsistencies, gaps and factors 
disabling their application in the high or ultra-high assurance ICT systems domain, and to elaborate feasible 
concepts for the entire project. 

1.1.2. - OBJECTIVE 0.2 - Develop new TRUSTLESS ICT Paradigms, a set of 
high-level ICT assurance, standardization and certification high-level binding 
concepts to leap frog the state-of-the-art in levels of assurance, assurance 
measurability, and cost/benefit ratio. 
  Objective 0.2, covered by WP1 and WP2, is to define the Final TRUSTLESS Paradigms - a set of technical, 
socio-technical and organizational paradigms - for ICT standardization and certification that achieve the target levels 
of assurance, assurance measurability, and certification cost/benefit ratio.  These will be high-level binding 
technical, socio-technical and organizational requirements which - when translated into detailed final versions and 
requirements, specifications and contracts, at the end of the project - will constitute the complete Standards that a 
complaint Service by a Provider needs to respect to maintain certification by the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification 
Authority.  
   Scope: While perfect assurance is impossible, we will say that a given (complete end-2-end) ICT service (or 
experience) has "constitutionally-meaningful levels of trustworthiness" when its levels of confidentiality, 
authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation can be measured with a radical level of confidence to be:  
- (A) sufficiently high to make its use, in ordinary user scenarios, rationally compatible with the full and effective 
Internet-connected exercise of their core civil rights, except for voting in governmental elections; and therefore  
  (B) resistant to life-cycle cracking investments of tens of millions of euros per year - by actors with very low 
accountability, and high access to deniability or mis-attribution - to discover, create, acquire and rent-access-to 
vulnerabilities in the critical part of life-cycle and supply-chains of such systems, in order to maintain a sustainable 
capability to remotely, continuously and pervasively exploit any single user, in a highly scalable manner (i.e. when 
its costs per user per year would be substantially lower than those associated with enacting the same through 
on-site, proximity-based surveillance, or non-scalable remote endpoint techniques, such as NSA TAO). 

   Preliminary TRUSTLESS Paradigms have been defined over the last two years by OMC and several partners and 
participants. These crystallize many years of work by OMC leading staff, and months of discussions and co-editing 
with most of the participants, other TRUSTLESS project participants, and other world ICT security experts, including 
through the Free and Safe in Cyberspace event series launched by OMC . Most importantly, they have been 4

formally approved or signed by all technical and socio-technical participants (read in full in ANNEX 1 Art.3), and can 
only be changed during or after the Project with a 70%  majority of the Scientific Governance Board.  
1. undergoes continuous certification by an extremely technically-proficient, thorough and user-accountable 

independent standard/certification authority 
2. assumes that extremely-skilled attackers are willing to devote even tens of millions of Euros to compromise 

the supply chain or lifecycle, through legal and illegal subversion of all kinds, including economic pressures. 
3. provides extremely user-accountable and technically-proficient oversight of all hardware, software and 

organizational processes critically involved in the entire lifecycle. “Critical” hereafter shall refer to 
hardware, software or procedures against whose possible vulnerabilities one can NOT be protected by 
using proven OS, SoC and/or CPU level isolation/ compartmentation techniques. 

4. provides extreme levels of auditing intensity and (ethical) quality relative to system complexity for all 
critical components; includes only publicly verifiable components, and  minimizes the use of 
non-Free/Open-source software and firmware. 

5. includes only open innovations with clear and low long-term royalties (<25% of end-user price) from patent 
and licensing fees, to prevent undue intellectual property right holders’ pressures, lock-ins, patent vetoes 
and ensure low-cost; 

6. includes only highly-redundant hardware and/or software cryptosystems whose protocols, algorithms and 
implementations are open, long-standing, extensively-verified and endorsed, and with significant and 
“scalable” post-quantum resistance levels. 

4 www.free-and-safe.org 
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1.1.3. - OBJECTIVE 0.3 - Define new TRUSTLESS protection profiles, security 
problem definitions and other standards to enable the cost effective 
certification of ultra-high assurance levels for a subset of the most common 
and most critical ICT use cases in the domains of ICT communications and 
cyber-physical services.  
   Objective 0.3 is covered by WP2 and refined in WP3 and WP4. Define a threat model, considering the 
socio-technical and behavioral aspects, use case scenarios and requirements for the targeted end-2-end ICT service 
sub-domains operations and lifecycle for specific security properties of a selection of the most critical and common 
use cases such as: strategic communications, cloud and social services, IoT, low-level ICT infrastructure for highly 
parallelizable and advanced artificial intelligence. 

   TRUSTLESS ICT services framework will aim to be recognized as a new international standardization and 
certification organizational model for ICT services and lifecycles that achieves the highest levels of assurance at low 
costs (Figure 1). Labs for TRUSTLESS will be controlled and certified by TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority 
(e.g. CivicAuthority ), as well as Common Criteria and SO-GIS. TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority will be 
responsible for defining and updating TLSPPs, TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles, and TLSS, i.e. TRUSTLESS Site 
Standard. TRUSTLESS Providers (e.g. CivicProvider) and TRUSTLESS Sites (e.g. CivicSite) will have to comply with 
TLSPPs and TLSS in order to maintain assurance of provided products and services (WP2) . 
The TRUSTLESS ICT Service framework can be divided into 3 core groups of interest. 
   The first group includes international standards organizations (Common Criteria ) or agreements (like SO-GIS ), 5 6

and licensed laboratories responsible for evaluation of ICT services and products, and national certification bodies 
(like BSI ).  7

  The second group consists of dedicated new TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authorities, TRUSTLESS Providers, 
TRUSTLESS Sites, and TRUSTLESS Labs (e.g. CivicLab) with TRUSTLESS Rooms (e.g. CivicRoom) equipped with 
TRUSTLESS Servers (e.g. CivicServers). TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authorities will be responsible for 
defining and maintaining protection profiles (PPs) for TRUSTLESS Services (e.g. CivicIT), and Site Standards for 
TRUSTLESS Sites and Labs. The TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authorities oversee providers and sites to 
determine if they fulfil the requirements of PPs and Site Standards. PPs specify security requirements for delivered 
services/products, while Site Standards specify requirements for the development environments (TRUSTLESS Labs) 
of TRUSTLESS components (see section 3.1.2). HW and SW components of TRUSTLESS will also be a subject to 
oversight by the TRUSTLESS Site that aims to be consistent with the requirements of PPs. Fulfilling requirements of 
PPs and Site Standards will help to maintain the assurance level. A TRUSTLESS Provider is responsible for the 
management and development of a TRUSTLESS Lab. Providers will be verified and certified by licensed laboratories 
and TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authorities respectively (WP3). 
   The third group embraces users who wants to benefit from secure and reliable TRUSTLESS ICT Services. It will be 
possible by using TRUSTLESS User Devices like: CivicPods with built-in CivicID, CivicDongles, CivicCPSs, CivicCards 
(devices are assembled and verified in TRUSTLESS Labs and Rooms). The TRUSTLESS Devices can communicate with 
themselves and TRUSTLESS Servers within secure, anonymous network TRUSTLESSAnonetwork (e.g. CivicDongles 
network) created according to TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Communication in heterogeneous networks 
(TLSPP- HetNet) (WP2).  
TRUSTLESS User (e.g. CivicUser) will use TRUSTLESS User Devices (e.g. CivicPod) which is highly-portable 
highest-assurance device to communicate with other CivicPod devices, to securely store passwords and generate 
one-time passwords, and uses CivicCards as an additional way of a user authentication. TRUSTLESSCPS (e.g. 
CivicCPS) enables TRUSTLESS users to communicate with cyber-physical systems (WP4) 

1.1.4. OBJECTIVE 0.4 - Design, build, assemble and lab validate the 
TRUSTLESS-compliant ICT service, CivicIT, run by the a CivicProvider, within 
budget and temporal constraints, albeit with barebone features 

5 http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/ 
6 http://www.sogis.org/ 
7 Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik, https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Home/home_node.html 
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Objective 0.4 concerns mainly WP4. Core to the CivicIT technical architecture will be a dedicated 2-2.5mm-thin 
touch-screen handheld device (CivicPod) either attached to the back of any user's mobile phone via a dedicated 
external case (or “inserted” inside the internal case of a custom-built smartphone, or CivicPhone, sharing its 
battery, outside scope of this project). CivicPod comes with a docking station with HDMI switch enable use in 
desktop mode while charging both devices. Each CivicPod user will optionally receive, at cost, a paired cheap 
TV-connected Wi-Fi-enabled HDMI-Dongle (CivicDongle), to create a network of thousands of onion routing nodes 
that provide beyond-state-of-the-art metadata privacy. User authentication will technically rely on a dedicated 
non-RF (radio frequency) and non-MCU (microcontroller unit) smart-card CivicPod-embedded chip (CivicID), and a 
RF-enabled “bank-card sized” smart-card (CivicCard)  that provides 2nd factor authentication while the card is in the 
user’s wallet.  
The same extremely-minimized HW&SW computing base will run all CivicDevices (CivicPod, CivicServer, 
CivicDongle) and CivicRoom locks, to drastically reduce costs. The CivicPod also embeds a back-facing external 
smart-card reader, which - through an alternative smartphone hard case that adds a 0.7mm slot between the 
CivicPod and the hosting smartphone - enables the reading of non-RF enabled CivicCards, as well as mainstream 
smart-cards, for lower levels of assurance. 
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Figure 1. TRUSTLESS ICT Service & Civic IT architecture 

   CivicDevices will be assembled, verified, flashed, and transferred to their users in a dedicated custom-built 
street-facing lab (CivicLab) that will contain a server room (CivicRoom) where any privacy-sensitive services must be 
hosted on dedicated servers (CivicServers). Fabrication and design phases of all critical hardware components will 
be subject to oversight processes (CivicSite) that aim to substantially exceed in end-user-trustworthiness those of 
even of NSA Trusted Foundry Program, at substantially lower costs. All CivicRoom access and CivicSite oversight will 
involve extreme safeguards, including on-site offline approval or oversight by 5 random-sampled citizen-witnesses, 
similar to the polling station processes in governmental elections .  The same extremely-minimized HW&SW 8

8 Bruce Schneier suggested such approach at min 33.21-35.50 of this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8Sc6pUR1mA&feature=youtu.be&t=33m21s 
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computing base will be shared by over 90% by all CivicDevices and CivicRoom locks, to dramatically  reduce the 
overall cost of end-2-end assurance. 

1.1.5. - OBJECTIVE 0.5 - Create the technical components of CivicIT 
Objective 0.5, based on WP2 (TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles), deals with WP4 (low-level components) and 
WP5 (high-level components). Core to the CivicIT will be the provisioning of CivicDevices developed and managed 
according to TRUSTLESS standards. There will be a dedicated 2-2.5mm-thin touch-screen handheld device (or 
CivicPod) which is available either attached to the back of a user's mobile phone via a dedicated external case, or 
“inserted” inside the internal case of a custom-built smartphone (or CivicPhone, outside scope of this project), 
sharing its battery.  Each CivicPod user will optionally receive (at marginal cost), a paired cheap TV-connected 
Wi-Fi-enabled HDMI-Dongle (or CivicDongle) with the capability to act as secure onion routing node in order to 
create a network of thousands to ensure metadata privacy. User authentication will technically rely on a dedicated 
non-RF and non-MCU smart-card CivicPod-embedded chip (or CivicID), and a RF-enabled “bank-card sized” 
smart-card (or CivicCard)  that provides 2nd factor authentication while the card is in the user’s wallet. 

1.1.5.1. The CivicPod 
The CivicPod will integrate, in a single highly-portable highest-assurance device, the capabilities of a display 
smart-card , a security token, an handheld device (such as iPod Touch ), a smart-card reader and a barebones 9 10

desktop PC. It is 2-2.5mm-thin and ⅔ the width size of an average smartphone. Modern smartphones, at 
4.75-6.5mm, are getting too thin to handle , creating a new opportunity such as dual-screen mobile devices like 11

Yotaphone. CivicPod features an open, secure CPU processor and SoC, hardware & software RNG, a power 
connector, micro-HDMI port and 2 Bluetooth ports. Through a dedicated docking station with HDMI-switch, which 
charges the phone and the CivicPod, it is interfaceable to a user’s desktop monitor (via micro-HDMI). It connects via 
Bluetooth to a certified  keyboard w/mouse-pad, for long-form text input. The CivicPod may act as an always-on 
e-ink second screen (like YotaPhone and similar) peripheral, through e-ink or e-ink/LCD technologies.  

 
Figure 2. Section of a CivicPod mounted on a hard case on the user’s smartphone. 

 

The CivicPod also has a back-facing exposed external smart-card reader which - through an alternative smartphone 
hard case that adds a 0.7mm slot between the CivicPod and the hosting smartphone - enables the user to read 
non-RF enabled CivicCards (as well as mainstream smart-cards with lower levels of assurance) to support additional 
use cases  CivicPod features: (A) Exchange rich text text messaging, with other CivicPod users and compliant and 
interoperable with eIDAS devices of high assurance level; (B) engage in very basic 1-2-many (blog) communication 
and many-2-many  deliberative discussion spaces, also pseudonymous and off-the-record;  (C) Securely store 
passwords and generate time-synchronized one-time passwords; (D) Support for multi-personas; (E) Initiate and 
receive Voip voice calls with other CivicPod users; (F) (possibly) interface and remote control in user-friendly ways 
the unsecure IC of the CivicDongle for multimedia features by taking advantage of dual camera for finger tracking. It 
will be conceived and architected to easily allow later certification for EAL5 or 6. 

1.1.5.2. CivicDongle details 

9 Example of 0.8mm-thin Display Card by MasterCard and Nagra/Kudelski, here an even more powerful one by Plastc 
10 Such as the iPod Touch, or the Sectra Tiger handheld for high-assurance NATO/EU SECRET device. 
11 http://pocketnow.com/2012/05/25/when-is-a-smartphone-too-thin 
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CivicDongle is a cheap TV-connected device with DVB-T, HTML5 and Android and onion routing capabilities for 
metadata privacy, to provide through its front-facing low-res dual-cameras unique and extremely intuitive 
“TV-screen touch control from the sofa” remote control for horizontally-placed mobile  mobile-formatted Web App, 
Web site and compatible mobile apps. Composed of 2 HW-sets sandwiched together: (1) Secure HW-set: 
modifications from CivicServer. Ports: no Lan --- (2) Unsecure HW-set: a low-end low-cost off-the-shelf commercial 
(unsecure) mobile-phone SoC, without baseband processor (Android). Ports: Wifi; Bluetooth; HDMI out for 720p HD 
video; HD-capable video-decoder. It is capable of running  Android, which is remotely-controlled by the CivicPod. 
The 2 HW-sets have no communications, except for encrypted and authenticated traffic of the Secure HW-set that 
routes through the Unsecure HW-set to route in/out to the Net via Wifi. 
Innovations in onion routing functionality for metadata privacy: Onion routing techniques and infrastructures 
(such as TOR project or other mixed networks) functionality will be provided to protect the privacy of both voice 
and non-voice communication metadata, except location data in some cases. It will be directly or indirectly 
provided through a large number of entry and exit nodes (at least many hundreds) provided by the CivicDongle. 
Additional sophisticated per-user and behavioral traffic analysis countermeasures will be put in place, including: 
random off-setting of server connections between parties to the same IP call; random generated spoofing and 
decoy voice-like and data-like traffic; and several other measures. Such countermeasures will become effective only 
when the user base is both active and large (at least a few thousands of daily users for voice calls), especially if not 
using the existing Tor network. All certified devices will be configured to not keep any logs, not even for diagnostics. 

1.1.5.3. Mitigation of the risk of malevolent use caused by technical designs being made 
publicly available for transparent review 
  Large non-EU non-NATO non-allied countries already have all the capabilities to build systems to the TRUSTLESS 
trustworthiness levels, and could make it available to terrorists. The public verifiability of the source designs of 
every critical SW & HW prescribed by TRUSTLESS Paradigms for all critical components could appear to potentially 
enable malevolent actors to fabricate their own devices for malevolent use beyond the capability of interception by 
even the most power intelligence. Nonetheless, we carefully concocted preliminary definition of safeguards to 
sufficiently and radically mitigate such threat. 
  In fact, smaller potentially malevolent states or group, by contrast, in order to achieve and sustain the TRUSTLESS 
levels of assurance, using the results of the project, would need to have a extreme control of a suitable 
semiconductor foundry, because, as US Defense Science Board said already back in 2005  “Trust cannot be added to 
integrated circuits after fabrication”. The dramatic increase in the complexity of critical HW fabrication and design 
processes  makes avoiding the insertion of an undetectable critical vulnerability throughout the supply chain and 12

lifecycle an easy task for Western intelligence services. Furthermore, even a small foundry, by current global 
standards, is a very complex operation with over 1000 staff and typically 800 or more discrete fabrication processes 
over several weeks, including dozens of critical ones where a critical error or malicious alteration modification, can 
not be detected afterwards. Provisions in the design will be set in the HW/SW architecture to ensure that 
TRUSTLESS/CivicIT endpoint devices cannot be produced in smaller prototyping labs, mainly through the use of IP 
cores tied to specific, capital intensive fabrication processes, naturally not available on mini scale prototyping 
fabrication facilities and foundries.  
    In the rare case in which the criminal or enemy group or state-agency might attempt to enter into agreements 
with suitable foundries to build such systems, state intelligence can easily make sure to either prevent it or, better 
yet, insert vulnerabilities in their fabrication or design processes to acquire in the future extremely valuable 
intelligence. 
   To the extent that the above mentioned safeguards may prove to be insufficient to adequately prevent such risk, 
the project will explore the possibility that a subset of the hardware designs - as opposed to all other critical 
technical components - may not be made public, but subject to multiple redundant verifications which involve 
direct oversight processes involving both random sampled citizens and elected officials, under suitably controlled 
environments. 

1.1.6. OBJECTIVE 0.6 - Create the SOCIO-TECHNICAL components of CivicIT  
Objective 0.5, based on the WP2 (TRUSTLESS Site Standard) concerns WP3 and partially WP5 (site management). 
CivicDevices are assembled, verified, flashed, and transferred to their users in a dedicated custom-built 

12See this in depth anlysis by Prof Villasenor: 
http://www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2013/11/4-securing-electronics-supply-chain-against-intentionally-compromised-hardware-villa
senor 
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street-facing lab (or CivicLab), which contains a server room (or CivicRoom), where all privacy-sensitive services, if 
offered, must be hosted on dedicated servers (or CivicServers). Fabrication and design phases of all critical 
hardware components will be subject to oversight processes (or CivicSite) that aim to substantially exceed in 
end-user-trustworthiness those of even EAL7 and NSA Trusted Foundry Program, at substantially lower costs. All 
CivicRoom access and CivicSite oversight will involve extreme safeguards including on-site offline approval or 
oversight of 5 (or more) randomly-sampled citizen-witnesses, similar to polling station processes in governmental 
elections.  

1.1.6.1. (TRUSTLESS/)CivicRoom details 
The CivicRoom will test and validate the TRUSTLESS/CivicRoom standards, that sets standards for TRUSTLESS/Civic 
Providers in their setup and management of a hosting (cage) room (or rooms, in distributed setups for redundancy 
and “cloud” performance enhancements) that keeps copies of all critical data and software source code of device, 
firmware and tools of a compliant ICT Service, which may or may not include - as per the Provider’s choice - 
sensitive user data or encryption keys. 
Extreme Safeguards Requirements: In addition to employing current state-of-the-art technical, socio-technical and 
organizational safeguards to the hosting room access management and setup, the compliant Service and Provider, 
will be subject to the following extremely high-assurance, public, transparent and user- or citizen-accountable 
hosting room access and management safeguards: 

1. deploys only TRUSTLESS/CivicServers for any critical function; 
2. remote admin access is disabled; 
3. involves state-of-the-art public video streaming and recording, and is located at street level in busy urban 

street with large glass fronts, to increase perceived (and actual) social control;  
4. on-site access by anyone is conditional on the physical presence and approval of 5 (or more) 

randomly-selected citizens and/or TRUSTLESS users (or “Witnesses”), in addition to 2 system 
administrators, through dedicated keypad locks (CivicLocks)1; 

5. protection from abuse and influence of the citizen-witness selection and behavior will be the object of 
careful research during the project, relying also on very extensive research on the tampering of election 
voting booth processes and of witnesses, and citizen juries in high-profile cases;  

6. enable citizen-witnesses to launch a “scorched earth procedure” , with plausible deniability, which 13

physically burns all data in the CivicRoom and sends an over-the-air update to devices, that continue 
working through the dedicated onion-routing “hidden service” infrastructure provided by the CivicDongles; 

7. may rely on an additional layer of safeguard by allowing a set of user located in a different Member State 
and/or randomly selected CivicPod users to act as “remote witnesses”, as an additional layer of oversight, 
using secret-sharing and threshold approval/cryptographic techniques;  

8. will maintain one (or more) complete replicas of the complete infrastructure involved in such service at 
end-points, including the CivicRoom, which will be publicly available for complete audit tests;  

9. sets intrinsic technological limits to the maximum number of users and percentage of total users whose 
personal data or keys may be recovered within a given time frame;  

10. may make use of additional safeguards, such as protection via implicitly learned passcodes, that cannot be 
revealed explicitly by the user and may increase the plausible deniability in case of emergencies, and the 
related “scorched earth procedure”; 

11. other to-be-researched safeguards. 
 
   Exemplificatory Access Procedure: As an example, a compliant process could be the following: As access is 
needed for admin interventions or other authorized access, in compliance with the Provider Terms of Service and 
Authority rules, 10 (or more) citizen-witnesses are called upon by the Provider. These are random-sampled, briefed 
and accountable to the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority by asking, every 3 (or X)  months, about 20 
randomly-sampled citizens - residing within 1.5-2 hours drive to the CivicRoom -  to perform a trimonthly “witness 
duty” (with aspects of jury duty in some cases, we’ll see below), as in the citizen's witness procedures in certain 
democratic oversight processes in voting booth procedures. As soon as 5 (or more) of them have arrived, access to 
the CivicRoom is allowed by the additional physical presence of 2 (or X) authorized systems administrators, 
employed by the CivicProvider. 

1.1.6.1.1. TRUSTLESS/CivicRoom specific requirements by type of Provider, and the issue of 
constitutional lawful access  

13 http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/columnist/rieder/2013/08/12/reider-nsa-snooping-collateral-damage/2642557/ 
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A. Pure P2P Service. It is reserved only for compliant non-governmental Providers, that decide to NOT handle or 
manipulate sensitive unencrypted user data and/or offer “key or data recovery” services.  
In such a scenario, the above mentioned TRUSTLESS/CivicRoom safeguards and the other TRUSTLESS Computing 
Standards will provide end users and law enforcement agencies with ultra-high level of assurance in regards to the 
resistance of the technical, socio-technical and organizational processes involved in its management and access 
management, to ensure the security of software versioning and firmware upgrades, against internal and external 
attacks; as for example in the case of certain services by Apple  or most recently Whatsapp (Facebook company). 14

Such safeguards, of course, cannot assure against vulnerabilities that may be present in the client end-point devices 
sold by the provider (Apple, GSMK Cryptophone) or on which the application of such provider is running (Whatsapp, 
Telegram, Signal, Tor clients, etc.), in the absence of sufficiently comprehensive certifications and verifications, such 
as those proposed for CivicDevice. 
 
B. Hybrid P2P Service - It is reserved only for compliant governmental and non-governmental Providers, that DO 
decide, instead, to handle or manipulate sensitive unencrypted user data  and/or “key or data recovery” services.  15

In such a scenario, the above mentioned TRUSTLESS/CivicRoom safeguards and the other TRUSTLESS Computing 
Standards would guarantee radically more accountability, transparency and trustworthiness to the user that: (1) his 
sensitive private data is protected against scalable attacks by very advanced threat actors; (2) Every critical 
technology or organizational process involved in the provider’s response to lawful access orders are adequately 
respecting the end user’s fundamental rights.  
    In such use cases scenarios, TRUSTLESS end user devices (such as the CivicPod) should be able to send back to the 
CivicRoom temporary time-based encryption keys, as well as the (encrypted) actual true parties and timings of each 
IP session, that goes through the TRUSTLESS Anonetwork (i.e. network of CivicDongles), so as to enable temporal- 
and data-limited intercept, search or seizure limited in scope and time, as per legal due process requests. All this 
should be done while maintaining the project target levels of assurance against scalable abuse. Measures will 
include a unforgeable and non-destructible auditable log trail of all relevant human and technological actions taken 
in response to a lawful access request.  
   This specific sub-objective of the project presents a significant risk of infeasibility in so far as the resulting standard 
and/or implementations may produce unacceptable risks to the civil rights of a large number of citizens. Many 
experts believe  that third-party key escrow cannot be done properly adducing several arguments, including the 16

factthat we can't even come close to non-escrow solutions that offer a sufficiently high level of assurance. 
Therefore, if, during the project, we come to believe that we cannot get reasonably close to the target levels of 
assurance (for either versions of the CivicRoom, we will NOT go ahead in developing the Hybrid P2P Service. 
   As a means to protect against such risk, the resulting TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority and TRUSTLESS 
Computing Consortium are bound by a binding MoU (ANNEX 1 Art.3.11) to require that any TRUSTLESS Provider 
“may provide user’s encryption keys backup and recovery services, and/or privacy-sensitive server-side services that 
may be substantially inefficient or significantly less safe to provide via TRUSTLESS onion-routing-based “hidden 
services”, on condition that [….] both the Provider and the hosting facility are located in nations where mandatory 
key disclosure, and similar legislation, or known practices, do NOT make it illegal for a Provider to withhold access - 
on the basis of reasonable and articulated concerns of violation of fundamental civil rights of citizens - to 
warrant-based or state-security-based government requests.” 
   In addition to those binding provisions, as a mitigation measure, the project results may mandate the resulting 
Authority and Consortium to only support - for 2 years from a first real life deployment - the use of this scenario 
only when the Provider is a governmental entity offering services to high or elected public officials, such as 
suggested in 1999 by the Swedish government .  For example, the Brazilian state ICT agency SERPRO  has already 17 18

14 Here is a blog post by OMC Exec. Dir. referring to recent consideration of Prof Villasenor on the Apple vs FBI case: 
http://www.openmediacluster.com/2016/02/18/if-we-cant-trust-nsa-which-should-we-trust-apple-in-holding-backdoors-why-not-a-radically-
trustworthy-third-party/ 
15  Reasons maybe: to offer a wide variety and/or faster server side services; efficient  voice or video conferencing services; which would be 
impossible or inefficient to offer as onion routing hidden services; or to explicitly allow lawful access under proper safeguards in order to 
reduce the chances of inadvertently obstructed the investigation of suspects of grave criminal crimes  
16 Two detailed reports by highly recognized cryptographers and IT security experts have in fact strongly questioned the feasibility of lawful                     
access schemes that aim at the goals we are trying to achieve here: 
http://academiccommons.columbia.edu/catalog/ac:127127 
http://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/97690/MIT-CSAIL-TR-2015-026.pdf?sequence=8 
17 From http://cryptome.org/se-crypto99.htm “Governmental authorities should make use of key management systems with built-in functions               
for key recovery. In order to promote this, internal bodies for managing certificates and cryptographic keys probably need to be set up. These                       
governmental bodies should be regulated in such a way that they can serve as a model for the private market too. ...If developments should                        
warrant more stringent regulations, the government will consider appropriate measures for creating means of legal access to the plaintext of                    
encrypted information for law enforcement and supervisory authorities.” 
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internal regulations that 4 state officials of different public agencies need to be physically present at a specific 
hosting room and consent in order to allow access to the emails of a state employee based on a court order. More 
recently, SERPRO is working on increasing the assurance of such lawful access service with the help of our 
participants KRY using some of the ideas outlined here . 19

  Is it legal to selectively decide to comply to lawful access requests to the hosting room? On a passing analysis, it 
appears that the process described about for compliance to lawful access request is legal in several EU member 
states. In Italy, after a deeper analysis, it would appear initially that it would be illegal to not comply to a request of 
a court-warrant or a request from Dipartimento Informazioni per la Sicurezza, authorized by the local “procuratore 
generale”. Such non compliance is a “resistance to public official” (art. 650 Italian penal code) amounting to a few 
hundreds of euros; a record may also be inscribed in the Citizen Criminal Record (with consequences for a few 
public staffing application requirements and a few other nuisance). But that is the case, unless the citizen can 
demonstrate that he did not comply because he had valid suspicions that an illegal or unconstitutional act was 
about to be committed. The citizen-witnesses will be sampled with techniques similar to those that guide the 
creation of high profile citizen juries in US judicial system, in order to exclude citizens that may be in a position to 
fear substantially the consequences of such mark on their Citizen Criminal Record. Theoretically, citizen-witness may 
be accused of “favoring” a criminal (378 del Codice Penale) with dire criminal consequences, but motive need to be 
established, which evidently does not apply to the CivicRoom case.  
  In Germany, the CivicRoom process, in broad terms, there are no mandatory key disclosure laws for both law 
enforcement and state security needs, nor other laws impeding the legality of the service. 

1.1.6.2. CivicSite details 
Fabrication and design phases of all critical TRUSTLESS hardware components will be subject to oversight processes, 
or CivicSite, that aims to substantially exceed in end-user-assurance those of even Common Criteria EAL5-7 and NSA 
Trusted Foundry Program, at substantially lower costs. CivicSite oversight processes for all critical phases (which 
cannot economically be verified ex-post) will involve extreme safeguards, including using only CivicDevices for 
critical functions, and including on-site offline oversight of 5 randomly-selected trained citizen-witnesses, similar to 
polling station processes in governmental elections.  
   Why is the CivicSite needed and cost-effective? CivicSite processes are needed because of the grave and real risk 
that hardware or software vulnerabilities may be introduced by some entity during the manufacturing process , 20

and inadequacy of current fabrication standards. Such introduction, if performed in critical fabrications phases, 
cannot be ascertained afterwards. “Trust cannot be added to integrated circuits after fabrication” said the US 
Defense Science Board already in 2005. At first, it would appear that building a chip manufacturing plant would be 
the best way to provide the highest security of the chip manufacturing process. However, at a cost of 200M€, for 
very old technology, to 4bn€, for the latest, such costs are not only prohibitive but of very little use since, even 
though such plant may be located in the same nation where the TRUSTLESS service is offered, the problem of 
verifying and overseeing the process remains almost completely intact. Therefore, even if there was a budget of 
over 100M€ available to ensure hardware security, the best way to spend such budget would be in oversight 
procedures and technologies rather than manufacturing, provided that the necessary foundry access is granted. 
   How it works. Follows possible solution, for the sake of validating its feasibility. The actual slution will be 
developed duirng the project. CivicSite will deploy general concepts reportedly applied by NSA Trusted 
Access/Foundry Program today in cases in which they require the highest-level fabrication oversight assurance. 
They reportedly choose a foundry that fits the equipment and general oversight process specifications - located, if 
not in the US, in a country that overall provide more assurance than others - which will agree to:  

● (1) Make sure that the requested hardware is all produced in one continuous batch in a short time span (a 
few days or weeks), as is typical anyway;  

● (2) Allow, for each batch, to setup and configure an extensive sensing, and monitoring infrastructure - often 
made by specialized proprietary companies - and allow about 3 (or more) competent, trained, redundant 
and trusted technicians, per shift, to verify thoroughly the entire process, 24/7 and on-site, from the 
monitoring room and inside the cleanroom. 

In addition to that, the CivicSite will: 
● (A) Add at minimum number “userwitnesses”, made up of 5 (or more) randomly-sampled TRUSTLESS users 

and 4 (or more) user-elected TRUSTLESS users, in a role of active oversight witnesses 24/7. They would be 

18 https://www.serpro.gov.br/noticias/serpro-declara-que-nao-existe-backdoor-no-expresso 
19  https://cryptoid.com.br/arquivo-cryptoid/e-mail-do-governo-ganha-mais-uma-protecao-com-solucao-nacional/ 
20See this paper from Prof. Villasenor: 
http://www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2013/11/4-securing-electronics-supply-chain-against-intentionally-compromised-hardware-villa
senor 
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well paid to take that time off, would be extensively trained and “selftrained” through open participatory 
processes; 

● (B) Choose to produce critical ICs (such as CPU, SoC, memory, etc) at EU-based 200-300mm EAL5+ foundries 
with older technologies, simpler processes, and less third-party IP obstacles than today's’ Asian megafabs, 
that allow the technicians and witnesses to publicly and completely document the process with videos, 
photos and more. One such foundry, Lfoundry, has already agreed to the access and transparency terms 
outlined here, as participant of a previous H2020 FETOpen proposal. 

● (C) Equipment and sensors, to be applied to the chosen foundries, should as much as possible not require 
direct interventions or disruption of the foundry equipment and facilities, but just rely on setting up an 
additional overlay of sensing equipment, and on getting copy of the existing quality control sensor feeds. 
This would also increase the “portability” of the CivicSite processes to other foundries, and in part the 
resiliency of the solution. 

● (D) Sensing and oversight equipment will as much as possible be airgapped, make use of highassurance 
verifiable systems, and where possible based on TRUSTLESS SW&HW. 

1.1.7. OBJECTIVE O.7 - Create a statute and by-laws of the resulting 
TRUSTLESS Computing Standards and the TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium 
that can achieve and sustain extremely high and resilient levels of both 
technical proficiency and citizens accountability amidst great external 
pressures to influence the process.  
   By far the most crucial factor affecting the achievement and sustainable maintenance of the target assurance 
certification levels and cost/benefit ratios, especially for assurance levels beyond medium, will rest on the ability 
to set in place - as an initial constituent process of future organizational frameworks - an architecture of board 
that exercise governance and steering so as to achieve and sustainably maintain extremely high-levels of 
altruistic intentions, technical-proficiency and citizen-accountability.  
   To this end: 

1. We signed with all technical participant a Binding MoU (ANNEX 1) which defines clearly the constituent 
processes that will lead to such to the the creation of TRUSTLESS Computing Standards and the TRUSTLESS 
Computing Consortium; 

2. All steering power of the project relies not on the participants or the project coordinator but on a set of 
boards that have been design to achieve this objective, see Section 3.2. 

3. We have further specified the terms of the post-project governance in Section 2.1.2. 
This objective summarizes all WPs activities as well as the TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium efforts. 

1.1.8. - OBJECTIVE O.8 - Validate CivicIT compliance to TRUSTLESS standards 
through a Lab Validations in target subdomains use cases 
   After an initial exclusivity for a post-R&D TRUSTLESS Consortium, TRUSTLESS services can be managed, distributed 
and commercialized by any willing service provider (or CivicProviders). CivicProvider service is regularly and 
continuously verified and certified by a to-be-established dedicated certification organization/committee (or 
Authority), also responsible for the updating of the certification specifications, the final formal Paradigms (or 
TRUSTLESS Paradigms) and certification requirements (or TRUSTLESS Specifications). TRUSTLESS Computing 
Certification Authority governance will be made up mostly of world leading global digital civil rights organizations 
and experts and direct user participation, as well as EU and UN representatives, and TRUSTLESS providers. 
   Certified Labs for TRUSTLESS will be controlled and certified by TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority, as 
well as Common Criteria and SO-GIS. TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority will be responsible for defining 
and updating TLSPPs (TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles) and TLSS (TRUSTLESS Site Standard). TRUSTLESS Sites 
and TRUSTLESS Services Providers will have to comply with TLSPPs and TLSS in order to maintain assurance of 
provided services and products (see Figure 1). The objective will be to research, revise, extend and build the 
technical, socio-technical and organizational Preliminary CivicIT Service Architecture described below, in order to 
comply with the requirements, as well as to enable at least very basic text and voice functions, and have form 
factor, performance and UX suitable for wide-market adaptations for many diverse high and highest assurance 
domains. 
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1.1.9. - OBJECTIVE O.9 - Validate TRUSTLESS standards and certification actual 
and perceived assurance levels 

Objective 0.9 is closely related to WP6 and WP8. Actively involve representative actors in all phases in (A)                   
participatory decision making role (ethical technical experts, citizen samples, relevant civilian and state security              
public agencies) or (B) in wide consultation roles (technical experts, high assurance IT firms and service providers,                 
public agencies, standard organizations and compliance labs). To increase validation, consultations, surveys and             
deliberative pollings will be held with media, leading experts, relevant governmental entities, representative             
citizen/consumer associations, IT and IT security industry associations. 

1.1.10. OBJECTIVE O.10 - Define a clear standardization and certification plan. 
Objective 0.10 is closely related to WP8. Define a clear standardization and certification plan, including high-level                 

binding technical, organizational and governance requirements for: the future provider(s) seeking certification for a              
given end-2-end ICT service or lifecycle; the future standard compliance assessment entities; the proposed new               
standard & certification setting authority. WP8 will be dedicated exclusively to that, while several dissemination,               
consultation and communication activities will be directed at increasing a critical mass of governmental actors,               
certification labs, leading experts recognition that can support a wide recognition and/or adoption of the resulting                
standards and certification body.  

1.2. Relation to work programme 
Work Programme - DS-01 RIA How does TRUSTLESS match the Work Programme?  

The constant discovery of 
vulnerabilities in ICT components, 
applications, services and systems is 
placing our entire digital society at 
risk. Insecure ICT is also imposing a 
significant cost on users (individuals 
and organisations) who have to 
mitigate the resulting risk by 
implementing additional technical 
and procedural measures which are 
resource consuming. 

By facilitating the creation of new Paradigms for ultra-high assurance ICT           
standardization and certification, and their governance, will substantially        
increase the assurance levels of the most common and critical ICT           
systems. This will reduce EU entities’ expenditures on defensive systems          
that proved to mostly increase attack surface in mid- to high-threat           
scenarios. The director of US DARPA High-assurance Systems program         
highlight how about 30% of vulnerabilities in high-assurance systems are          
introduced by internally security products . 21

Smart systems, highly connected 
cyber-physical systems (CPS) are 
introducing a high dynamism in the 
system to develop and validate. 
Hence, CPS are evolving in a complex 
and dynamic environment, making 
safety-critical decisions based on 
information from other systems not 
known during development. 

By recognizing that the shifting of contexts, configurations and setups, and           
inter-system complexity in CPS systems call for new holistic frameworks          
for certification that assess all organizational and technical parts         
critically involved or relied upon in a given operational end-2-end CPS           
scenario (i.e. experience or service) and related lifecycle; and not just           
systems, devices or parts of devices.  

Another key challenge is posed by 
domains, such as medical devices, 
critical infrastructure facilities, and 
cloud data centres, where security is 
deeply intertwined and a 
prerequisite for other 
trustworthiness aspects such as 
safety and privacy. 

By facilitating a deeper, more holistic and comprehensive approach it will           
improve the ability to assess the assurance of ICT systems where many            
security properties are concurrently critical; mitigating cases such as         
banking or critical infrastructure where mere low-mid levels of         
confidentiality become a substantial mean to achieve high levels of          
detection, prevention and mitigation of attacks on integrity or         
authenticity.  

The challenges are further 
intensified by the increasing trend of 

By extending assurance assessment to ALL tech parts and processes          
critically involved in ICT service provisioning or lifecycle, it increase the           

21 https://youtu.be/3D6jxBDy8k8?t=4m20s 
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using third party components for 
critical infrastructures, by the 
ubiquity of embedded systems and 
the growing uptake of IoT as well as 
the deployment of decentralized and 
virtualized architectures. 

elimination, reduction, and comparative assessment of third party (i.e.         
black box) technical or organizational components in a given service.  
Ubiquity of IoT systems greatly increases risks of side-channel attacks and           
“external” confidentiality compromise on users of non-IoT systems.  
A more holistic approach will be facilitated by the measurement of how            
much the specific nature of the decentralized and virtualised approach          
increases or reduces assurance for security properties such as         
confidentiality, availability and/or integrity. 

In order to tackle these challenges, 
there is a need of appropriate 
assurances that our ICT systems are 
secure and trustworthy by design as 
well as a need of certified levels of 
assurance where security is regarded 
as the primary concern. Likewise, 
target architectures and methods 
improving the efficiency of 
assurance cases are needed in order 
to lower their costs. 

By facilitating new holistic and comprehensive end-2-end certification        
frameworks that strongly incentivize low-level radically-open target       
architectures for most common and critical sub-domain, it will provide          
appropriate assurance where some security properties are the primary         
concern, and concurrently radically increase certification efficiency in time         
and money. 
 

Providing assurance is a complex 
task, requiring the development of a 
chain of evidence and specific 
techniques during all the phases of 
the ICT Systems Development 
Lifecycle (SDLC for short: e.g. design 
verification, testing, and runtime 
verification and enforcement) 
including the validation of individual 
devices and components. 

Security assurance will be supported by security assurance evidences         
produced in each phase of the SDLC. There will be two types of evidences: 

● TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS) evidences related to the        
environment where the CivicIT products/services are developed; 

● TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles (TLSPPs) evidences      
concerning directly the CivicIT products/services. 

For the TRUSTLESS Site Standard the following chain of evidence will be            
provided: Security Problem Definition, security objectives as a security         
problem solution, security requirements and protection measures,       
sub-processes, activities, roles, and operational and security procedures. 
In the development environment the following methods, techniques and         
tools will be implemented and provided: secure software coding,         
reviewing and testing; threat modelling with the socio-technical and         
behavioral aspects consideration; vulnerability analysis; formal verification       
of security properties; risk, information security, and business continuity         
management standards; audits of development processes. In addition, the         
following will be provided: records/logs of all development environment         
operations and the process maturity assessment as a second kind of           
evidence in the chain. These evidences are proofs that the development           
processes satisfy the assurance requirements. 
For the CivicIT products/services developed according to their TLSPPs the          
evidences will be provided for design, implementation, operation and         
end-of-life phases. The chain of evidence will include: security problem,          
security objectives and requirements in reference to TLSPPs; testing         
results and independent (third-party) tests results; proofs that        
products/services work properly in their operational environment       
(maintenance); proofs (records, logs) that products/services were       
developed according to the methods, tools and techniques imposed by          
the TRUSTLESS Site Standard; documents of sanitizing the product in its           
end of life (discarding information, etc.). 
 

These techniques are complementary 
yet all necessary, each of them 
independently contributing towards 
improving security assurance. 

Above a medium level of assurance, each individual technique contributes          
to increase the level of assurance of the SDLC only if such level is              
maintained throughout critical phases, parts, processes and “techniques”,        
because assurance from high and mid-high threats is measured by the           
weakest links.  
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These techniques will include security assurance requirements imposed by         
Common Criteria components which belong to higher Evaluation        
Assurance Levels (EALs). Also, new components can be defined (if needed)           
according to Common Criteria methodology.. 

It includes methods for reliability and 
quality development and validation of 
highly dynamic systems. 

The methods will include procedures or techniques for the assessment of           
evidences and development processes. The methods will be capable to          
examine the claims made in assurance evidences provided in the various           
life cycle stages of the CivicIT products/services. 

Proposals may address security, 
reliability and safety assurance at 
individual phases of the SDLC and are 
expected to cover at least one of the 
areas identified below, depending on 
their relevance to the proposal overall 
objectives:  
  1) Security requirements 
specification and formalization; 

2) 
- Security properties formal 
verification and proofs at design and 
runtime;  
- Attack and threat modelling; 
3) 
- Secure software coding; 
- Assurance-aware modular or 
distributed architecting and 
algorithmic; 
- Software code review, static and 
dynamic security testing; 
4) 
- Automated tools for system 
validation and testing; 
- Vulnerability analysis; 
-Vendor (third-party) application 
security testing; 
- Penetration testing; 
- Collection and management of 
evidence for assessing security and 
trustworthiness; 
 

1) By the elaboration, evaluation and implementation of the new 
generation of protection profiles, i.e. TRUSTLESS Services 
Protection Profiles (TLSPPs), specifying the formalized 
requirements for the key services of the TRUSTLESS: Human to 
Human Communication (TLSPP - H2H), Human to Machine 
Communication (TLSPP -H2M), Communication in heterogeneous 
networks (TLSPP - HetNet), Communication in cyber-physical 
systems (TLSPP - CybPhys). 

2) The TLSPP profiles will be developed with the use of the 
knowledge base modelling and analyzing tools for threat 
modelling, vulnerability analysis and risk analysis. The developed 
profiles will be based on design patterns and will be supported by 
a software tool. The existing knowledge and experience related to 
high assurance ICT products will be considered too. 

3) By the elaboration, evaluation and implementation of the 
TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS), specifying the formalized 
requirements for environments, where the components of the 
TRUSTLESS are developed, manufactured, customized, configured 
and provided for end users. The process will provide the formal 
verification of the key components, will promote the 
assurance-aware modular or distributed architecting and 
algorithmic solutions for hardware and software components, 
where appropriate. Special attention will be paid to the secure 
software development, including coding, code review, different 
tests (static, dynamic, integration, penetrating) with the proofs for 
test covering and depth. The final test will be performed according 
to the vendor application security testing rules. 

4) The development environment will be equipped with automated 
tools for component validation and testing to minimize 
vulnerabilities and raise the quality of components. A 
development environment where the TRUSTLESS Site Standard is 
performed needs the right management and security which 
considers the assumed life cycle phases. Special attention will be 
paid to configuration management, development process security 
and continuity based on renowned standards, development tools 
management, documentation (evidence) management. To get 
additional assurance, these activities will be controlled and 
supported by software tools. The project input will be the existing 
knowledge and experience related to the high assurance ICT 
products development, manufacturing, and customer support 
during the product operation and end of life phase. 

Proposal should strive to quantify 
their progress beyond the state of 
the art in terms of efficiency and 
effectiveness. Particular importance 
within this context should be placed 

The key metrics to judge the produced metrics (i.e. holistic standards and 
certifications) would be: (a) the passing of different levels of verification, 
audit and oversight in operation and life-cycle, (b) resistance to attack 
simulations with different levels of expertise, resources and time, and (c) 
the amount, skill level and ethical intentions of technical work devoted 
to secure design and verifications in relation to the complexity of critical 
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on determining the appropriate 
metrics 

parts and processes. 
For medium-high to ultra-high levels of confidentiality and integrity, 
though, complete failure can well be hidden for decades. So therefore in 
those cases, the most crucial metric would be the estimated level of 
technical expertise and altruistic intentions of the decision making 
members for the governance bodies; and the resources such members 
have to dedicate to produce and update sufficiently extreme safeguards. 

Proposals should take into account 
the changing threat landscape, 
where targeted attacks and 
advanced persistent threats assume 
an increasingly more important role 
and address the challenge of security 
assurance in state-of-the-art 
development methods and 
deployment models including but 
not limited to solutions focussing on 
reducing the cost and complexity of 
assurance in large-scale systems. 

On one side, APTs appear to have now constant access to 0days in nearly 
all systems and have developed systems to automate their endpoint 
exploitation and exploited endpoint management (NSA Fox Acid, NSA 
Turbine, and similar private systems, etc). On the other side, current 
certification practices, which often do not include critical component of 
the ICT services or do not have consistent levels of assurance, are 
already extremely costly and time consuming. These 2 mutually 
exclusive trends, can only be reconciled, by promoting flexible and 
radically-open target architectures that are applicable to the most 
common and critical subdomains, albeit initially with very basic 
performance and features. 

Proposals should include a clear 
standardisation plan [? ] at 22

submission time 

Submit a proposal for Identification and Approval by the European 
Commission - according to Annex II of Regulation 1025/2012 on European 
Standardisation  -  for a new “ICT technical specification” referring to a 23

set of standard setting and certification bodies for high and ultra-high 
assurance end-2-end ICT systems for critical scenarios in the target 
subdomains. 

The outcome of the proposals are 
expected to lead to development up 
to Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 
3 to 5; 

R&D activities were performed encompassing: analytical and laboratory 
studies of technological and organizational issues related to high 
assurance products and services. The aim of this research was to validate 
the project concept. The proven components were integrated into high 
assurance end-2-end CivicIT services and processes. On this basis the 
requirements of CivicIT components application were elaborated as 
TRUSTLESS Service Protection Profiles (TLSPPs) and TRUSTLESS Site 
Standard (TLSS).In order to increase fidelity of CivicIT components, 
services profiles and processes, they were integrated and validated in a 
near realistic environment (CivicLab Validation) so that Technology 
Readiness Level of the proposal results can achieve level 5. 

1.3. Concept and methodology 
1.3.1. (a) Concept 

1.3.1.1. Innovative concepts, ideas, assumptions  
    Key Assumptions: Our assumptions are centered on: (a) the overwhelming solidity of properly implemented 
cryptographic methods; (b) the inherent weaknesses to interception of transnational IP networks backbones and 
nodes due to their huge and multinational geographical extension, and the wide availability of fiber wiretapping 
techniques; (c) the high-probability of a widespread practice and ease to insert remotely-exploitable critical 
vulnerabilities in core software and hardware components in both mass-market as well as highest-assurance mobile 
and desktop equipment; (d) a fundamental challenge to enable wide citizen and business adoption of ultra-high 
assurance ICT services is the lack of complete and open high-assurance low-level computing architectures achieving 
high user-friendliness, accessibility and low costs, and suitable ultra-high assurance recognized standards.  
   Redefining ICT assurance as a byproduct of organizational process: Highest-grade digital privacy solutions are 
ultimately not a product nor a service, but a set of iterative organizational processes that critically affect a 

22 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/questions-and-answers-public-consultation-ict-standards 
23 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/identification-ict-specifications 
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real-world-scenario end-to-end communication user experience. It is therefore critical privacy-by-design and 
security-by-design concepts are extended to be fully realized, by building processes for the provision of end-to-end 
communication solutions that aim to be trust-free, i.e.  devoid of the need of trust in anyone or anything, except in 
quality of self-guaranteeing transparent and accountable organizational processes, that underlie the service and 
technology provisioning, whose quality can as recognizable by moderately informed and educated citizens. 
   An enabling reference hardware architecture: It will be centered on a new hardware-platform based on a 
revolutionary form-factor suitable for (a) a new 2-2.5mm-thin handheld touch-screen end-user device class - used 
while attached to the back of any user's mobile phone via a dedicated external case (CivicPod), or “inserted” inside 
the internal case of a custom-built smartphone's (CivicPhone) -  as well as for (b) server, onion routing node 
dongles, interactive kiosks (CivicKiosk), CPS/M2M/IoT devices; albeit with minimal text, Web and voice features. 
   Role of Free Software and open innovation concepts. Free/Open Source Software, while providing important civil 
freedom, does not directly improve assurance of a software in comparison to that whose source code is merely 
publicly-verifiable without NDA. On the contrary, at times it has constrained viable business models, and therefore 
reduced resources available for adequate auditing relative to complexity. Nonetheless, the project will very strictly 
mandate Free/Open Source Software and firmware, with little exception for non-critical parts, because it strongly 
promotes incentives for open innovation communities, volunteer expert auditing and overall ecosystem governance 
decentralisation, which in turn substantially contributes to ICT actual and perceived security, and promotes an 
ecosystem that is highly-resilient to short- and long-term changing technological, legislative and societal contexts. 
Without the very active and well meaning participation (paid and not paid) of many of the world-best ICT security 
experts and “communities”, it would be unlikely to achieve the necessary auditing intensity and quality, relative to 
complexity, that is needed to achieve the project aims. 
   Without the very active participation (paid and not paid) of the world-best ICT security experts and “community”, 
it would be unlikely that a project even with over 100M€ budget could have reasonable expectations to prevent 
successful remote attacks from the numerous and varied entities with access to remote vulnerabilities devised, 
commissioned, acquired, purchased or discovered, to date and in the future, by entities that are extremely 
well-financed and have unprecedented accumulated skill-sets. 
   Participants to this project, future providers and initial certification authority will be bound through an MoUs by 
TRUSTLESS Socio-technical Paradigms, which will guarantee open innovation, sustainable very-low overall royalties, 
verifiability and Free Software (See Annex 1). 

1.3.1.1.1. Research and Innovation activities linked to the project 

The project builds upon a large number of relevant H2020 and FP7 projects lead by the participants, as listed in                    
detail in Section 4.1. Of particular relevance, it builds on projects led by KUL in the area of cryptographic standards                    
and EJC (ATTPS) in the area of trustworthy computing.  

1.3.1.1.2. Inter-disciplinary considerations 

To achieve and maintain trustworthiness levels, we will involve leading IT and social scientists to devise radically 
new ideas and concepts, and extend, merge best-of-breed “zero trust” socio-technical paradigms from different 
fields, by involving world experts in: (a) technical and socio-technical principles of the highest trustworthiness, even 
by military-grade standards; (b) citizen-witness-based, citizen-jury-based and voting-booth organizational 
procedures from democratic governance, and; (c) organizational constituent processes, and statutory architectures 
aimed at extreme transparency, user/citizen-accountability and technical proficiency. A high degree of 
interdisciplinary interactions will occur throughout in various tasks, to resolve unprecedented practical and 
theoretical challenges that emerge from their joint application IT and organization, such as: hardware design (KRY, 
KUL), hardware fabrication oversight (DFK, APP, OMC), software design (DUT, GEN, SCY, KUL), citizen-witness 
processes (OMC, SCY). A multi-gender and multicultural participatory analysis of the perception of high-assurance IT 
solutions will be performed during the requirement analysis phase, to best ensure that the results will be perceived 
similarly across those demographics. 

1.3.1.2. The Problem and the Causes: Solutions, Mitigation and Opportunities 

1.3.1.2.1. The Problem of inadequate ICT assurance  

There is a severe and increasing lack of sufficient actual and perceived ICT assurance - and reliable assurance 
measurability -  in cyber-physical systems, critical infrastructure, cloud services, IoT, artificial intelligence, medical 
devices - and nearly all other ICT services in critical societal use case scenarios. The greatly increased and fast 
increasing effectiveness, efficiency and scalability of endpoint exploitation techniques, including advanced 
persistent threats, and their easy availability to private and public high threat actors, with low risk of discoverability, 
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have hugely raised the bar for ICT assurance for all critical use case scenarios, for ordinary citizens to critical state 
infrastructure and assets. Even mid-level threat actors can “rent”, or otherwise access, such capabilities by more 
advanced actors, state and private, that have ways to highly scale the exploitation and management of tens or 
hundreds of thousands of endpoints. 
  The current theoretical and applied scientific socio-technical paradigms for assurance, or high-assurance ICT 
services and devices, has produced a situation whereby no end-2-end computing services or standards exist today 
that enable even the most highly-targeted civilian user to have access to constitutionally-meaningful confidence 
that its computing has not been intercepted and completely compromised. In addition to billions affected by 
massive/bulk surveillance, these phenomena affects from hundreds of thousands to millions via targeted, yet 
highly-scalable low-cost, surveillance techniques, by at least several state and non-state actors, through a large 
number of continuously discovered, purchased and rented vulnerabilities, often unpublicized for years.  Even the 
most trustworthy among current ICT solutions or standards have the following foundational weaknesses :  24

● (a) the impossibility of a complete and reliably-independent verification of integrated circuits (or “IC”) 
design, fabrication and/or their firmware or software, for at least some of the security critical components; 

● (b) even when publicly verifiable, critical components are subject to inadequate levels and/or partial 
verification, because of a highly inadequate ratio of actual verification vs. system complexity.  

   In fact, computing systems are among the least trustworthy systems in everyday use today, with state and 
non-state actors on multi-billion dollar budgets and a criminal mindset but no fear of prosecution trying to subvert 
hardware and software at all levels in the lifecycle. 
   A deeper analysis of the facts revealed by Snowden, has led some of the world-leading experts, such as Steve 
Blank, Bruce Schneier and Adi Shamir , to conclude that we should be assuming virtually all endpoint devices to be 25

compromised beyond-point-of-encryption and/or that all mainstream processors completely compromised or 
compromisable in remote, undetectable and low-cost ways. Furthermore, the US Defense Science Board stated 
since 2005 that “Trust cannot be added to integrated circuits after fabrication”, and UCLA experts have exposed 
huge vulnerabilities in the complexities of the IC design life-cycle . 26

   The current EDA Head of Information Superiority summarised the current trusted computing model very well 
during the first Free and Safe in Cyberspace - EU Edition 2015 , organized by OMC in pursuit of exactly the aims of 
this research proposal said : “Among EU member states it’s hilarious: they claim digital sovereignty but they rely 27

mostly on Chinese hardware, on US American software, and they need a famous Russian to reveal the 
vulnerabilities”. 
   This situation gravely constrains the European society in its ability to (a) protect all citizens’ rights of freedom of 
speech, political participation and privacy of communications; (b) protect its key industries’ trade secrets from 
snooping, and its institutions’ sovereignty from undue interference; (c) promote and protect EU ICT/media industry 
ability to extract fair value from the global ICT/media value chain; (d) promote and protect EU ICT firms’ ability to 
offer trustworthy services to their clients in EU and abroad; (e) most of all, protect its investigative reporters, active 
citizens and elected officials from undue pressures - from extremely wealthy entities, criminal and powerful state 
agencies - aimed at strongly obstructing the performance of their extremely crucial role in a democratic society. 
 

1.3.1.2.1.a - New Threats for cyber-physical systems 
 
ICT systems responsible for the functioning of airplanes, cars, factories, plants, power plants, nuclear facilities, have 
traditionally been very good at containing the risks to their systems and to maintain very high levels of safety and 
resiliency. Deaths related to airline accidents, while a tragedy, are astoundingly low when compared to the yearly 
passenger volume. This low death rate has its origins in the 1920’s US, when leading EU and US socio-technical 
scientists, through the US FAA and some airlines, developed breakthrough socio-technical systems, through a mix of 
fail-safe, oversight technologies, certification, procedures, and organizations. It was this socio-technical innovation, 
rather than any aviation technological breakthrough, that increased security of commercial flight to levels that were 
previously deemed inconceivable or impossible, a consequent economic and aviation research boom. In fact, from 
1926 and 1929, as FAA issued its certification standards, passengers in US civilian aviation skyrocketed from 5.782 
to 172.405. Most of the success in maintaining  IT-related failures in cyber-physical systems has been due to the fact 
that ICT systems have been solidly isolated from public ICT networks, and therefore from attacks.  In recent years, 
however, such closed ICT systems include connection with (onboard) systems that are connected to the Internet 

24STOA Report to EU Parl “Mass Surveillance - Part 2: Technology foresight, options for longer term security…”, 2014 
25Blank: http://bit.ly/1bAkGIV ; Schneier (min32-36): http://bit.ly/19oVcgb - Shamir: http://bit.ly/1l17MBs  
26Prof. John Villasenor, “Compromised By Design? Securing the Defense Electronics Supply Chain” 3013 
27 See minute 3.37 of this video: https://youtu.be/RmCgInsPGPo?t=3m36s 
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and/or in physical vicinity of connected systems controlled by third parties or of inadequate levels of assurance, 
which exposes systems to shared bus attacks, side-channel and other attacks.  
Cyber-Physical Systems are pervasive by nature and not only present in the nuclear energy or aviation subdomain, 
but also in our daily lives and in manufacturing and transport: container shipping companies, advanced robots, 
"smart" factories and even "smart" (and connected) urban furniture. After Stuxnet, It is clear that it cannot be 
assumed anymore that the compromisation of network isolation of critical cyber-systems would require 
sophisticated and high-risk state-grade espionage or subversion mission by state-grade intelligence or military. 
    Such new vulnerabilities cause huge and increasing costs each year in terms of privacy and security abuses, loss in 
global competitiveness and the ability to protect industrial secrets. It causes grave and fast increasing risks for 
physical safety in civilian and military scenarios, as such systems which are moveable cyber-physical systems applied 
to autonomous or semi-autonomous use (e.g. self-driving cars, drones, robots). What’s revealed and covered in the 
news is just the tip of the iceberg. The future risks and current costs are likely to be much higher than what is 
acknowledged, as often the most damaging breaches are undetected, placed under state secret or often easily 
hidden by victim entities fearful of PR backlash  or lawsuits, covered quietly by insurance. These risks are not only 28

increasing,  but also accelerating, with a possibility of exploding in growth rate, with advanced and wide adoption of 
increasingly autonomous vehicles and weapons, and huge pervasiveness of private and state surveillance via mobile 
and IoT devices, and the advances of ever stronger and more general forms of Artificial intelligence.  

1.3.1.2.2. The Causes of inadequate ICT assurance 

   Recent revelations and reported accidents have revealed how the increase in endpoint and systems complexity 
and the ubiquitousness of connected devices, on one side, and advances in scalable endpoint exploitation and 
side-channel attack technique, on the other, have underlined the grave inadequacy of the standard setting and 
certification processes to even assess or compare, except with very large approximations, the assurance levels of 
ICT service in critical societal use case scenarios.  
 The technical cause is the gravely insufficient comprehensiveness, accountability, resiliency and intensity of 
verification and oversight, relative to complexity, of all technological and organizational processes critically involved 
in the operations and life-cycle.  
These in turn originate from economic and political perceived needs:  

● (A) huge competitive industry pressures to create systems whose complexity is beyond verifiability and  
● (B) very well-financed, unaccountable and painstakingly comprehensive compromisation at the lifecycle and 

supply chain level, by mostly public actors, that result in highly symmetric critical and remotely-exploitable 
vulnerabilities, whose secrecy is very often very insufficiently guarded to ensure the so-called NOBUS, 
“Nobody but us”. 

   No set of technologies nor standards come even close to enabling an independent assessment of meaningful 
resistance to such threats by a given (complete end-2-end) ICT service or experience. So therefore, the project will 
show proof-of concept of both the required standards setting and certification processes, as well as 
proof-of-concepts of compliant open target architectures. 

1.3.1.2.3. Tackling the Causes, Mitigating the Problems and Creating Opportunities 

    Firstly, the project will provide assurances that ICT is trustworthy by design and will provide a reliable way to 
measure and compare levels of assurance of those sub-domains where security is the primary concern. By 
catalyzing and coordinating the production of  Paradigms and models for a comprehensive and modular 
certification process with citizen-accountable, independent and technically competent international certification 
governance - it will serve as a reference, guidance and inspiration for current and future ICT standardization and 
certification processes aimed at specific domains, use cases and/or parts of the SDLC. 
   Secondly, the project will build a prototype of an open target architecture for ultra-high assurance for end-2-end 
service and lifecycles - starting from a set of existing high-assurance software and hardware components.  
The project covers and expands considerably the following areas: (a) security requirements specification and 
formalization; (b) attack and threat modeling considering the the socio-technical and behavioral aspects; (c) 
operational assurance, verification and security policy enforcement. 
   In the first area, the project contributes to security requirements specification on the level that is higher than the 
state of the art. CivicIT products, developed in CivicRoom, CivicLab, and under control of CivicSite, will have built-in 
security functions in accordance with the security requirements demanded by prospective TRUSTLESS users. 
Security requirements will be specified for each SDLC phase and based on semi-formal components (similar to 

28 http://money.cnn.com/2015/11/30/technology/secret-deals-hacked-companies/index.html 
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Common Criteria).  In particular, new flexible Security Problem Definitions will be defined according to the Common 
Criteria Site Certification, which are meant to resist attacks with a budget of tens of millions of euros to compromise 
the lifecycle, including assuming remote hackers with great capability and resources (rather than merely 
“substantial”) as well as the capability of malicious actors to influence multiple staff involved in critical phases. Such 
components can be adjusted to the needs of TRUSTLESS users. Predefined security requirements will be stored in 
the relevant database which facilitates mapping of security objectives to requirements for the chosen CivicIT 
products. Security requirements formalization will allow the use of commonly recognizable and comparable 
requirements throughout all CivicIT products. As a result, cost- and time-effectiveness will increase during the 
development and certification processes. 
  In the second area, the project adds significant supporting capabilities by applying TRUSTLESS Protection Profiles 
(TLSPP) and a software tool for modelling attacks and threats taking into account the socio-technical and behavioral 
aspects. Protection Profiles are implementation-independent templates for the key services of the TRUSTLESS: 
Human to Human Communication (TLSPP - H2H), Human to Machine Communication (TLSPP - H2M), 
Communication in heterogeneous networks (TLSPP - HetNet), Communication in cyber-physical systems (TLSPP - 
CybPhys). PPs will include: (a) a security problem definition showing threats, organizational security policies, and 
assumptions; (b) security objectives, showing the solution to the security problem; (c) security requirements in the 
form of components. PP can be used each time for the Civic service development process. What is more, PPs can be 
implemented in the software tool which uses UML-based language to model threats. Such a tool, based on a 
solution of one of the project partners, can be adapted to the TRUSTLESS project requirements. The software tool 
along with PPs will speed up and facilitate the process of threats modelling. 
   In the third area, the project increases assurance levels of operational environments by introducing risk, 
information security, and business continuity management standards. Risk management standards (e.g. ISO 31000) 
establish a number of principles to be implemented by organizations. These principles include identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating and then treating, monitoring and reviewing the risk of not achieving objectives (business, services, 
others) by an organization. Throughout this process the organization can propose controls that are modifying the 
risk level to an acceptable level. Risk analysis results help to choose more reliable, cost-effective and robust 
(assurance of adequacy and effectiveness) security objectives for the operational environment. Information security 
management standards (e.g. ISO 27001) are used to ensure the selection of adequate and appropriate security 
controls that protect information assets and give confidence to interested parties. While business continuity 
management standards (e.g. ISO 22301) implement controls and measures for managing disruptive incidents in 
order to maintain an organization's capability to deliver services permanently, management standards enforce the 
application of security policies and audits. Management standards can be applied to an entire organization, at its 
many areas and levels, at any time, as well as to specific functions, projects and activities. 

1.3.2. Methodology 
   The success of the project will be measured by the level of actual and perceived trustworthiness (i.e. assurance) of 
the resulting lab validation of the CivicIT service and certification authority, by sampled ordinary citizens, secure 
computing experts and high-value target users; as well as extreme levels of paid, volunteer and bounty-based 
auditing - before, after and during the lab validation - by extremely competent and expectedly non-malicious 
experts and ethical hackers; applying concepts of user-led and lead-user innovation. Independent “red teams” of 
world-class “ethical crackers” who will attempt to compromise the system during the lab validation and participate 
during engineering phases. Iterative methods will be applied to continuously improve the Paradigms and 
Certification Requirements, involving lab validation user groups. 
   Key Innovations in ICT assurance metrics paradigms: The key metrics to monitoring results (i.e. holistic standards 
and certifications) will be:  

● (a) the passing of different levels of verification, audit and oversight in operation and life-cycle,  
● (b) resistance to attack simulations with different levels of expertise, resources and time, and  
● (c) the amount, skill level and ethical intentions of technical work devoted to secure design and verifications 

in relation to the complexity of critical parts and processes. For medium-high to ultra-high levels of 
confidentiality and integrity, though, complete failure can well be hidden for decades. So therefore in those 
cases, the most crucial metric would be the estimated level of technical expertise and altruistic intentions of 
the decision making members for the governance bodies; and the resources such members have to 
dedicate to produce and update sufficiently extreme safeguards. 

   Modeling and Assessment of Requirements: Probabilistic behavioral approaches will be used to create new 
model that includes all incentives and constraints on the humans and machines critically involved in the service, and 
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software tools that can enable and facilitate compliance assessment, including oversight CivicSite processes, of the 
lifecycle and operation of a given service.  
   Methods for the Lab Validation of CivicIT: Three diverse and small sampled testing end-user lab validation groups 
will be sampled: 1. ethically recognized high-assurance computing experts; 2. ordinary citizen users, and 3. very 
high-value human targets.  
   Measures of actual levels of assurance will be applied by: (A) a formal and partially-automated auditing process 
synergically integrated into informal public-crowdsourced auditing processes; (B) a continued assessment by 
globally-recognized, ethically-renowned, independent, high-assurance ICT security experts, including the group of 
ICT assurance experts who will constitute one of the 3 lab validation groups.  
   Measures of perceived levels of assurance: interviews with 3 lab validation groups as well as with 2 more sets of 
users from the same 3 target demographic groups that do not participate in the lab validation. The lab validations 
will comply with local privacy laws and state secret legislation. Due to the nature of the project, no gendered 
innovation is foreseen. 

1.4. Ambition 
1.4.1. Innovative Assurance and Certification Paradigms 
   By “TRUSTLESS” computing, we mean computing without the need or assumption of trust in anything or anyone, 
except in the intrinsic resistance of the organizational processes critically involved, as recognizable by moderately 
informed and educated citizens. We mean “trustless” in its primary literal meaning of “untrusting” and “distrustful”, 
i.e. lacking the need or assumption of trust in anything and anyone. 
   We are conceiving the proper target of standardization and certification of a complete end-2-end ICT 
experience/service/scenarios and its related lifecycle. We are extending its dynamic certification and oversight to 
each and every technology, organizational process, governance process, policy, liability or other relevant factors, 
during both lifecycle and operational environment, that can significantly and critically affect or may affect its 
assurance; from CPU design to server room access, from fabrication oversight to standard setting governance. 
Consequently, the project will greatly focus on carefully jump starting within the project itself constituent processes 
for the future governance of the body, well aware that by far the most crucial factors affecting the success in 
sustainably achieving the desired goals and assurance levels is based on the ability to sustainably achieve extremely 
high levels of altruistic intentions, technical proficiency and citizen accountability of the decision making members 
of the certification authority. 
   The assurance of any (complete end-2-end) ICT service will not be assessed according to reputation (cognitive 
trust) and compliance to highly non-comprehensive and self-referential certifications standards, as done today. 
Rather it will be measured through fine-grained continuous modeling, and real-time transparent monitoring, of ANY 
technological and procedural intrinsic constraints - and ANY organizational, economic, liability, legal and social 
behavioral disincentives - that may cause any individuals and organizations critically-involved to perform 
unexpected compromising actions. Such Paradigms (ANNEX 1 Art. 3) can be summarized by: 

● (1) Extremely user-accountable and technically-proficient oversight and audit of all hardware, software and 
organizational processes that are critically involved in the entire lifecycle and supply chains;  

● (2) Extreme auditing intensity relative to system complexity, by high technically proficient and 
non-malicious experts; 

● (3) Extensive and direct involvement of citizens and users through: (a) Oversight and validation compliance 
of all critical service lifecycle phases, to certification standards and no unauthorized actions are performed. 
An on-site offline oversight or express consent by 5 (or more) random-sampled trained citizen-witnesses - in 
addition to other extreme socio-technical safeguards - will be required for critical phases of the fabrication 
of critical hardware parts, as well as for any access to server rooms storing privacy sensitive information, 
inspired by state-of-the-art citizen-witness polling station processes during governmental elections; (b) 
Direct election of the standard and certification authority which, progressively over 3 years from first 
deployment, will become by 60% directly elected by end-users and random sampled informed citizens (via 
deliberative polling techniques); (c) Iterative device and UX design, through user-driven innovation 
techniques. 

1.4.2. A solid and disruptive business strategy 
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  Key to the long term vision of the targeted breakthrough - and its ability to realize a resilient short-to-long term 
actionable path towards an explosive potential to grow and expand in general-purpose and critical domains - is a 
Binding MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) Agreement (ANNEX 1), formally approved or signed by all technical 
participants, which includes the Preliminary Paradigms and ensures, among other things: complete verifiability, 
open licensing, and very-low long-term overall IP royalties of all critical SW/HW components; high-level of 
protection from any patent claims; forbids participation of participants to a go-to-market of the overall results 
outside post-project consortium, and bound by resulting Authority. 
   In the short term, the CivicIT-Com Service will initially be marketed as an end-2-end mobile+desktop 
communications service for use case scenarios of the highest confidentiality and integrity requirements – albeit 
with very basic text/voice features –  via a 2-2.5mm-thin touch-screen screen handheld device attached to the back 
of a user’s mobile phone, or embedded into the back shell of a partnering mobile device makers (see details of 
device below). It is expected that one or a few computing services with ten or hundreds of thousands of client 
device units, and related services infrastructure, would be deployed compliant to the new standard. It will leverage 
unprecedented and constitutionally-meaningful levels of assurance, as well as portability and usability, to respond 
to a huge market gap for meaningful levels of assurance in an initial set of ICT domains, starting from critical 
communications. It will greatly contribute to restoring the digital sovereignty of the EU’s institutions, citizens and 
Member States. It will reposition the EU in the exploitation of the value chain of emerging high-assurance ICT 
sectors, as supplementary to the market for leading commercial devices. 
   In the medium term, its low costs and open ecosystem will enable independent parties to increase the assurance, 
reduce the cost and improve the User Experience (UX) of the resulting platform, as well as to create derivatives for 
more diverse and progressively more complex domains, such as banking trust services, sensitive business 
communications, wide-consumer market, and/or state security and defense sectors. It will also fill a huge market 
gap in the security of narrow AI (artificial intelligence) applications (e.g.robots, drones, self-driving cars, data 
mining). The openness and resilience of the architectures and ecosystems, and possibly the usability and portability, 
combined with its very low cost at scale, will enable wide-market business and consumer deployments with an 
enhanced user experience.  
   In the long term, derivatives of the results will spur ever more trustworthy ICT systems in ever more numerous 
domains and wide market applications. Even more crucially, it is hoped that the results will provide a sufficiently 
trustworthy low-level computing base, standard and a governance model for large democratically-accountable 
advanced narrow and strong Artificial Intelligence projects, in critical sectors for the economy and society, to 
substantially increase their safety, robustness and “value alignment”. 
   Through its medium and long-term vision, TRUSTLESS will contribute substantially to solving such societal 
challenges by (1) radically increasing enforcement of citizen civil rights in cyberspace and effectiveness and 
accountability, and (2) by reducing the risks of societal cyber-threats due to human malicious action or technical 
malfunction. These, in turn, will catalyze an EU ecosystem that will substantially contribute to economic 
development over the next decade by spurring a new completely vertical but decentralized truly-end-2-end 
ecosystem of compliant ICT components and solutions.  

1.4.3. Advances in areas of assurance and certification of the ICT SDLC 
(System Development Life-Cycle) 
Proposal addresses security, reliability and safety assurance at individual phases of the SDLC and is expected to 
cover at least one of the areas identified below, depending on their relevance to the proposal overall objectives. 

Required by Call Topic Provided by this Project Proposal 

● Security 
requirements 
specification and 
formalization 

The renowned Common Criteria methodology is focused on the operational phase of the 
ICT product. Security requirements are formulated for the ICT product operational 
environment. They deal with countering threats by the ICT product and covering 
organizational security policies where this product operates. The security of 
development processes is taken into account by security requirements included in the 
ALC_DVS family. Additionally, vulnerabilities of the ICT product are considered in the 
AVA_VAN family.  
  Security requirements will be specified in TRUSTLESS projects for each SDLC phase. The 
project team will take into account security requirements of each lifecycle phase 
embraced by the TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS). Threats, vulnerabilities, organizational 
security policies will be identified/defined for any SDLC phase. The objective is to avoid 
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the situation when threats of the TLSS environment impact  the TRUSTLESS project 
products while vulnerabilities descend to these products. New requirements will be 
defined for missing security issues according to the Common Criteria methodology. The 
comprehensive and modular certification process with citizen-accountable, independent 
and technically competent international certification governance will be applied to 
assess the considered security requirements. 

● Security properties 

formal verification 

and proofs at design 

and runtime 

Security properties formal verification and proofs at design and runtime is performed by 
Common Criteria for EAL6 and EAL7 products. 
   This approach will be extended to key elements of the TRUSTLESS products. Security 
properties will be formally verified if necessary. Tools and tests for verification and 
proofs at design and runtime will be selected. Three groups of tools will be used: those 
for hardware providers, software providers and integrators. Security architecture which 
impacts security properties could be checked during the design phase and security flaws 
could be detected and reported during CivicIT devices operation. TRUSTLESS will focus 
on extreme levels of auditing intensity and (ethical) quality related to the system 
complexity for all critical components. TRUSTLESS promotes publicly verifiable 
components and strongly minimizes the use of non-Free/Open-source software and 
firmware. 

● Secure software 

coding 

In Common Criteria evaluations it is verified that secure software coding practices have 
been employed during product development as part of ALC_TAT, this is also verified as 
part of ADV_IMP. 
  Software developers of the TRUSTLESS products will use secure software coding 
according to security architecture development requirements. The software code can be 
additionally checked by a detailed review of implementation representation. 

● Assurance-aware 

modular or 

distributed 

architecting and 

algorithmic 

Currently, this issue, related to the “well structured design”, is considered by Common 
Criteria by the ADV_INT family components for products with EAL5 and higher. 
   This approach will be enhanced and applied to all TRUSTLESS products which can be 
divided into subsystems and modules responsible for running security functionalities. In 
addition, the issues of composed CivicIT devices will be taken into account.  

● Software code 

review, static and 

dynamic security 

testing 

Software developers of the TRUSTLESS products will use software code review, static and 
dynamic security testing. 
 

● Automated tools for 

system validation 

and testing 

The TRUSTLESS products developers will use automated tools for system validation and 
testing. 
 

● Attack and threat 

modelling 

Common Criteria requires threats to be specified for the product operational 
environment. The threats are presented by short informal statements called generics. A 
given threat scenario includes a threat agent, exploited vulnerability and threatened 
assets. To counter the threats, it is necessary to specify security objectives for the ICT 
product and its operational environment. A rationale has to be prepared to justify that 
the objectives solve the security problem. This is usually done by means of textual 
descriptions placed in tables of the security target or protection profile documents. The 
use of this textual description allows final consumers to understand how the security 
problem is solved without the need of technical knowledge. 
   More formal methods (UML-based, ontology-based, etc) to model the threats are not 
required, however, research is in progress. In the CivicIT products encompassed by 
TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles (TLSPPs) attack and threat modelling tools will be 
broadly used to raise the security assurance and quality of the developed solutions. 
These can be tools based on a solution by one of the project partners and adapted to the 
project or other tools available on the market. The solution will be supported by 
semi-automatic means defining threats and proposing security objectives countering 
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these threats. 

● Vulnerability analysis In the Common Criteria methodology the vulnerabilities of the ICT product are 
considered according to the AVA_VAN family. 
   This approach will be applied in the TRUSTLESS products. Currently, the vulnerability 
analysis is carried out by evaluation labs after the product is submitted for evaluation. It 
is proposed that a primary vulnerability analysis concerning the attack potential should 
be conducted by the developers. This will allow to detect possible drawbacks and 
problems at an early stage of the product development.  

● Vendor (third-party) 

application security 

testing 

The practice of vendor application security testing will be applied for the TRUSTLESS 
products. 

● Penetration testing Penetration testing will be applied for the TRUSTLESS products according to the 
requirements concerning the coverage and depth of tests. 

● Collection and 

management of 

evidence for 

assessing security 

and trustworthiness 

According to the Common Criteria standard the evidences are collected and managed 
which are related to the ICT product as such and to its development environment. The 
scope and the level of details of these evidences are implied by particular components 
representing security assurance requirements (SAR). 
   Version control is covered by CC as part of ALC_CMC family. The presence of version 
control systems like subversion et al allows fine-grained tracking of changes which 
results in a clear increase in security guarantees. 
   According to the project assumptions the scope of evidences will be extended by new 
issues introduced by the TRUSTLESS project. The new issues will result from the needs of 
the TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS) and TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles (TLSPPs) 
concerning, among others: edition, verification, evaluation and versioning of documents. 

● Operational 

assurance, 

verification and 

security policy 

enforcement 

According to the Common Criteria methodology security requirements are formulated 
for the ICT product operational environment. The requirements are based on security 
objectives which, in turn, present the solution of the security problem definition (SPD). 
Security objectives are specified for the ICT product and its operation environment. They 
deal with countering threats by the ICT product, covering organizational security policies 
where this product operates and upholding assumptions. The assumptions are usually 
related to personnel credibility and competence, intentional use of the ICT product, 
connectivity aspects, etc. 
   The nature of the TRUSTLESS products allows to avoid the formulation of assumptions 
related to secure operations of the ICT product. The TRUSTLESS project introduces a new 
security assurance paradigm which will be envisaged in TRUSTLESS Services Protection 
Profiles (TLSPPs). Security objectives will be specified according to the risk assessment 
results related to threats and assets. TRUSTLESS will promote risk management, 
information security management, business continuity management standards, etc. in 
operational environments. 

● Adaptive security by 

design and during 

operation 

The research on adaptive security by design and during operation has been conducted 
recently. Though Common Criteria does not require to use this approach directly, it will 
be applied in the requirements included in TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles 
(TLSPPs). 

1.4.4. Multi-disciplinarity, Methodology, Validation 
A high-degree of interdisciplinary interactions among such actors will occur through the project in various areas,                 

to resolve unprecedented practical and theoretical challenges that emerge from their joint application to              
highest-assurance ICT services, such as: hardware design (KRY), hardware fabrication oversight (OMC), software             
design (GEN, SCY,), citizen-witness processes (OMC, SCY). A multi-gender and multicultural participatory analysis of              
the perception of high-assurance ICT solutions will be performed during the requirement analysis phase, to best                
ensure that the results will be perceived similarly across those demographics. 

The project aims for TRL4 by engaging in lab validations; except for audio features of the CivicPod and CivicCPS                    
which will aim at TRL3. After the Project, 12 months of further development via private funds or EU innovation                   
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actions (or EIT Digital go to market funds) in near operational environments, will make the results ready for initial                   
deployments in the public and private sectors, and parallel application for certifications in selected EU countries and                 
for selected domains. 

The project would be supported by extensive consensus building activities with key public and private players to                  
promote the uptake of TRUSTLESS, or TRUSTLESS-like, standards, and to openly discuss how to reconcile such                
high-level of end-user assurance, with the needs for cyber-investigation and protection of public safety. 

1.4.5. Methodology and Lab Validations 
Our methodology will ensure that each technical and socio-technical component will be individually tested,                

whereas the organizational components will be tested iteratively through WP1, and during the governance of the                
project. At the end, a comprehensive lab validation will be run. OMC and DFK will act as a CivicProviders                   
respectively for CivicIT-Com and CivicIT-CPS. Concurrently, the Scientific Governance Board will act as a placeholder               
of the to-be-established TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority during the lab validations, for the             
management and oversight of the CivicSite production-grade, and the real-time certification compliance monitoring             
of critical processes.  

The results of the lab validation will inform last specification and deliverable changes and the definition of the                   
Final TRUSTLESS Socio-technical Paradigms and Requirements, as well as to final technical changes. Even if the tech                 
and socio-tech work will be developed only on the basis of Initial version, iterative Agile-like methods will be                  
applied to continuously improve the Initial version in subsequent versions. Success of the project will be measured                 
by the resulting actual and perceived assurance of the resulting lab validation by a wide range of demographics                  
citizens.  

Actual levels of user-assurance will be measured by: (A) an open-process formal and partially-automated auditing                
process, synergically integrated with informal public-crowdsourced auditing processes; (B) a continued assessment            
with globally-recognized ethically-renowned independent high-assurance ICT security experts, including those of           
them that will directly participate as user of the lab validation with actual devices.  

Perceived levels of user-assurance will be measured by interviews with ordinary, and high-value citizens, as well as                  
20 of them that will participate to the lab validations. 

During the Lab Validation, evaluation is focused on some different axes: viability, social acceptance, economic                
advantage, usability, efficacy, efficiency. These six axis are investigated involving not only sample users but also                
representatives of the major stakeholders. Each evaluation axe creates a specific information (signal) useful in               
terms of future exploitation. Each Lab Validation will personalize the evaluation framework taking in account the                
specific legal, social and technical contest. 

2. IMPACT 

2.1. Expected Impacts 
2.1.1. Main Impacts 
1. “European ICT offering a 
higher level of assurance 
compared to non-European 
ICT products and services.” 

US and UK private providers have unmatched access to knowledge about critical            
remote vulnerabilities in nearly all current end-2-end systems or services - and            
related mitigation, detection and prevention measures, based on their preferential          
relationship with their state security agencies. Therefore, the only way for Europe            
to exceed such assurance levels is to set up standards and certification frameworks             
- through extreme transparency, accountability and oversight - in which ALL           
critical components and processes of a given ICT services are confidently resistant            
to the their systematic or scalable compromisation by such actors. To promote            
low barriers to entry, free market, fast paced innovation and low large scale costs              
for wide market penetration, the project and resulting standards will actively           
facilitate and incentivize the jump starting of at least 2 EU high-growth niche             
ecosystems around at least 2 low-level open target architectures and computing           
bases for end-2-end ICT services offering substantially higher assurance than global           
state-of-the-art, and at sustainably lower costs.  
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2. “ICT products and services 
more compliant with relevant 
European security and/or 
privacy regulations.” 

By promoting the wide availability of ICT of ultra-high assurance at low cost, it will               
promote a wide market uptake of defensive communication technologies, and          
unequivocal-constitutional lawful targeted surveillance technologies, that are much        
more solidly compliant to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and Constitutions,            
security and privacy regulations, and therefore providing long term legal          
sustainability. 

3. “ICT with a higher level of 
security assurance at 
marginally additional cost.” 

Catalyze the emergence of EU-lead open target architectures that include all           
critical components under IP terms that are under open/free or blindingly clear and             
low in the long-term. This will substantially reduce the cost of building, innovating             
and certifying ultra-high assurance ICT services. 

4.  “Facilitation of mutual 
recognition of security 
certificates across the EU.” 

Recommend a radical improvement in assurance of assurance certifications,         
especially high and ultra-high. To facilitate a more extensive practical recognition           
of certified products across the EU, including increasing interoperability of sensitive           
data among sensitive public and private institutions. 

5. “Increased market uptake 
of secure ICT products.” 

Substantially increase the uptake of ICT product of high and ultra-high level of             
security, by promoting the wide adoption of certification standard settings and          
certification processes that are much more trustworthy and perceived so, due to            
the transparency in technologies and processes..  

6. “Increased user trust in ICT 
products and services.” 

Substantially increase user and citizen confidence in high/ultra-high assurance ICT          
for critical or ordinary use through the use of the security assurance measurement             
described above. 

7. ”More resilient critical 
infrastructures and services.” 

Produce, and test a new organizational and certification framework that can be            
extended to systems and services that demand ultra-high availability. 

2.1.2. Post-project Governance - TRUSTLESS Computing Certification 
Authority and TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium 
As per the binding terms of the MoU (ANNEX 1) formally agreed among technology participants, the project will 
create an independent standardization body, TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority, and a framework for a 
post-project consortium, TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium, specifically aimed at achieving expected resiliency, and 
sustainability in legal availability (and therefore market demand) of such ICT systems, in the face of legislative 
changes, due for example to major crime widely-believed to have been enabled by effective communication 
privacy. See 5.1 for discussion on how to reconcile the the ability to carry out due legal process cyber-investigations 
and providing meaningful end-user privacy and security. The TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority, that will 
be produced at the end of the project, will have the following indicative decision making and organizational 
character: 
A. TRUSTLESS Steering Board. 

1. Role and Powers: (a) It will inherit ALL power over: branding, certification, logo, trademark. (b) It will evolve 
the definition, requirement and certification procedures for all TRUSTLESS-compliant services. 

2. Profile: Same as Scientific Governance Board but possibly even more competent and ethically renowned 
members. No more that 40% of its members will be the same as the Project Scientific Governance Board. 

B. TRUSTLESS Computing Group Consortium.  
1. Role and Powers: (a) It will inherit ALL power over: Intellectual Rights (although all software and firmware 

source code will be released with free/open source license). (b) It will elect a new Steering Board after 5 
years.  

2. Profile: public and private actors that invest in-kind and cash in TRUSTLESS with the aim to achieve actual 
wide-scale user adoption and relative profit and societal benefits, including local economic development.  

3. Members and Voting Power:  
a. (33%) Proposal participants; 
b. (33%) CivicProviders, each with voting power which is proportional, for 50%, to the investments 

done in TRUSTLESS, and for another 50%, based on the number of active (weekly) TRUSTLESS 
end-users.  
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c. (33%) Global NGO and/or experts among the world's most ethical and competent ICT security and 
privacy. 

C. TRUSTLESS CivicUsers. From 0% to 60% of the power of each of the 2 mentioned bodies will be progressively 
assumed by 50% CivicUsers, i.e. active end-user of a TRUSTLESS IT communication service, and by 50% random 
sampled EU citizens. They will acquire voting rights, starting after 5.000 users are active and 12 months after the 
Project ends. Such voting rights will progressively grow from 0% to 60% over the following 2 years (while the other 
voting entities above would have their voting power diluted accordingly). Such voting power will be exercised as 
follows: (a) 50% through direct voting through TRUSTLESS devices, or through proper private in-person voting 
procedures; (b) 50% through an informed sample of ordinary citizens (50%) and TRUSTLESS users (50%) through 
deliberative polling, or similar procedures. A re-constituent assembly will be mandatory every 4 years with set 
detailed minimum election rules. 

2.1.3. Advances in respect to state-of-the-art, in ICT communications 
Even the highest-assurance level of current and planned ICT and trust services standards, private  (GlobalPlatform 
TEE and TUI, Trusted Computing, Common Criteria EAL 5-7, etc.) and public (such as eIDAS Level “High”, highest 
national eID standards, ETSI, EU Secret, etc.), can be remotely and undetectably compromised by a large number of 
criminal actors, through the hacking, bribing or threatening of just one person (or 2 rarely) in a critical role in its 
lifecycle and supply-chain, including the “secure element”. Compromisation of entire service and device classes has 
been and can remain hidden for years or decades, enabling attackers to inflict, undetected, great covert damage to 
their users. Even the highest industry standards (TEE/TUI) cannot prevent device malware to get in between user’s 
interaction and the “secure element”, as they admit on their website , altering or recording any user transaction or 29

communication. 
    TRUSTLESS aims to create a complete end-2-end stack of open ICT technologies, and an open, profitable and 
expanding ecosystem of developers and providers - bound by a new technical and organizational standard, standard 
body - that deliver ICT services that are devoid of the need or assumption of trust in anyone or anything, except in 
the intrinsic resilience against decisive attacks, of up to tens of millions of euros, of all socio-technical organizational 
processes critically involved in the entire lifecycle, as assessable by any moderately informed and educated citizen. 
    The project will provide substantial scientific and innovation advances - in respect to the state-of-the-art - in 
e-government services in the areas of actual and perceived assurance, usability, and cost. These advances will be 
tangible at the end of the project, but even more importantly they are expected to increase substantially in the 
medium and long-terms through the creation of a resilient and open ecosystem, and standards, that can further 
advance the produced innovations. 
 

User Utility State of the art TRUSTLESS Advances 

Actual assurance 

Even top-of-class token or 
smartcard-based e-gov services are 
vulnerable at client or server 
end-point to scalable, undetected, 
low-cost exploitation, especially of 
confidentiality, by even mid-level 
actors. 

TRUSTLESS ICT service and devices 
will be subject to complete 
verifiability, extreme actual audit 
relative to complexity of all critical 
parts, and citizen-witness oversight 
to all critical lifecycle phases. 

Perceived assurance 

A large minority of citizens are deeply 
wary of the assurance of e-gov 
services, and especially of the 
underlying commercial ICT devices, 
and do not trust them especially for 
sensitive government services. 

Citizen-witness oversight, similar 
to those at polling stations, 
guarantee all critical lifecycle 
phases of the process, including 
fabrication and any access to 
server room. Independent and 
user-accountable sets and certifies 
standards. 

Usability  
Secure ICT communication users 
today need to install, use and 

CivicPods integrates tokens, 
smart-card reader, is highly 

29https://www.evernote.com/shard/s7/sh/e810bb87-e9f7-4941-8b68-acbb5dd4a934/24603f79a3acddb35edd4054e2ff3e72 
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maintain smart card readers to access 
critical services; and need to access 
via PC or smartphone, that are way 
too complex to learn for a significant 
number  of citizens. 

portable, and is designed through 
user-driven innovation to provide 
extremely minimal and direct UX 
and features. 

Cost 

Current smart card, tokens and 
devices are based on a wide stack of 
third party proprietary standards and 
technologies that cause lock-in and 
very-high costs. 

All TRUSTLESS technologies are 
either Free Software or provided at 
clear, low and long-term royalty 
fees, which will bindingly not 
exceed 20% of end-user cost. 

2.1.4. TRUSTLESS Advances in respect to state of the art in cyber-physical 
systems 
For TRUSTLESS advances in respect to state of the art in cyber-physical systems, please refer to sections 2.2.5.4. 

2.2. Measures to maximise impact 
2.2.1. Dissemination and exploitation of results  
The project intends to disseminate its scientific methods, approaches and results to the international research 
community, both private and public stakeholders in Europe and all over the world, through events, publications, 
websites and specific initiatives. 

2.2.1.1. Dissemination 
Dissemination activities are of paramount importance for guaranteeing the impact of the TRUSTLESS results. The 
project aims at disseminating its approach and results to the international research community and stakeholders in 
Europe and across the world. An active participatory website, a series of events, will be enacted during and after 
the project towards a wide acknowledgement by target clients and public bodies of its revolutionary value-added 
and its validity as inspiration for emerging public or private standards.  
During the project lifetime, several focused dissemination events will be organised and hundreds of potentially 
interested organisations and individuals will be specifically targeted and contacted with the aim of successfully 
exploiting project results. The project will be also community-based as it will take into account and involve citizen 
end-users, private and public service providers, technology ecosystem participants, state security agencies, and 
state and EU policy making agencies. 

2.2.1.2. Events 
Multiple events will be created in EU capitals with funding from the project as well as other sources and participants 
aimed at dissemination, acceptance and/or a call to action; including one at kick-off, one after one year, and 
another one at the end. These will be both mixed as well as aimed at academics and domain experts, leading 
industry representatives, citizens, sampled citizens, digital civil rights NGOs and government agencies. Over 20 
conferences have been earmarked for possible attendance. Space constraints prevent them from being listed here. 
   Free and Safe in Cyberspace event series: A prominent framework in which dissemination and consultation will 
happen would be through an interplay with an event series, Free and Safe in Cyberspace, that has been launched by 
OMC, together with EIT ICT Labs Privacy, Security and Trust Action Line, to address exactly the aims of this proposal. 
Its has had the participation of an amazing set of speakers, including some participants and board members. A 1st 
EU Edition 2015, was held Sept 24-25th 2015 in Brussels. . It was followed by an event in Iguazu in Brazil. Next 30

edition in New York on July 21st and in Rome on September 22-23rd. 
   Interactive Websites: Highly-engaging project websites or sub-sites to the main site will be created for the 
project, during and after the project, which will feature open access, consultation and constructive consensus 
building tools, in order to involve various groups in the amelioration of the results, the perception of the scientific 
and societal value being created, and the democratic and transparent nature of the processes. These will support 
the dissemination of the publications, the results data and support events and initiatives, described below.  

30 http://www.openmediacluster.com/workshop-in-meaningful-privacy-public-safety-and-cyber-investigation/ 
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   Publications: At least 10 publications will be promoted, during and after the project, to highlight and formalize the 
results and parts of it. All publications will be in open access.  
   Aims and Initiatives: Events and websites, during and after, will be aimed at promoting: (a) the wide adoption and 
recognition of a post-project TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority, to-be-established through the guidelines 
defined by the project to be more sustainably and self-reinforcing competent, ethical and citizen-accountability of 
the project Certification Authority; (b) the participation and recognition of a post-project resilient open consortium 
of companies, NGOs and states, TRUSTLESS Computing Group, that pursue explosive economic opportunities for its 
members, offers directly exclusively services that comply with the Certification Authority, and promotes wider 
industrial and research activities derived from the project that have clear positive societal aims; and (c) constructive 
remote consensus building, brainstorming and workgroup sessions, through a TRUSTLESS Computing WorkGroup, 
aimed at the adoption and contribution to the Paradigms principles by governmental agencies (civil rights and 
public security), civil society, legislative bodies, and standardisation organizations through constructive remote 
consensus building, brainstorming and workgroup sessions.  
   Unique level of concrete involvement of end-users and EU citizens. This is foreseen because: (a) the project will 
be developed using open processes that publicly respond to suggestions and comments from the general public; (b) 
the project will largely be open-licensed and therefore reusable by communities of developers, association of 
citizens that can modify it to create competing services, with or without certification by the Certification Authority; 
(c) the guidance and control of the long-term governance of the Certification Authority will ultimately accrue in the 
majority to TRUSTLESS services users themselves, and therefore ordinary citizens (T2.3). 
   Dissemination for skills and educational training. End-user training will be part of a core result, as each end-user 
in the pilots will undergo  detailed training, not so much focused on usability, but on the operational security 
(OpSec) measures to be observed in their use of the CivicPod, to ensure to not inadvertently compromise its 
assurance. 
   Types of data that the project will generate and collect. The project will generate: hardware design; software 
code; organizational statutes and regulations; high-level end-2-end IT technical and socio-technical standards and 
certification requirements; end-user manuals and media.  
   Standards: IP Licensing and Free Software. Refer to Section 1.3.1.1. 
   Standards: reference IT assurance standards. The need for a  project like this stems from the grave inadequacy of 
current IT high-assurance standards and certifications. None of them are suitable to enable a high-assurance 
end-user, even remotely, to sufficiently assess the comparative assurance of a complete end-2-end computing 
service or setup . Nonetheless, compliance with some can ensure a downward compatibility with other devices 31

that can significantly increase a new device’s uptake and value to users. CivicIT will be downward compatible with 
with devices eIDAS high level of assurance from the outset. Public verifiability will be required of all software and 
hardware technologies. National mandatory security standards for target e-government services will be complied 
with. An initial deep analysis will review state-of-the-art in socio-technical guidelines (NATO AEP-67, US Defense 
Science Board reports) and certifications (Common Criteria EAL4-5+, FIPS, NATO/EU SECRET, Global Platform 
TEE/TUI) for high-assurance critical systems, as well as for critical organizational systems - such as leading 
participatory and direct democratic systems, deliberative polling, and high-assurance military asset safety. The 
project is inspired by such guidelines and will follow them - while they have been gravely ignored by standards and 
certifications from the same governments that issued them  - and it will aim to comply with, or be easily made 32

compliant, with those standards, except if it may compromise assurance.  
   Access to data for accessible verification and re-use. Almost all software will be available under Free Software 
licenses. All SW and critical HW designs will be at least publicly verifiable without NDA. All developed hardware will 
be available to any willing future TRUSTLESS certified provider with licensing fees that do not exceed 20% of 
end-user price, even in their future derivatives, according to the signed Binding MOU Agreement with our core 
critical hardware participant, KRY, that lasts 4 years after the project. 
   Data curation and preservation. The post-project consortium, the project coordinator, and reliable non-profit 
“open access escrow agents” will each preserve copies of all data generated, even of most process data, for 
safekeeping to provide guarantee, towards end-users, and future providers and technology partner, in regard to the 
licensing obligations of the participants. During the project all data will be curated and preserved as per above, 
except when that may interfere with the participants IP rights. Safe strategies against ransomware will be deployed. 
   What types of data will the project generate/collect? The project will generate: hardware design; software code; 
organizational statutes and regulations; high-level end-2-end ICT technical and socio-technical standards and 
certification requirements; end-user manuals and media. 

31 A recent ENISA report, highlights: “no single, continuous ‘line of standards’ related to cyber security ..”.  
32 Just confront NATO AEP-67 guidelines with highest level FIPS, Common Criteria and NIST standards. 
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   What standards will be used? Free Software standards will be used exclusively for software licenses. Public 
verifiability will be required of all software and hardware technologies. National mandatory security standards for 
target e-government services will be complied with. As far as other industry or governmental international 
standards for high-assurance ICTs are concerned - such as Common Criteria, FIPS, Global Platform, ETSI - TRUSTLESS 
will get inspiration from them but not necessarily comply with any of them because - for the assurance goals of 
TRUSTLESS - none of them is suitable to enable an end-user to fully assess the assurance of the complete end-2-end 
computing experience. Nevertheless, TRUSTLESS will most likely comply with loose standards set by EU agencies 
and will comply with eIDAS to enable downwards compatibility of TRUSTLESS service towards eIDAS “Substantial 
and High” assurance levels. 
   How will data be exploited and/or shared/made accessible for verification and re-use? Almost all software will 
be available under Free Software licenses, or else publicly verifiable without NDA. All developed hardware will be 
available to any willing future TRUSTLESS provider with licensing fees that do not exceed 20% of end-user price, 
according to the MoU binding agreement (ANNEX 1)  with our core critical hardware participant, KRY.  
   How will data be curated and preserved? Data will be curated and preserved by participants. The Consortium will 
also preserve a copy of all data generated, for safekeeping (as a sort of escrow agent) to provide guarantee, 
towards end-user, and future providers and technology partner, in regards to the licensing obligations of the 
participants. 

2.2.2. b) Communication activities 
In addition to the activities described above, a set of communication and engagement activities will be aimed at 
maximizing the engagement of samples of informed citizens, democratic institutions and digital civil rights NGOs. 
Sampled sets of representative citizens and elected governmental officials in a major EU city will be engaged in 
deliberative polling™ sessions, where they will be able to contribute informed, democratic and specific comments, 
suggestions and opinion on the project, during and after the project’s duration. The overall positive attitudes 
expressed during such sessions will be a measure of successful societal engagement. Ordinary citizens and citizens 
active in social media will be randomly sampled and invited to demonstrations, where their feedback will be 
recorded, subject to their consent. In addition, consulting and suggestions will be open and stimulated from any 
citizens. Further “traditional” communication actions will include publication of white papers and articles to 
newspapers and non-scientific journals; it will be attempted to involve public television broadcasters at the major 
events organized by the project. 

2.2.2.1. - Dissemination to influence standards setting or policy making  
CEN and CENELEC collaborate with ETSI in the framework of the CEN/CENELEC/ETSI Cybersecurity Coordination 
Group (CSCG), which provides strategic advice to the technical boards of CEN, CENELEC and ETSI on political and 
strategic matters related to cybersecurity standardisation. The CSCG cooperates with the EU institutions (including 
ENISA - the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security), with the European Multi-Stakeholder 
Platform on ICT Standardisation, and with the international standardisation organisations (ISO and IEC). It has also 
produced a 2014 White Paper on “Recommendations for a Strategy on European Cyber Security Standardisation”33

in response to the EU’s Cybersecurity Strategy. The recommendations outlined in the paper highlight the 
importance of cybersecurity standardisation for the completion of the European internal market (such as unlocking 
business potential through the use of harmonised standards) as well as for increasing the level of cybersecurity in 
Europe.   TRUSTLESS primarily strives to complement and align its results with the work of the ETSI-CEN-CENELEC 
Cyber Security Coordination Group (CSCG), and engaging with the CSCG is therefore an essential element of our 
exploitation activities. In this context, the following objectives of the CSCG are of major interest for the 
implementation of the TRUSTLESS results: (a) Give strategic advice to the technical committees of CEN, CENELEC 
and ETSI; (b) Develop a gap analysis of European and international standards, certification, and accreditation on 
cyber security; (c) Define joint European requirements for European and international standards, certification, and 
accreditation on cyber security; (d) Establish a European roadmap on standardisation, certification, and 
accreditation of cyber security; (e) Propose a joint US and European strategy for the establishment of a framework 
of international standards, certification, and accreditation on cyber security. 
   The project will also leverage on EOS’ network and activities (§4.2), and DFK stakeholders (§4.2), in order to reach 
the wider EU policy sphere, by promoting TRUSTLESS results and engaging the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification 

33 White Paper “Recommendations for a Strategy on European Cyber Security Standardisation”, 2014, 
ftp://ftp.cencenelec.eu/EN/EuropeanStandardization/Sectors/DefenceSecurityPrivacy/Cybersecurity/CSCG_WhitePaper2014.pdf, accessed 
online 15 February 2016 
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Authority in events such as EOS’ High Level Security Roundtables and activities such as the Public-Private 
Partnership on Cybersecurity which will be set up in 2016 under the mandate of the EU’s Digital Single Market 
Strategy. 
   Inspiring Regional and National legislations. The project envisions to inspire pioneer regional and national public 
(mostly non-legislative) regulations and standards that mandate or incentivize the adoption of 
TRUSTLESS-compliant ICT, or inspired by them, in their procurement for most critical e-services and 
standard-setting processes, and in the priorities of public R&D incentive programmes, with wide effect on market 
demand. OMC promoted , with the extensive support by Richard Stallman, the inventor of Free Software, a 34

multi-partisan legislative initiative in the Lazio Region that produced in May 2014 a legislative proposal by the 2nd 
largest party, that provides a template for other regional and national legislations, including the exact text of our 
TRUSTLESS Standard Definition at the time. In July 2014, a similar national proposal was presented to the Italian 
Assembly by 20 parliamentarians. 

2.2.3. CivicIT Exploitation - General Considerations 
Although the project aims at TRL 4, the terms of the binding MoU implicitly indicates the willingness of the technical 
participants to exploit collectively the results in limited domains. Also, the involvement of participants like  EOS and 
DFK makes it somewhat likely that some of their shareholders and members will use the results as trustworthy 
computing base - subject to clear, low-cost and open IP regime -over which to build services for several CPS 
domains. 

2.2.4. CivicIT-Com Initial go-to-market Conceptual Business Plan  
Exploitation deployment scenarios will involve initially a joint exploitation by the technical participants, through               

post-project TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium, as defined by the binding MoU (ANNEX 1) signed by all technical                
participants. Additional members are expected to join which bring unique and complementary value, and/or              
go-to-market funding. The CivicIT-Com service will be offered as at a high premium initially to overcome the startup                  
costs of marketing and setup of the socio-technical processes to enable service offering at scale and ensure                 
assurance.  
    Initial EU-wide go-to-market will require investments by consortium members and third parties of about 3.8M€. 
It will produce about 10.000 CivicDevice Sets (made up of CivicPod, CivicDongle, and CivicCard) at an end-user price                  
of 900€ per unit. Revenue of 7.2M€ will produce a net profit of 3.1M€, after 30% taxes.  

After the initial phase, the marginal costs for each Device unit will be reduced from 385€ to 150-200€, so as to                      
become affordable even for small businesses and citizens.  
 

CivicIT-Com Cost/Profit Analysis for CivicPod Initial Go-to-market 

NOTE: A CivicDevice Set includes CivicPod + CivicID + CivicCard + CivicDongle 

Number of CivicDevices Sets = 10,000 

Cost Type Total cost x unit 

Royalties €80 

CivicLab (setup, CivicDevices assembly, user authentication setup) €50 

CivicRoom (setup, CivicServers mgmt, CivicLocks, Access mgmt) €35 

Fabrication of ICs for Sets €60 

CivicSite (ICs fabrication and design phase special oversight) €60 

Procurement of non-critical ICs and non-ICs HW parts of the CivicDevices €20 

Indirect costs (lawyer, board salaries, accountant, rental, insurance, etc) €35 

Indirect costs (Marketing, Launch, Communications, packaging, Manuals) €50 

TOTAL COSTS x CivicDevice Set €390 

TOTAL COSTS €3,900,000 

TOTAL REVENUE x CivicDevice Set (including 1yr of server-side services) €590 

TOTAL REVENUE €5,900,000 

NET PROFIT (before taxes) €2,000,000 

ADDITIONAL PROFIT OF ROYALTY HOLDERS (before taxes) €800,000 

34http://www.openmediacluster.com/er-softwacampagna-per-una-legge-regione-lazio-multi-partisan-pre-libero-servizi-telemat
ici-trasparenti-web-aperto-e-partecipazione/ 
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2.2.4.1. CivicIT-Com for Internal communications of top state civilian and state security 
officials 

   TRUSTLESS can be deployed to substantially increase the protection of individuals within public organizations from 
external threats, as well as internal threats by individuals or groups within the same organization or other public 
institutions and agencies. Given the extensive use of technologies in the security sectors that are not fully open to 
review and extensively independently tested, TRUSTLESS could very well compete to replace highest security 
infrastructure currently used top officials, even Prime Ministers. 
   CivicIT-Com will be marketed as a white-label end-2-end ICT solution for businesses, EU public administrations, 
local and national, that enable them to offer one or more of the following e-government services: 

1. To their citizens and businesses, the ability to access the most security-critical e-health, e-consultation, 
e-participation and e-business services, through CivicKiosks, widely-deployed in public office or commercial 
locations, as well as through the purchase of CivicPods as a service. 

2. To their top officials, a unified communication solution, desktop and mobile for their internal digital 
communications, that are resistant to undetected illegal espionage and blackmail by even advanced threat 
actors, foreign and domestic, while on the other side, they are interceptable when mandated by a legal due 
process. TRUSTLESS solution could at once provide transparency of the work of state officials and the 
required confidentiality needed for their work . 35

   EU Member States may decide to make use of CivicIT-Com devices - with lawful access to the CivicRoom - 
mandatory for elected and other public officials so as to (1) protect them, in their function, from abuse and 
blackmail, and concurrently (2) protect citizens by enabling reliable legal intercept of public official through due 
process. EU could get inspired by the Brazilian state IT agency SERPRO requires that 4 state officials  of different 36

public agencies need to be physically present and consent in order to allow access to the emails of a state employee 
based on a court order. 
   The risk of being targeted by such environmental techniques of spying would be proportional to the economic 
worth of the spying of a given user to criminal actors, and they will have to protect themselves adequately from 
such threats. But even for those powerful actors, by far the most important protection of their privacy AND security 
will come from the full confidence that remote and potentially continuous spying comes when their own computing 
device, or server infrastructure that stores data or keys, are compromised. CivicIT will provide unprecedented levels 
of confidence in being protected from such threats. 

2.2.4.2. CivicIT-Com for secure e-banking and e-government services 
A white-label unified secure communications solution for banks or national banks associations, or Mobile Telco 
Operators, with which they offer their current and prospective high-worth individuals and organizational clients a 
solution that offers all of the following:  

● (A) premium replacement for the typical time-synchronized authentication token, through a dedicated 
one-time password app in the CivicPod, offering a much stronger authentication and security than the one 
provided by the token, especially after the scandal involving world leading token manufacturers; 

● (B) ultra-privacy protection to mobile and desktop Web financial transactions; 
● (C) ultra-secure basic text, voice communications to other CivicPods and Web navigation. 

   The CivicPod can be easily be made to embed a back-facing external smart-card reader, which - through an 
alternative smartphone hard case that adds a 0.7mm slot between the CivicPod and the hosting smartphone - 
enables the reading of non-RF enabled CivicCards as well as mainstream smart-cards, for lower levels of assurance. 
Such CivicPod capability setups enable it to support several use cases: (a) EU border points or mobile POS scenarios; 
(b) private and public scenarios of use of the same CivicPod by multiple users; (c) use case involving can utilize 
CivicKiosk at public offices; (d) 
downward-compatibility and interoperability 
with mainstream national eIDs (driver license, 
e-health cards, etc.) and private eID (bank 
cards, credit cards, etc.), as well as trust 
services. 

35 On how transparency and confidentiality can be both maximized in use of IT by the state, see: 
http://newint.org/features/2015/01/01/privacy-transparency/ 
36  https://www.serpro.gov.br/noticias/serpro-declara-que-nao-existe-backdoor-no-expresso 
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   CivicKiosks will be used in public offices, or commercial locations, to enable citizens  that do not own a CivicPod to 
access the same functionalities, provided they have a compliant bank-card-sized smartcard-based eID, or a 
CivicCard. CivicKiosks are based on existing high-assurance interactive kiosks. Casing will have high-assurance 
off-the-shelf anti-tampering, while the wireless access device will be off-the-shelf. Computing components will be 
replaced by a CivicPod without screen. The touch screen will have low resolutions, and features, but will have 
publicly verifiable or Free Software firmware. 

2.2.4.3. CivicIT-Com for wide-market consumer: ultra-privacy + onTV entertainment 
  This is a high risk possible exploitation scenario, which nevertheless has high potential to increase substantially the 
value added to ordinary citizen uptake and create a consumer market for millions or even tens of millions in the 
medium-long term. 
   Unique Value Proposition: TRUSTLESS for Broadcasters/Telco – through an end-to-end client-server architecture 
including a portable end-user device (CivicPod) interfaceable with commercial smartphones and an HDMI TV-dongle 
(CivicDongle) – will complement the user’s PC and Smartphone, with an unprecedented ultra-secure 
communication environment, as well as an on-TV entertainment solution with unique UX and choice of content 
which complements and/or competes with satellite/terrestrial pay TV service or emerging IP mobile-2-TV services 
like ChromeCast, Apple AirPlay/AppleTV and smart TVs. 
   Such TRUSTLESS extended derivative would provide the user: (A) uniquely immersive, comfortable and effective 
mobile, desktop and TV interaction and user experience; (B) beyond-state-of-the-art privacy, security and 
authentication; (C) a very wide choice of global content unrestrained access to all and any mobile Web content, and 
a wider choice of national content expected due to the control of the platform by national content right holders and 
aggregators; (D) uniquely extensive and privacy-respecting user-profiling for ads, both automated and user-driven, 
and immersive living room entertainment applications, that are made uniquely acceptable to consumers by 
unprecedented and guaranteed levels of user privacy, and by pseudonymity-based profiling. 
   How does the CivicPod remote-controls the CivicDongle?: The CivicPod tracks and relays, via the dual front-facing 
low-res cameras, touch and finger-tip hovering gestures to “remote control” the CivicDongle. The CivicPod can use 
the CivicDongle for an highly-innovative, ergonomic and immersive touch-based control of the CivicDongle contents 
on the TV screen. Through refractive lenses of its built-in dual low-res front-facing cameras, 3d finger movements 
above the CivicPod screen are tracked. Movements are visible on the TV screen as halos of varying size, as finger 
position information appear as a semi-transparent video-overlay stream on the TV screen that decrease in opacity 
and size as the fingers gets closer to the CivicPod screen. Touch events are also relayed to the CivicDongle to trigger 
touch events on the CivicDongle UI, and therefore on the TV screen. Therefore, overall the user gets the experience 
of “touch controlling” their TV from the comfort of the Sofa, but while looking at all times to the TV screen instead 
of the Civic Pod screen. The CivicPod screen is off while interfaced with the CivicDongle, so as to reduce heat 
generation and battery consumption. CivicPod may be placed face-up on a sofa arm to enable 1-hand interaction. 
Business Model: The CivicDongle platform and its governance may be controlled and marketed by partnering local 
content rights holders, broadcasters and/or mobile operators, and marketed/developed in partnership with the 
CivicDongle device manufacturer. 
   Local TV broadcasters/rights-holders and major local video content rights owners for example have a strong 
vested interest to join as content and minority governance partners of the CivicDongle platform (as a IPtv platform), 
or enter in OEM agreement, as it enables them to: (A) compete, with a platform they substantially control, versus 
the emerging dominance of US and Korean mobile/TV ecosystems (Google, Apple, Samsung, etc), both for 
privacy/security and for entertainment services, as well as (B) increase (for broadcasters) substantially their 
negotiating power in respect to the quality of the presence of their contents and apps on such players’ platforms. 
    CivicIT-Com for Broadcasters/Telco will create a mobile and mobile-to-TV meta-platform that fully interacts with 
and functionally extends leading mainstream mobile platforms (Android, iOS), and aims to integrate and fully side 
with one or more open and HTML5 based right management, to provide users with the following key competitive 
advantages respect to market leaders: (A) uniquely immersive, comfortable and effective mobile, desktop and TV 
interaction and user experience; (B) beyond-state-of-the-art privacy, security and authentication; (C) a very wide 
choice of global content unrestrained access to all and any mobile Web content, and a wider choice of local content 
expected due to the control of the platform by local consumers and content right holders; (D) uniquely extensive 
and privacy-respecting user-profiling for ads, both automated and user-driven, and immersive living room 
entertainment applications, that are made uniquely acceptable to consumers by unprecedented and guaranteed 
levels of user privacy, and by pseudonymity-based profiling. 
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   In the case of deployments that include local public Broadcasters, content and services may include on-TV 
ultra-private and ultra-secure educational, e-government, e-participation and e-democracy services, which would 
be streamed directly from the CivicPod to a dedicated secure decryption chip on the CivicDongle. 

2.2.5. CivicIT-Com for increasing effectiveness and citizen-accountability of 
constitutional lawful access and cyber-investigation capabilities 
TRUSTLESS will also be marketed as a server-side only or end-2-end solution, that radically increases both the 
citizen-accountability and the security from advanced threat of critical communication infrastructure in law 
enforcement, state security and defense public agencies. 
Nearly all communication systems and standards deployed in such agencies, even for critical use, rely on trust on 
several different actors in the life-cycle and supply chain, which have proven to be not trustworthy. Critical 
vulnerabilities - that allow low-cost, remote, undetected and complete exploitation - are discovered or inserted 
maliciously by advanced actors throughout the life-cycle. 

2.2.5.1. CivicIT-Com exploitation for increasing assurance of remote and physical state 
lawful access schemes 
National and EU-wide lawful interception systems have been mandated by law in all EU countries for decades. On 
reception of a legal due process authorization, communication service providers (CSP), diversely defined in each 
country, must enable the interception of a user, mostly without his knowledge. 
    Even those following EU standards such as ETSI , do not provide nearly sufficient assurance that they are 37

resistant to remote technical or organizational compromise - at very-low cost and discoverability risk per user - by 
staff members of the communication service provider (CSP), or external criminal actors, including rogue state 
employees or state agencies.  Such organizational and technical vulnerabilities - widely known - have caused many 
known large scale and continuous abuses, and there is wide consensus and evidence that abuse, especially remote, 
by many actors can be possible undetectable, and likely to happen widely.  
   Such abuses and huge vulnerabilities have decreased the trust of citizens in LEAs and the government ability to 
manage lawful interception without gravely damaging the rights of citizens. Recent EU court rulings have 
determined data retention laws illegal, and there is a very wide resistance to calls to extend lawful intercept 
requirements beyond providers of telephone service, to include also providers of email, Internet services or 
computing devices. 
   These abuses are all possible because of the technical and organizational vulnerabilities of the socio-technical 
solutions involved. Even abuses involving unconstitutional or illegal actions by state employees or agencies could be 
prevented if there were adequate socio-technical systems and standards in place.   38

   TRUSTLESS will radically improve the citizen-trustworthiness (i.e. assurance) of current and existing lawful 
interception by ensuring all technologies critically involved are truly citizen-trustworthy, and by ensuring that 
organizational processes are not abused, even by state agencies illegal actions. TRUSTLESS in fact uniquely relies on 
onsite citizen-witness based processes for all critical phases of the lifecycle, including physical access to server 
rooms hosting any privacy-sensitive user data. Such citizen-witnesses would complement procedures whereby 
access to user data requires multiple state agencies to be physically present and approving (such as official of the 
national Data Protection Authority, and Ministry of Justice), to avoid abuse by one of such agencies. 
   Most importantly, such legal authority for police is being expanded to the use of lawful hacking, through the use 
of state malware, as in Germany  or UK , which is hugely prone to unaccountable abuse. In such use cases, the 39 40

joint application of TRUSTLESS standards to the low-level service infrastructure, and the safeguard described by the 
famous Lawful Hacking  to the exploits and high-level software, would provide a huge advance in accountability for 41

tools that is hard to imagine the state will renounce. 

37 http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/security/lawful-interception 
38 As Obama suggested, in one of the few passage praised by the Electronic Frontier Foundation, in referring to possible new improved Lawful                       
Interception solutions that prevent abuse even by state security agencies:"Technology itself may provide us some additional safeguards. So                  
for example, if people don't have confidence that the law, the checks and balances of the court and Congress, are sufficient to give us                        
confidence that government's not snooping, well, maybe we can embed technologies in there that prevent the snooping regardless of what                    
government wants to do. I mean, there may be some technological fixes that provide another layer of assurance." 
39 http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2016/02/german-police-can-now-use-spying-malware-to-monitor-suspects/ 
40 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/10/immigration-officials-can-hack-refugees-phones 
41 http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2312107 
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2.2.5.2. CivicIT-Com exploitation for increasing assurance of existing constitutional lawful 
state security data mining systems. 
Many EU states legally filter internet traffic in order to spot keyword combinations that could be a sign of criminal 
activity. As for Germany, "Every year the parliamentary control committee issues a brief, general report on 
surveillance activities.  The report for the year 2010 received a lot of attention in the media because it stated that 
automatic searches with more than 15,000 keywords identified over 37 million telecommunications, mostly Emails, 
for further examination.". 
Regardless of the opinion if such processes should or should not be legally mandated, everyone will agree that it is 
crucial that such systems are not abused - through technical or organizational vulnerabilities - to enable state 
security agency to target individuals that do not strictly fit the legally sanctioned keyword parameters. 
Deployment of TRUSTLESS could be applied (or even mandated by law) to provide fully–automated keyword search 
of leads to possible criminal activity, and that there is no manual interference or abuse. It would provide the 
user-verifiability of the fact that communications identified for manual “further examination” are created 
exclusively through democratically-approved and transparent parameters, rather than changing discretional factors 
or manual choice. It would produce a win-win situation in which suspicious communication patterns can be 
identified, while completely preserving the privacy of innocent citizens which are not under reasonable suspicions. 
Some of such search may happen through homomorphic cryptography. “Encrypted Search” may be deployed which 
allows for arbitrary queries on a encrypted data set so that after “discovering” that something matches a certain 
criteria set, state agencies could request access to the very specific data. 
Such functionality would allow for the full capability of analyzing all communications for suspicious activity without 
the huge risk of abuse and arbitrariness of a manual, or also manual process, as well explained by Prof. Lawrence 
Lessig . It would concurrently radically promote both privacy and security, by fulfilling: (A) the very legitimate need 42

(and proposals) of security agencies to have access to all endpoints, when supported by warrant; (B) the great utility 
for security agencies to apply the latest big data analysis techniques to help identify suspected criminal activity, and 
(C) protect the constitutional rights of citizens and businesses to privacy and security of communications unless a 
judge determines there is probable cause that justifies interception or log access. 
Such use would substantially increase the actual capacity of state security agencies to fulfill their mandates, proving 
to a large extent that privacy and security are not a zero-sum-game. On the contrary, there are combined technical 
and legislative solutions where one can strongly enhance the other. 

2.2.5.3. CivicIT-Com exploitation for the defense sector 
Although TRUSTLESS is NOT aimed at military exploitation, nonetheless a TRUSTLESS/CivicIT trustworthy computing 
base - following on the steps of the partially successful EDA SoC  project and consortium - could well end up 43

exceeding in authenticity, integrity and confidentiality any known devices on the civilian market, and the 
publicly-known military markets. Today, nearly all or all defense communication systems rely on software and 
hardware technologies (CPU, SoC, OS, fabrication) that place unverified and undeserved trust on a number of state 
and private entities, as well as a number of individuals in key positions in the life-cycle and supply chain. TRUSTLESS 
eliminates such need of trust, and can uniquely offer independent verifiability of its end-2-end assurance levels.  
Most defense communication systems use cases, however, demand very-high resiliency and resistance to extreme 
physical conditions. TRUSTLESS can be customized and extended to satisfy such additional requirements, at a 
substantial additional cost per unit. On a more strategic long term perspective, TRUSTLESS prospects of 
transparently reconciling lawful access and personal confidentiality to sustain a critical mass of EU dual-use 
investments for a comprehensive EU-domestic "trustworthy computing base", for the defense of EU citizens and 
assets, and for a future architecture of mission-configurable services in a secure cloud”. 

2.2.5.4. CivicIT-CPS Exploitations 
Generally speaking, the CPS domain is less regulated because it’s in its infancy. IoT and CPSs, on top of it, not having 
clear boundaries, may suffer from over-regulation in the future: as it’s very possible to have vulnerabilities and 
mission creep for many CPS or IoT components, it won’t be long before authorities will develop control schemes 
over connected objects, in order to protect sensitive assets. As explained above, TRUSTLESS is able to provide 
verifiability and it’s very easily expandable to additional requirements, such as the ones coming from constrained 
networks and loosely coupled set of objects. The strength of our scheme is that, promoting both privacy schemes 

42http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/06/12/it-s-time-to-rewrite-the-internet-to-give-us-better-privacy-and-security.html 
43 http://www.edasoc.eu/cms/ 
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and security - in addition to resiliency and safety - it can be used for ensuring citizen’s protection against attacks, 
while being non-intrusive for what concerns the privacy of everyone.  
   Although security is a very popular topic, the lack of holistic and integrated security solutions and procedures 
often results in poor implementations of any security concepts. The average user and developer usually overlooks 
at these issues, mainly because of the complexity of real security procedures and the constant attention to details. 
   The lack of standardization and certifications procedures slow down investment in innovative solution and 
developments in CPS, and and AI-powered CPSs, for the risk of them being against future rules and standards.  
   In CPSs, TRUSTLESS aims to bring strong innovation fostering fast adaptation of security mechanisms in an 
integrated solution from components via products to processes. It expects arbitrary attackers and protects in a 
general and uniform manner instead of looking at specific cases. It therefore acts upon the entire production 
chains, being transparent for the end user.  And it fills the gap between (secure) products and secure production 
processes as it defines extensive certifiable standards for production processes. 
   Thus TRUSTLESS' exploitation goes in at least three directions: (i) Bringing up a pilot product and raise it to get 
ready for the market, (ii) gaining integrated security solutions for end users without bothering them too much with 
technical details and, last but not least, (iii) giving the possibility for the academic partners within TRUSTLESS to use, 
demonstrate, and apply the TRUSTLESS framework in lectures as well as in published papers. 

2.2.6. CivicIT & TRUSTLESS mid-term exploitation for AI & CPS systems with 
direct influence on human physical environments 
   The creation of radically competent, enforceable and accountable standardization and certification processes for 
those narrow AI systems that direct influence on human physical environments – such as robots, autonomous 
drone and vehicles – may have a huge impact on the growth rate and sustainability of the market for such 
systems, as well as reduce risk of arm to humans. Even more importantly, perhaps, may also provide at part of the 
socio-technical and governance basis for future international standards or treaties to promote the safety of systems 
approaching machine superintelligence. 
   In a recent panel Stuart Russell, one of the most recognised AI experts, illustrated  the prospect that a domestic 44

robot in the near future may misinterpret orders from its owners and purposely kill a domestic animal or human. He 
concluded that: 
   “There’s an enormously strong economic incentive for companies that are building AI, to take this questions very 
seriously. Otherwise any company, any startup company, that doesn’t pay attention to this could ruin it for 
everybody else. So they’re going to have to figure out how to make machines behave ethically … avoid doing things; 
even if they are told to do something by their human master, they have to know what’s right or wrong, so that they 
don’t do something catastrophic” 
   The AI sector may need to do what the aviation industry did very successfully in 1929. There seems to be a huge 
market need to establish radically reliable and enforceable standards and certification processes – through 
transparency, oversight and accountability – for all those AI systems can cause direct human arm – such as robots, 
autonomous drone and vehicles, in much the same way as was done for civil aviation in 1929 with the 
establishment of the Federal Aviation Commission. It was this socio-technical certification innovation, rather than 
any aviation technological breakthrough, that increased security of commercial flight to levels that were previously 
deemed inconceivable or impossible, a consequent economic and aviation research boom. In fact, from 1926 and 
1929, as FAA issued its certification standards, passengers in US civilian aviation skyrocketed from 5.782 to 172.405. 
   The requirements for certification process for such AI & CPS systems will need to be substantially more stringent 
than those of the Federal Aviation Administration, because such certifications will need to protect against: (a) 
Extremely complex high-level algorithms that may result in unwanted actions that physically arm humans or cause 
other great damage; (b) All critical Low-level technical and organization infrastructure for the end-2-end 
provisioning and life-cycle of the certified AI system; (c) Catastrophic failures in confidentiality or integrity of AI 
operations, that can go undetected by its victims for years or even decades. (You can’t hide a plane that goes down, 
but we have come to know well that you can hide the extensive hacking or failure of an AI system design to protect 
the US stock market for years.) 
   Furthermore, the resulting institutional capital and expertise in advanced narrow AI & CPS systems assurance, 
assurance certification, and certification governance processes, could be of great use for similar standards, 
certification, or international treaties dealing with more advanced projects aiming and the realization of machine 
superintelligence. 

44 See at minute minute 14.50 of this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcX_7SVI_hA 
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2.2.7. Potential contribution of CivicIT and TRUSTLESS governance standards 
contribution to long term Artificial Intelligence safety and human value 
alignment 
“In recent years, rapid developments in AI specific components and applications, theoretical research advances, 
high-profile acquisitions from hegemonic global IT giants, and heart-felt declarations about the dangers of future AI 
advances from leading global scientists and entrepreneurs, have brought AI to the fore as both (A) the key to 
private and public economic dominance in IT, and other sectors, in the short-to-medium term, as well as (B) the 
leading long-term existential risk (and opportunity) for humanity, due to the likely-inevitable “machine intelligence 
explosion” once an AI project will reach human-level general intelligence. ...”   45

2.2.8. CivicIT - Long-Term Exploitation - Geolocated clusters for TRUSTLESS 
ecosystems  
An expected follow up of the Project will be a 2-phased 5-20M€ - possibly through ECSEL and EIB funding - plan for 
a multi-year joint R&D and/or industrial investment venture – with co-investments by private stakeholders, 
partnering 200-300mm semiconductor low-capacity foundry(s), a local tech park and local/national government, 
and direct and indirect funds subsidies – which will create a set of facilities, processes and services to establish a 
stable, cost-efficient and flexible ecosystem for the design, prototyping and small-medium scale production of 
TRUSTLESS-compliant devices, equipment and services, tied to substantial geolocated economic development 
initiatives. 
An initial 3-5M€ PHASE 1, will be composed of the following:  

● TRUSTLESS Design Center. An innovation center where designs of hardware, software, services and casing 
for TRUSTLESS-devices happen. After an initial stage exclusive to TRUSTLESS Private Stakeholders, 
crowdsourcing open innovation models may be deployed that allow young innovators to propose new 
products and service in revenue sharing models. Includes:  

○ TRUSTLESS Device Prototyping and Usability Lab, with several prototyping machinery for SoC and 
component (blocks) prototype development, advanced 3d printing, and user experience tools and 
simulation setups. 

○ TRUSTLESS Hardware Manufacturing Oversight Lab, a simulation environment where organizational 
processes and technologies that allow for complete oversight of the manufacturing processes of 
critical components of TRUSTLESS-devices, as specified in the CivicSite processes, both in partnering 
EU and non-EU foundries. It will also host dedicated simulation hosting rooms to develop and test 
techs and processes of CivicRoom.  

● TRUSTLESS Partner Foundry(ies). One or more partnering low-capacity 200-300mm semiconductor 
foundry(ies) that will enter in multi-year agreements, possibly including co-investment, for ongoing 
production of TRUSTLESS-devices ICs , related blocks and other hardware components. It will host all 
necessary dedicated facilities setups to run the CivicSite processes developed through the TRUSTLESS 
Hardware Manufacturing Oversight Lab. (a) a validation of TRUSTLESS products to the private market. One 
of the partnering foundries will host the TRUSTLESS Hardware Manufacturing Oversight Lab. Foundries and 
Design Center can well be in different locations or even countries. 

A full-scale TRUSTLESS Computing  Regional District?. By positioning itself as a complete and open initial 
socio-technical standard body and ecosystem, it aims to replicate, if in reduced scale, the network effects and 
related economic impacts of the introduction of GSM standards that - led by the EU and by EU standard bodies - 
produced 2 decades of EU leadership in the mobile industry, as suggest by the Finnish Prime Minister . 46

Provided that a major tech park and regional government (such as Trentino Region, host of EIT ICT Labs node on 
Privacy, Security and Trust, Abruzzo Region, host of 200mm foundry, or Berlin region, host to many high-assurance 
ICT R&D activities) fully uptakes the project agreeing to provide major co-funding (with national and EU funds) - as it 
commonly happens in other countries for highly-strategic and value-added investments such as semiconductors and 
highest-security technologies - phase 2 and 3 of the TRUSTLESS may be compressed and larger permanent facilities 
may be built. In such scenario, a larger 3-5000 sq.mts. TRUSTLESS Design Center may be conceived as a cutting-edge 
architectural facility an innovative Zero Emission, Off-Grid and Food-Autonomous facility, that may; represent in 

45 This analysis continues in a 3-page blog post by OMC available at this link: 
http://www.openmediacluster.com/2015/07/07/it-security-research-needs-for-artificial-intelligence-machine-super-intelligences/ 
46 http://www.wsj.com/articles/europe-wants-the-world-to-embrace-its-data-privacy-rules-1424821453 
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architecture the leading positive future that the Center is developing; bring publicity; and make it even more 
attractive to young world software and hardware hacking talents. Here  a 12-pager Prototypical Architectural 47

Design, and here  its 3-pager Eco-analysis PDF.  In such case, it is possible to envision the creation of a full-blown 48

regional cluster or district on leading-edge hardware-level security and privacy, such as the 47.000 sq.mts. Open 
Media Park, in Rome, Italy, which OMC has been a core part of since 2008.  

2.2.9. Communication activities 
   Dedicated events, websites, mailing lists, and social media campaigns will be enacted to promote the project 
results - as ICT services and proposed e-government standards - to promote its positive perception by citizens, 
target citizens, prospective investors and exploitation partner, public policy agencies, academic community, 
international standardization bodies, and of course the general and sectoral media outlets. Some of those 
communication activities may be separate per target or unified. 
  In particular, the case for TRUSTLESS will focus on communicating its substantial positive impact for increasing 
government accountability, protecting citizen communication civil rights, producing saving for public 
administration, and promoting viable business investment, job growth, and possibly new ecosystems of global 
industrial excellency. 

2.2.9.1. - Communication to Citizens and Public Administrations:  
   The centrality of the citizen-centric approach will be a valuable communication asset in popularizing to the general 
public the social benefits and assurance of the project results. Events will be organized for popular presentation of 
the project as a radical innovation that will turn Internet technologies into instruments that empower citizens, 
rather than subject them to wide abuses of the civil rights, and that produce true saving for the public 
administration by enabling substantial saving for the public administration through effective dematerialization 
processes. 
   It will also emphasize the potential short-term use of TRUSTLESS for citizen-to-citizen communications and 
transactions, which can open up new opportunities for truly private and secure social and political communications, 
in support of freedom of speech, freedom of assembly. And even freedom of thought. In fact, most citizens today 
know or feel - and they are correct - that anything they write in any Internet-connected device, including a personal 
journal, can be easily read by anyone with a moderate amount of hacking skills or a few hundreds euros to invest in 
a low-level hacker. TRUSTLESS would provide a small but extremely precious “island of freedom” for citizens to 
think and communicate in a private way. 

2.2.9.2. - Communication to prospective investors and exploitation partner:  
Communication to this target group will focus on the short term and long term exploitation potential of the 
TRUSTLESS project as outlined in sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. In particular: (a) the unique comprehensiveness 
and transparency of the assurance measures to guarantee actual and perceived assurance of the overall computing 
experience; (b) the carefully open and resilient nature of the resulting Consortium and ecosystem of technology 
providers and technologies, and its legal sustainability due to the strong mitigation measures for potential 
malevolent abuse; (c) the variety of domains, where unprecedented level of integrity, confidentiality or authenticity 
are paramount, where TRUSTLESS can be applied. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1. Work Plan - Work Packages and 
Deliverables 

  The project will start with a deep interdisciplinary analysis of the state-of-the-art levels of ICT assurance guidelines, 
design practices, measurements, assessments, assurance standardization and certification of computing, aimed at 
producing the revised TRUSTLESS Preliminary Paradigms, the Initial Paradigms and the Initial Certification 
Requirements and Specifications for a compliant CivicIT service.  

47 http://goo.gl/Idjvrq 
48 http://goo.gl/oI5ZJt 
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   The Initial Specifications (W3-5, M6) will serve as guidance during of the development of all technical (WP4-5), 
socio-technical (WP3) and organizational components (WP2) during M3-M20. During M21-23  lab validations will be 
executed, and during M24 a Final version of the Paradigms, Certification Requirements and the Certification Bodies 
will be created, and final documentation created for all results. During WP8 a clear actionable plan will be proposed 
for the establishment, recognition and uptake by EU, EU MSs and industry of the resulting open target architectures 
and related certification framework.  
 
WP n. Work-package Name WP Leader 
 
WP1: Gap Analysis and TRUSTLESS Paradigms  OMC 
 
WP2: TRUSTLESS Standards and CivicIT Specifications KUL 
 
WP3: CivicIT Socio-technical Components DFK 
 
WP4: CivicIT Technical low-level Components GEN 
 
WP5: CivicIT Technical high-level Components SCY 
 
WP6: CivicIT and TRUSTLESS Validations  OMC 
 
WP7: Management, Coordination, Dissemination OMC 
 
WP8: Collaborative Standardization Plan EMA 
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3.1.1. WP01: Identification of Socio-technical Assurance Paradigms, their 
requirements, and gap with status analysis 

Work package number  01 Start Date or Starting Event M1 

 

Work package title Identification of Socio-technical Assurance Paradigms, their requirements, and gap         
with status analysis 

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant 10 11  4.5 3.5 9 3.5 13.5 5  

 

Participant number 11 12 13 14 15      
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK      
PMs per Participant 3 5 2 3 2      

 

Objectives:  
O1.1 - To identify the state-of-the art solutions for ICT service assurance through analysis of national legal,                 
standards and liability contexts 
O1.2 - To establish realistic solutions to problem issues, and requirements analysis through collaboration              
between advisory committees and steering board experts 
O1.3 - To facilitate new holistic and comprehensive end-2-end certification frameworks 
O1.4 - Identified gaps, for target sub-domains, between existing standard setting and certification schemes,              
and between top-of-class high-assurance assessment guidelines, and what is feasible in terms of improved              
efficiency and effectiveness. 
O1.5 To identify relevant direct (technical) and indirect (non-technical) factors affecting the assurance of              
current certifications. 

 

 Description of work:  
The WP starts with deep analysis of the state-of-the-art in different socio-technical guidelines focused on the 
highest levels of assurance in ICT, and on the end-2-end ICT service assurance. Special attention will be paid to 
the NATO AEP-67 and US Defense Science Board reports. The objective of this research is to identify their 
strengths, deficiencies and inconsistencies. The identified knowledge is essential to constitute a reference 
point for the entire Trustless project. Research all relevant factors affecting actual and perceived ICT service 
assurance: from technical factors directly influencing service security assurance, through socio-technical, to 
the legislative, social, political, organizational, and other “soft” factors influencing indirectly. The research will 
be performed with different points of view. 
esearch on the current standards and certifications of ICT service security assurance, focusing from low to 
ultra-high assurance systems, will be conducted. A relevant selection of the huge number of standards, 
methodologies, solutions elaborated by renowned standards bodies, organizations and thematic working 
groups will be analysed. The objective of this research is to identify their strengths, deficiencies and 
inconsistencies. 
The research results will be compared with the results of researches focused on the socio-technical guidelines 
related to the highest levels of assurance in ICT and the end-2-end ICT service assurance. The WP, with a 
detailed gap analysis, then defines new realistic requirements for the new paradigms. 
T1.1 - Analysis of all relevant factors affecting actual and perceived ICT service assurance (OMC, EOS, SCY, 
EMA, TUD, ZAN, KRY, KUL, TUB, ABC,GEN, DFK  M1-M9) Explore and identify the interplay of relevant legal, 
economic, market, cost/benefit analysis, social, cultural, behavioural, liability, contractual, gender and ethical 
factors with regards to the assurance and security of ICT services, actual or perceived. Factors affecting the 
assurance of ICT to be analysed include contexts, constraints and incentives of the following nature: technical, 
socio-technical, organizational, constitutional/charter, legal, liability, contractual, political, social, perception, 
media influence, and more. 
 The analysis will be performed from different legitimate societal perspectives, according to the partner's’ 
competences: 
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1. The analysis related to the civil rights and data protection perspective will be done by ULD in 
co-operation with TUB. ULD will look at it from the point of view of citizens being affected by the 
technology as the users or target of illegal surveillance. TUB will look at the problem from the point of 
view of the user’s institution, against outsider and insider threats. 

2. The analysis related to the certification quality in the cyber-physical  systems perspective will be done 
by TEC in co-operation with TUB. 

3. The analysis related to the certification quality from the economic development perspective will be 
done by EOS in co-operation with TUB. 

4. The analysis related to the certification quality from the certification lab perspective will be done by 
EMA. 

Other public security issues and their mutual relationships will be analysed  by TEC, which also will co-ordinate 
and summarize all points of view. 
T1.2 - Analysis of state-of-the-art guidelines for ICT assurance (OMC, EOS, APP, SCY, EMA, DUT, ZAN, TUB, 
M1-M6) Analyse the state-of-the-art in socio-technical guidelines for the highest levels of assurance in ICT, 
such as NATO AEP-67, US Defense Science Board reports, and analyse deficiencies and inconsistencies. 
T1.3 - Analysis of problems with current standards and certifications of ICT service assurance and 
compliance (OMC, EOS, APP, SCY, EMA, DUT, ZAN, TUB, M1-M9) 
Analyse of all relevant assurance standards and certification practices, in order to identify inconsistencies and 
deficiencies. Assess relevant organisational and certification frameworks that are currently prevalent for low 
to ultra-high assurance systems. Analyse the strengths and weakness of relevant organisations in collectively 
enabling adequate ICT assurance and certifications, including in primis Common Criteria, SO-GIS, Cybersecurity 
Coordination Group (CSCG), European Standard organizations (ESOs, e.g. CEN, CENELEC and ETSI); but also 
ITU, ISO and IEC, as well as public-private or private consortia such as W3C, IEEE, IETF, OMG, OASIS, ECMA, 
GlobalPlatform, etc. 
T1.4 -  Identification of comprehensive end-2-end certification frameworks (OMC, EOS, APP, SCY, EMA, DUT, 
ZAN, TUB M1-M6) Identify new holistic and comprehensive end-2-end certification frameworks that strongly 
incentivize low-level radically-open target architectures for most common and critical sub-domains. This will 
provide appropriate assurance where some security properties are the primary concern, and concurrently 
radically increase certification efficiency in time and money. 
T1.5 - Establishment of feasible and economical solutions (OMC, EOS, APP, EMA, ZAN, KRY, M10-M16) 
Through collaboration between advisory committees and steering board experts, and through multi-way 
education and consensus building, realise requirements that will provide solutions to problem issues which 
are feasible and economical. 
T1.6 - Gap analysis  (OMC, EMA, KRY, GEN, M7-M10)  Identify gaps, for target sub-domains, between existing 
standard setting and certification schemes, and between top-of-class high-assurance assessment guidelines, 
and what is feasible in terms of improved efficiency and effectiveness. Gaps will be identified from different 
perspectives: civil rights, public security, economic development, and certification lab view. The gap analysis 
will be summarized taking into account the feasibility, improved efficiency and effectiveness. The  conclusions 
for collaborative requirement building and modelling will be drawn. 
T1.7 - Develop the TRUSTLESS Paradigms for ICT service assurance certification. (OMC, EOS, EMA, KRY, KUL, 
TUB, GEN, DFK, M1-15) This task will start with the requirements for the TRUSTLESS Paradigms already 
identified, to arrive at an Initial version and related Certification Requirements that will guide all work in 
following phases of the project. Then, after the test of each component and lab validation of the overall 
socio-technical prototype, a Final version will be prepared. Information about suitable Common Criteria 
Protection Profiles, experiences and applications will be collected as input data for elaboration of new 
TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles (TLSPPs) and TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS) in WP2. 

 

Deliverables 
D1.1 - Report on relevant factors affecting certification quality (OMC, EOS, SCY, EMA, TUD, ZAN, KRY, KUL, 
TUB, ABC, GEN, DFK  R, PU, M9) 
This report presents factors affecting the actual and perceived ICT service assurance from different points of 
view. There is a need to create a common picture in this domain of research to gather knowledge for other 
Trustless work packages. Report will present problems from different perspectives and relation between 
them. 

A. civil rights and data protection view Report will include the research objectives and the scope of 
researches which will focus on the relevant factors affecting the conformity with relevant legal 
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obligations and positive statements where a product exceeds the basic requirements.. The main part 
specifies the identified factors: technical, socio-technical and others ordered by categories. The report 
will contain the identified factors affecting actual and perceived compliance, analysed from the civil 
rights and data protection perspective. Two main point of views will be considered: (a)  the of citizens 
being affected by the technology as the users or target of illegal surveillance;·(b) threats for the rights 
of users originating from outsiders and inside the institution of the data controller itself. 

B. Cyber-physical  systems). From cyber-physical  systems point of view. The factors affecting the actual 
and perceived ICT service assurance identified in this domain of application will be specified and 
characterized. 

C. Economic development view Report will elaborate from economic development point of view. The 
factors affecting the actual and perceived ICT service assurance related to the economic development 
will be specified and characterized. 

D. Certification lab view The report will elaborate from the perspective of the certification lab. The 
factors affecting the actual and perceived ICT service assurance relevant to the certification lab 
activity will be specified and characterized. 

D1.2 - Report on strengths and weaknesses of the organisational and certification frameworks for low to 
ultra-high assurance systems including state-of-the-art guidelines for the highest levels of assurance in ICT 
(OMC, EOS, APP, SCY, EMA, TUD, ZAN, TUB R, PU, M6) 
Report will start from the research objectives and the scope of researches. The essential features of 
methodologies described in renowned standards and/or applied in the organisational and certification 
frameworks  will be identified with a perspective of use them in low to ultra-high assurance systems. Essential 
information will be gathered to create a common picture of the currently applied approaches. The report will 
be summarized, presenting features, strengths and weaknesses of methods and solutions. Current guidelines 
related to the highest levels of assurance in ICT will be identified and reviewed and create a common picture 
of the currently applied approaches. 
D1.3 - Report on the comparative analysis of the state-of-the-art guidelines for the highest levels of assurance 
in ICT and the most common standardisation and certification processes (OMC, EOS, APP, SCY, EMA, TUD, ZAN, 
TUB, R, PU,M9)  The report will contain a comparative analysis of research results focused on two directions: 
state-of-the-art guidelines for the highest levels of assurance in ICT (D.2.1); this report present a reference 
point; most common standardisation and certification methods/processes (D.2.3.1).The conclusions presents 
where we are and what should be achieved in the following WPs. 
D1.4 - Report on the usefulness analysis, based on the elaborated criteria, of the existing security assurance 
methodologies with respect to the end-2-end  ICT service assurance   (OMC, EOS, APP, SCY, EMA, TUD, ZAN, 
TUB, R, PU, M11) 
D1.5: Report on existing state-of-the-art assurance measurement guidelines and certification methodologies 
(OMC, EOS, APP, SCY, EMA, TUD, ZAN, TUB, R, PU,M9). To Include Identification of comprehensive holistic 
end-2-end certification frameworks. 
D1.6: Summary of feasible and economical solutions (OMC, EOS, APP, EMA, ZAN, R, PU, M16) 
D1.7: Integrated report on an integrated gap analysis (OMC, EMA, KRY, GEN, R, PU, M10.) To include sections 
on: 

A. gap analysis from civil rights view (OMC) 
B. gap analysis from public security view (ZAN, OMC, TUB) 
C. gap analysis from economic development view (EOS, DFK, OMC). 
D. gap analysis from perspective of certification processes (EMA, TUB, DFK) 

The report will contain: (a) the elaborated criteria to perform usefulness analysis of the existing security 
assurance methodologies with respect to the end-2-end  ICT service assurance; (b) results of this analysis. The 
conclusions include the recommendation for use of the particular security assurance methodologies or their 
elements to satisfy the Trustless project needs. 
D1.8 - Probabilistic Behavioral Modeling Paradigms and Software. (OMC, EOS, EMA, KUL, TUB, GEN, DFK, D, 
PU, M16) 
D1.9 - Input data for TRUSTLESS Protection Profiles and Development Process.  (OMC, EOS, EMA, KUL, TUB, 
GEN, DFK,  R, PU, M16) Gathering data essential for creating the TLSPPs and TLSS in WP2. 

3.1.2. WP02: TRUSTLESS Standards and CivicIT Specifications 

Work package number  02 Start Date or Starting Event M1 
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Work package title Socio-technical Specifications 

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant 6   4 1 22 1  7 4 

 

Participant number 11 12 13 14 15      
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK      
PMs per Participant 0 2  2 12      

 

Objectives: Define the Final TRUSTLESS Socio-Technical Specifications, by implementing in a socio-technical            
architecture the Initial TRUSTLESS Socio-technical Paradigms. Specify requirements for TRUSTLESS basic           
services. Identify the processes of development environment where CivicIT components are produced. 

 

Description of work:  
T2.1 – Develop and validate TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles (TLSPPs): (OMC, APP, EMA, DFK, M1-M7 
and M24-M30)  Develop a new generation of Protection Profiles (PPs) for the key services of the TRUSTLESS: 
Human to Human Communication (TLSPP - H2H), Human to Machine Communication (TLSPP -H2M), 
Communication in heterogenous networks (TLSPP - HetNet), Communication in cyber-physical systems (TLSPP 
- CybPhys). According to the results of D1.4. it will encompass: 

A. TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Human to Human Communication (TLSPP- H2H) which can be 
based on existing Common Criteria “Secure Smart-card Reader with Human Interface”  PP. It 49

addresses end-2-end communication on CivicPods. 
B. TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Human to Machine Communication (TLSPP- H2M) which can be 

based on the same as above “Secure Smart-card Reader with Human Interface” PP. This profile can 
address communication CivicPod – CivicServer. 

C. TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Communication in heterogeneous networks (TLSPP- HetNet) 
which can be based on the following PPs: “Collaborative Protection Profile (cPP) for Network devices” 
(Version 1.0, 27 February 2015), “Protection Profile – Information Gateway”  , and “Protection Profile 50

for Mobile Device Fundamentals”  . It can be used for CivicDongle based communication and onion 51

routing for Civic services.  
D. TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Communication in cyber-physical systems networks (TLSPP- 

CybPhys) which can be based on the US PP for SCADA-type systems: “System Protection 
Profile—Industrial Control Systems . It can be used for TRUSTLESS Services in cyber-physical 52

environments. 
Civic services, implemented in the specific use cases, will be described in detail according to their PPs including 
among others: threats, vulnerabilities, security objectives, and security functions dependent on the given 
implementation use case. In the result the specific service will be defined in reference with the given SPSPP 
and needed modifications to the profile will be introduced. TLSPPs will be used during CivicIT Lab Validations 
in WP06  
T2.2 Develop and validate TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS): (DFK, OMC, APP,  EMA, TUB, M1-M7 and 
M24-M30) Develop a new approach to development processes by specifying requirements for environments, 
where the components of the TRUSTLESS are developed, manufactured, customized, and configured. 
According to the results of D1.4, it encompasses: 

1. TRUSTLESS Site Standard based on experiences, applications, existing PPs, and guidelines related to 
Common Criteria Site Certification . It considers CivicLabs with CivicRooms, CivicSites, and their 53

environment - all under umbrella of the Authority; it can constitute a framework for future 
certification. Process will provide verification of the key components, will promote the 
assurance-aware modular or distributed architecting and algorithmic for hardware and software 
components, where appropriate.  

49 Secure Smart Card Reader with Human Interface Protection Profile, © XIRING & GEMALTO,  Version1.6. – 20/12/2011  
50 Protection Profile – Information Gateway, FMV, Thomas Dahlbeck, Version 2.0, 07-11-2011 
51 Protection Profile for Mobile Device Fundamentals, NIAP, Version 2.0, 17 September 2014 
52System Protection Profile—Industrial Control Systems, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in coordination              
with the Process Control Security Requirements Forum (PCSRF)”, NISTIR 7167,  NIST, October 2004 
53Supporting Document Guidance ‑ Site Certification. Version 1.0, Revision 1, CCDB-2007-11-001, October 2007  
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2. Requirements for development environment management and automation can help to rise assurance, 
minimize vulnerabilities and rise quality of components. 

T2.3 Develop Specifications of CivicIT Technical Components. (SCY, TUD, KRY, KUL, GEN, DFK, M5-M11) In 
compliance with T1.1 and T1.2, develop the Specifications of CivicPod, CivicServer, CivicDongle, and CivicCPS, 
according to the results of D1.2.  
T2.4 Develop Specifications of CivicIT Socio-Technical Components: (KUL, M5-M11) In compliance with T1.1 
and T1.2, develop the Specifications of CivicRoom, CivicSite, according to the results of D1.2. 
T2.5 Develop Specifications of CivicIT Organizational components: (OMC, M5-M11) In compliance with T1.1 
and T1.2, develop the Specifications for the CivicProvider and the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification 
Authority, according to the results of D1.2, to support the development and lab validation of all 
non-organizational component. 
T2.6 - Develop Specifications of CivicIT-CPS Technical Components: (EMA, TEC, DFK, M5-M11) In compliance 
with T1.1 and T1.2, develop the Specifications for (a) the CivicCPS, a modified version of the CivicServer with 
high-assurance anti-tampering, availability, and resistance to sophisticated RF attacks; (b) processes, 
socio-technical safeguards and specifications of a fixed network (assume perfectly closed/secure) and related 
medium or high-assurance (as opposed to ultra-high) endpoints, sensors, actuators, hubs, switches, etc. 

 

Deliverables  
D2.1 - Specifications of CivicDevices. (SCY, TUD, KRY, KUL, TUB, GEN, DFK, R, PU, M7). Detailed functional,                 
feature and UX that will enable WP4 and WP5 to finalize the design of the CivicDevices: CivicCPS, CivicServer,                  
CivicPod, CivicDongle. 
D2.2 - Specifications of Civiclab and CivicRoom. (OMC, APP, EMA, TUB, DFK, R, PU, M7). Detailed functional,                 
feature and UX that will enable WP4 and WP5 to finalize the design of the CivicDevices. 
D2.3 - Statutes and regulations of TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority (OMC, APP, EMA, TUB, DFK,                
R, PU, M7). Includes the statute, by-laws, deliberation regulations, and rules for election/appointment of              
boards/committees. 
D2.4 - Certification Requirements for CivicProvider. (OMC, R, PU, M7). Define standards, default contract,              
certification requirements and procedures, that are required of all TRUSTLESS CivicProviders. 
D2.5 – Elaboration of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Human to Human Communication (TLSPP- H2H). :                
(OMC, EMA, TUB, R, PU,M7). Defines the formalized requirements for the service.  
D2.6 – Elaboration of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Human to Machine Communication (TLSPP-              
H2M). (OMC, EMA, R, PU, M7). Defines the formalized requirements for the service. 
D2.7 – Elaboration of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Communication in heterogeneous networks             
(TLSPP- HetNet). (OMC, EMA, R, PU, M7). Defines the formalized requirements for the service. CivicDongles               
can establish anonymous network within which confidentiality and anonymity can be assured. In order to built                
such a network, CivicDongles must comply specific security requirements. These requirements will be defined              
and described in TLSPP- HetNet. Devices developed and certified according to such a Protection Profile can                
create secure network what is guaranteed by appropriate security specification.. 
D2.8 – TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Communication in cyber-physical systems networks (TLSPP-             
CybPhys). (EMA, R, PU, M7). Defines the formalized requirements for the service. 
D2.9 – TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS). (OMC, APP, EMA, DFK, R, PU, M7). Defines the formalized                 
requirements for development environment and computer aided management tools. 
D2.10 – D2.13 – Validation reports and final specifications of TLSPPs  (OMC, EMA, TUB, R, PU, M28). 
Considering the results of CivicIT Lab Validations conducted in WP06 the deliverables include validated and               
revised versions of the following protection profiles: TLSPP- H2H, TLSPP- H2M, TLSPP- HetNet, TLSPP- CybPhys. 

3.1.3. WP03: CivicIT Socio-technical Components 

Work package number  3 Start Date or Starting Event M8 

 

Work package title Socio-technical Components  

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant 25   7 2  1  7 3 
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Participant number 11 12 13 14 15      
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK      
PMs per Participant    1 14      

 

Objectives: Design and test individually the socio-technical components of CivicIT: (a) CivicLab: lab for the               
assembly of CivicDevices, housing of the CivicRoom, and in-person authentication of users; (b) CivicRoom: a               
hosting room with TRUSTLESS secure equipment and access processes, and (c) CivicSite: a secure oversight               
process to assure no vulnerabilities are inserted in the fabrication process. Lab Validation of overall CivicIT. 

 

 

 

Description of work:  

T3.1 - Specifications of the CivicLab: (OMC, SCY, TUD, KRY, TEC, GEN, DFK, M8-M22) This task will define and                   
setup in-lab environment and tests that will function as assembly of CivicDevices, authentication and first-time               
training of first-time users and hosting of the CivicRoom. It will create an assembly lab environment where the                  
critical components, non-critical components and casing for all CivicDevices are assembled, and then tested 

T3.2 - Specifications of the CivicRoom: (OMC, SCY, KRY, DFK, M8-M22) This task will define, set up and test,                   
inside the lab environment of the CivicLab, a dedicated hosting room with a few mini racks for CivicServers                   
that will be managed by CivicProvider staff. 

T3.3 - Specifications of the CivicSite: (OMC, APP, KRY, DFK, M8-M22) This task will define and design a set of                    
verification and oversight processes - and specifications and set ups for equipment and sensors - that will be                  
applied to the critical fabrication phases of critical hardware components involved in the CivicIT service. DFK                
would lead given domain expertise in need of ultra-high assurance. APP would consult having performed 3 CC                 
Site Certifications. OMC would contribute with some of the core original ideas (CivicFab). KRY contribute               
expertise in getting ultra critical SoC fabricated overseas for voting machines of Brazil. 

T3.4 - Lab Validation of CivicLab, Civic Room and CivicSite. (OMC, APP, DFK, M8-M22) CivicSite will be set up                   
and tested in a lab environment, which create a foam scenography of the actual environment and machinery                 
of a previously identified partnering EU 200mm sub 115 nm EU foundry. OMC will manage reproduction of                 
simulated space and recruitment of non specialized actors. APP would provide onsite and remote advisory.               
DFK would lead and carry on the research investigation. The deliverable describes necessary edits to TLSS as a                  
result of the design and test of the CivicIT socio-technical components. 

 

Deliverables  
D3.1 - CivicRoom and CivicLab Specifications. (OMC, SCY, TUD, KRY, TEC, GEN, DFK, R, PU, M22)  
D3.2 - CivicRoom and CivicLab setup and test.(OMC, D, PU, M22) 
D3.3 - CivicSite Specifications. (DFK, APP, OMC, KRY, R, PU, M22). 
D3.4 - CivicSite lab-grade setup and test (DFK, OMC, APP, D, PU, M22) 
D3.5 - Lab Validation report and final specification of TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS). (DFK, APP, OMC, KRY, R,                  
PU, M22).  

3.1.4. WP04: Low-level HW & SW Components  

Work package number  04 Start Date or Starting Event M4 

 

Work package title Low-level HW & SW Components 

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant 1    2  1  50  

 

Participant number 11 12 13 14 15      
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK      
PMs per Participant 12   27       

 

Objectives: The goal is to create and test the core and critical hardware and software components of the 
CivicDevices, which will then be assembled via the CivicLab process with non critical COTS software and 
hardware The will be the core of the trustworthy computing base of TRUSTLESS. 
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Description of work: The work develops all that is needed for a prototype foundry to produce all IC 
components of the CivicDevices, and their updateable and non-updateable firmware. The CivicServer will be 
defined initially, and the CivicPod, CivicDongle, CivicServer and CivicCPS will be its modifications. 
T4.1 – Design SCuP FPGA HDKs (OMC, TUD, KRY, KUL, GEN M4-M12).  FPGA hardware development kits 
(HDKs) will enable parallel development of software and hardware, minimizing the design cycle. This will also 
allow hardware validation of modifications in the SCuP softcore before tapeout, lowering the project’s risks. 
- CivicServer HW. This sub-task creates all design, documents, manuals, diagrams and fabrication 
specifications for the CivicDongle (See CivicServer HDK (FPGA); (b)  CPU: FPGA to instantiate SCuP Softcore; (c) 
LAN port; (d)  VGA port; (e) USB host and device ports; (f)  JTAG; (g)  SDCard support; (h)  Serial port.  
- CivicPod HW. This sub-task creates all design, documents, manuals, diagrams and fabrication specifications 
for the CivicPod. CivicPod HDK (FPGA): (a) CPU: FPGA to instantiate SCuP Softcore; (b)  Bluetooth; (c)   Wifi; (d) 
Micro-HDMI port; (e)   Micro-USB port (power only); (f) Serial port; (g)   SDCard support; (h) Battery connector; 
(i)  Low-power LCD or e-ink touch screen display; (j) JTAG. 
- CivicDongle HW.  CivicDongle HDK (FPGA): (a) CPU: FPGA to instantiate SCuP Softcore; (b)  JTAG; (c) Serial 
port; (d) CPU: off-the-shelf commercial mobile-phone SoC; (e) Wifi; (f) Bluetooth; (g)  HDMI out; (h) USB OTG 
port; (i)  SDCard support. 
- CivicCPS HW. This sub-task creates a high-availability version of the CivicServer, with safeguards against 
side-channel attack that are higher than the CivicPod, by taking advantage of the relaxed constraints on the 
form factor. The features and functional specifications are the same, with added redundant power supplies, 
network interfaces and rack-mountable hardware. Feedback from DFK and ABC pirmarily - but also TEC and 
EOS - will provide valuable input on threat analysis and requirements. 
T4.2 – Design SCuP Softcore Modifications (KRY, GEN, KUL, M4-M21).  A review SCuP softcore is necessary to 
make it compliant with current hardware security concerns, such as: (a)  Physical tampering; (b)   RF 
emissions; (c)  Hardware RSA and ECC; (d) Bug fixes; (e) Complete documentation for third-party 
development. Backend input documentation will be updated accordingly. 
T4.3 – Perform SCuP Tapeout  (KRY, GEN, M4-M18). Backend activities and IC tapeout in foundry, lead by KRY. 
T4.4 – Design SCuP IC HDKs  (KRY, GEN, M4-M24).  The HDKs developed earlier using FPGAs will be adapted to 
the SCuP IC for testing and validation of the final prototypes. They are composed of the same features as 
listed in T4.1: (a)  CivicServer HDK (SCuP); (b) CivicPod HDK (SCuP); (c) CivicDongle HDK (SCuP). 
T4.5 – Design SCuP SecureCore Software (KRY, GEN, KUL,  M4-M24). This encompasses all software inside the 
Secure Core of the SCuP and related documentation, requirement analysis, case and specification: (a) 
Hardware-firewall driver (Secure Core side); (b) Cyphered memory controller driver (Secure Core side); (c) 
Cryptographic primitives; (d) Cryptographic protocols; (e) Key management; (f) OTP bootloader; (g) Secure 
boot infrastructure; 
T4.6 - Port of the OS-Base to the Target HW architecture (SCY, KRY, GEN, M4-M18).  Genode Labs will make 
the Genode OS Framework available for the LEON3 instruction set architecture (ISA) as used by the SCuP SoC. 
The work will be carried out via a software emulator for the CPU and consists of the following steps: 

1. Tool-chain support (enabling the new architecture in Genode's GCC- based tool chain), 
2. Architecture-specific assembly startup code, 
3. Port of Genode's custom base-hw kernel to rapidly gain insights into the architecture and SoC. This 

implies the platform bootstrapping, MMU driver, page-table definitions, cache and TLB handling, 
timer driver, IRQ controller driver, system-call bindings, and the code paths for entering and exiting 
the kernel mode. 

4. Extending the dynamic linker with the support for the architecture- specific parts of the ELF binary 
(e.g., architecture-specific relocations, constructors and destructors) 

5. Extending our (FreeBSD-based) C runtime with architecture-specific back-end code 
6. Hardening the OS layer by combining it with the seL4  kernel. seL4 is the world’s most advanced 54

microkernel that undergoes formal verification while supporting dynamic workloads. By combining 
Genode with seL4 on the target architecture we leverage both the security properties of seL4 and the 
scalability and flexibility of the Genode OS Framework. This work item will be aided by the experiences 
of step 3. 

7. Integration of the target architecture into Genode's mainline open-source distribution, accompanied 
with documentation 

T4.7 - Adaption and hardening of the OS to the Target HW (SCY, KRY, GEN, M4-M24). The task will 
complement Task 4.6 with the low-level device drivers and the platform initialization required to run Genode 

54 http://sel4.systems - seL4 whitpaper http://sel4.systems/Info/Docs/GD-NICTA-whitepaper.pdf 
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on a physical hardware platform (e.g., a SCuP SoC synthesized in an FPGA) as provided by KRY. The work 
comprises the support for the following devices: System clock timer (GPTIMER); Interrupt controller (IRQMP, 
IRQAMP); System console (APBUART); USB host and device controller (GRUSBHC); General-purpose I/O 
(GRGPIO); I2C interface (I2CMST) 

 
Deliverables:  
D4.1 - FPGA Hardware Development Kits (KRY, GEN, O, PU, M12). Hardware Development Kits (HDKs) to 
validate modifications in the SCuP softcore and enable software parallel software development. 
D4.2 - Design of Civic Processor IC (KRY, GEN, O, PU, M21). Civic Processor produced and ICs delivered. 
D4.3 - Design of Civic Processor HDKs (KRY, GEN, O, PU, M24). HDKs with final Civic Processor SoC. All software 
developed in previous phases for the FPGA HDKs will be able to run with minor modifications. 
D4.4 - Design of Civic Processor Secure Core software (KRY, GEN, O, PU, M24). All development of trusted 
software that will run inside the Secure Core of the Civic Processor finished (cryptographic primitives, 
protocols, key management, secure boot and others). 
D4.5 -  Design of SW crypto infrastructure. (KUL, KRY, O, PU, M24). Define a cryptographic library to leverage 
the target hardware, peripherals and accelerators, such as TRNGs and finite field units. 

D4.6 - Genode OS framework running on target hardware ISA (GEN, O, PU, M18). The Genode OS framework is 
running on the target hardware instruction set architecture(ISA). Basic applications can be run in a software 
emulator and project participants can start development of their applications. Developer documentation is 
provided to other participants. 
D4.7 - Genode OS framework on the physical SCuP target Platform (GEN, O, PU, M24). The Genode OS 
framework is running on the SCuP target SoC hardware with basic drivers enabled and other participants can 
develop their software for the target platform, using provided developer documentation. 

3.1.5. WP05: High-level SW Components  

Work package number  05 Start Date or Starting Event M7 

 

Work package title High-level SW Components 

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant     32 12 17  2  

 

Participant number 11 12 13 14 15 16     
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK DIN     
PMs per Participant 2 5  7       

 

Objectives: The main objective of this Work Package is the development of the high level software 
components of the TRUSTLESS framework. That includes Application Programming Environment (APE), P2P 
application and middleware software, CivicDevice applications optimized for simplicity and security; a user 
friendly and intuitive UX interface framework; a smooth integration between the mentioned middleware, the 
advanced UX, the APE environment and the cryptographic libraries. 

 

Description of work: The work will focus on producing the business logic, applications, UI and UX of the  
CivicDevices in order to ultimately support the CivicPod features. 
T5.1 - Develop P2P, Voice and Middleware SW. (SCY, TUD, KRY, KUL, GEN, M7-M12)  This Task provides 
P2P-based secure voice and text communications and anonymization, through an TRUSTLESS AnoNetwork 
involving  the CivicDongles, in line with TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Communication in 
heterogeneous networks. It includes: (A) P2P identity management solution to enable users to establish secure 
end-to-end communication channels; (B) P2P messaging and voice subsystem, for synchronously and 
asynchronously exchanging messages;  (C) Tor-based relaying of traffic via CivicDongles to provide location 
privacy and anonymity functionality, including new traffic analysis countermeasures such as decoy traffic; (D) 
Integration with a PIR-based presence subsystem on the CivicServer to provide privacy-preserving presence 
services. Key research topics will include the feasibility of largely serverless P2P networks in the context of 
ubiquitous deployment of Network Address Translation (NAT) and the improvement of P2P performance in 
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terms of latency as well as jitter and packet loss. (E) incentive mechanism to prevent freeriding. We will 
reward participants which relay and contribute to the network by giving them priority. 

T5.2 - Develop Application Programming Environment (SCY, TUD, KRY, KUL, GEN, M7-M24).  This Task will 
develop the APE. It must be able to run on the SCuP and the runtime system in a performant and efficient 
manner. The foundation of the APE will be based on the Genode OS Framework, which provides a common 
API for targeting highly scalable component-based systems. Genode's strength for building multi-component 
applications where security-sensitive parts are well isolated from complex untrusted subsystems will be 
leveraged to construct the APE. In the scope of the task, the project members will jointly determine the 
functional and non-functional requirements on the APE and identify the most secure, economical, and 
practical ways of accommodating the requirements via the Genode OS Framework. The APE will potentially 
comprise third-party software. GEN will aid the effort of making such software available to the APE. The 
requirements on the APE are expected to slightly change over the course of the project. After making the APE 
initially available as D5.3, GEN will iteratively adapt the APE according to the feedback given by the application 
developers. 

T5.3 - Develop CivicPod and CivicCPS Applications. (SCY, DFK, TUD, GEN, M7-M24) Develop applications to 
support extremely basic functionality of CivicDevices, excluding P2P and anonymisations middleware: 

1. CivicPod: Implement in the supported languages the required CivicPod Features listed above, through 
a basic UI and UX, for user-friendly, clean, minimalistic. Initially native implementation language of the 
base system will be used, but more high-level approaches will also be evaluated by the project, 
including “Web-like” languages using a subset of XHTML as basic format. The Applications in 
CivicDevices will overall enable the following features of exchanging rich text and voice between 2 
users, and interfacing to write and read data from a Civic Server. 

2. CivicCPS: Cyber-physical systems consist in general of several (often many) components that interact 
and communicate with each other. Usually they are organized in networks for which not only safety 
and reliability are a main issue. Today already - but certainly in the near future - communication 
capabilities demand for the consideration of security aspects as well (keyword "security for safety”). In 
this task we will develop and implement a communication infrastructure that allows components to 
describe their security demands in terms of an abstract policy language (based on XACML) such that 
an exchange of data between components of a cyber-physical system depends on both, the 
requirements and the guarantees, the respective policies can provide. The implementation results in a 
negotiation mechanism that enforces the local policies. Such a negotiation may end up in allowance or 
rejection of a communication, but also in some kind of de-classification (downgrading) of some of the 
data to be transmitted. 

T5.4 - Development of models or tools to measure ICT service assurance. (EMA, M7-M24) The system 
supports development and evaluation of TRUSTLESS ICT services. The system supervises all phases of the 
assumed life-cycle model. It helps to raise security assurance, efficiency and reusability. The system will be 
based on EMAG’s software tool (CCMODE Tools – computer aiding system for security development and 
evaluation according to Common Criteria, commoncriteria.pl/index.php/en/). This tool will be extended and 
adapted to TRUSTLESS standards to ensure that it does not add vulnerabilities. A socio-technical system trust 
model , elaborated by the advisor prof. Paolo Giorgini, will be implemented in the phases of the life-cycle 55

model. Actors, provided services, trust delegations and relationships between them will be expressed 
according to the trust model. 
T5.5 - Vulnerability analysis, penetration testing, software code review, static and dynamic security testing. 
(EMA, TUB, M20-M27) Provide TRUSTLESS-compliant security testing of high-level SW components. 

 

Deliverables: 
D5.1 P2P, Voice and Middleware SW stack for PC platform Software and manuals.  (SCY, TUD, KRY, KUL, GEN, 
R, PU, M12) 

D5.2 Adaptation of P2P, Voice and Middleware SW stack to TRUSTLESS device software and manuals.  (SCY, 
TUD, KRY, KUL, GEN, R, PU, M12)  

D5.3 - Application Programming Environment software and manuals. (SCY, TUD, KRY, KUL, GEN, R, PU, M24). 

D5.4 - Applications and UX for CivicPod Software and manuals.  (SCY, TUD, GEN, R, PU, M24)  

D5.5 - Applications for CivicCPS, CivicServer and CivicDongle software  &manuals. (TUD, TUD, GEN, R, PU, M24) 

D5.6 – Design of assurance socio-technical modeling and measurement software manuals. (EMA, R, PU, M24) 

55 http://disi.unitn.it/~pgiorgio/papers/RE05-a.pdf 
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D5.7  - Vulnerability analysis (includes penetration testing) reports of SW components (EMA, TUB, R, PU, M27) 

3.1.6. WP06: CivicIT Lab Validations 

Work package number  06 Start Date or Starting Event M9 

 

Work package title CivicIT-Com and CivicIT-CPS Lab Validations 

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant 20 3  4 3 8  2  5 

 

Participant number 11 12 13 14 15      
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK      
PMs per Participant  5   12      

 

Objectives: Lab Validations (TRL4) will provide for an initial validation of attainable assurance levels, increased 
assurance levels measurability, economic and technical feasibility, cost/benefit advantages, and benefits in the 
identified sub-domains: communication systems and cyber-physical systems. 

O6.1 - Evaluate and validate benefits of CivicIT-Com for e-government and consumers. Evaluate the 
feasibility and benefits to adoption local public administrations in terms of: economic savings deriving from 
dematerialization; increase in the portability, usability, number, confidentiality and security of services offered 
to the citizen; advantages in internal use to concurrently ensure transparency and enable execution of judicial 
warrants, while protecting public administrators from privacy abuse and blackmail from third parties.  

O6.2 - Evaluate and validate benefits of CivicIT-CPS for safety critical connected cyber-physical 
systems.Evaluate the ability to create cyber-physical service resistant to remote scalable malicious attacks, or 
concurrent failures, that may cause grave human harm. The lab validations will focus only on the most critical 
endpoints and midpoints of such systems, connected and not, involved in use case scenarios with ultra-critical 
assurance requirements and, to a lesser degree, to side-channel attack problems via third party systems in 
proximity. Lab Validation will be relative to one specific but representative cyber-physical use case scenario, 
such as: connected manned moving devices/vehicles (including autonomous and semi-autonomous), electrical 
power infrastructures or nuclear infrastructures. 

 

Description of work 
Taking into account the results of the previous work packages, the demonstrators will make use of the results 
in order to test, assess and validate the whole project outcomes. Moreover, the realisation of use cases and 
integration into existing products builds the basis for broad exploitation and adoption even after the project. 
The starting point will be the TRUSTLESS fundamentals defined in WP1, WP2 and WP3 in order to agree on the 
scope of the different lab validations, then, later on, all technological developments of WP4 are well covered 
for being tested thanks to the implementations carried out in WP5 and the different scenarios. For the 
evaluation and validation of the lab validations a CIM (Criteria, Indicators and Metrics) approach will be 
applied, which is based in the analysis results and measurements of different indicators. These indicators will 
be defined according to the inputs from WP1 and WP2 and measured through laboratory testing and 
questionnaires to the users. Once all the indicators are measured and the data is collected, this data will be 
analysed to assess and validate the test bed results. All the methodologies, technologies and tools developed 
in previous work packages will be tested and assessed through the different tasks. 
T6.1 - Lab Validations. Use Cases identification and definition. (OMC, EOS, EMA, TEC, DFK, M9-M14)  This 
task is dedicated to a more detailed analysis of the specific use cases for lab validation and specification of the 
constraints and limitation to introduce the TRUSTLESS building blocks and security services into the service 
architecture of the single lab validation site. For each lab validation site will be clearly defined the context in 
terms of general framework and specific framework related to the lab validation site. For each lab validation 
will be shortly analyse the legal environment to check general legal constraints and specific country legal 
constraints. We will elaborate use cases in three different domains hosted by two project participants.  
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T6.2 - Define evaluation criteria and methodologies. (EMA, DFK, M12-M20)  Goal of this task is define the 
evaluation criteria and methodologies. First of all the Consortium considers important to validate also the 
viability of TRUSTLESS components which partially corresponds to functionality of ISO standard. Viability can 
be considered as “The ability to live, especially under certain conditions: eg. compliance with rules or laws; and 
the capacity to operate or be sustained in the future”. Another characteristic we consider important for 
validation is the social acceptance which represents the “limit to accept by a stakeholder or a user a new tool 
or a new process because the new tool or new process reduce the means in which people define who they are, 
what they are, and how they've become to be”. The potential economic advantage can also be validated as a 
key factor for future development of TRUSTLESS system versus a potential interested market. At this stage this 
characteristic can be related to “a cost reduction in the process and the economical benefit in reducing elapsed 
to identify a real risk in drug usage”. Three key aspects will be measured: 
Usability is the  “quality attribute that assesses how easy user interface are to use”. It will be measured 
through state of the art UX assessment methods. 
Efficacy or effectiveness is “the capacity to produce a desired results through the usage of the proposed 
system”. This capacity can be measured on its accuracy and completeness. 
In particular we must validate how CivicPod and CivicKiosk system allows to carry out the pharmacovigilance 
process and enhancing accuracy and completeness as we pose as goal of the TRUSTLESS Project. 
Efficiency “generally describes the extent to which time, effort or cost is well used for the intended task or 
purpose”. This characteristic is measured in terms of TRUSTLESS system performances through the continuous 
comparison with state of the art of the public service and the use cases definite for each Lab Validation site. 
T6.3 - Lab Validations for CivicIT-Com. (OMC, ZAN, M21-28)  Lab Validations involve 15 CivicPods, and will 
involve the use of CivicPods, with bank-sized smart card reader, to enable medical staff to access citizen 
medical data while on the move. It will also include the use case of local government official’s internal 
communications, so as to ensure at once confidentiality and transparency. Test users will include at least 10 
paid/volunteer renowned ICT security Experts. 

T6.4 - CivicIT-Com user-driven user-experience design.  (OMC, SCY, M14-M28) Support the iterative analysis 
and design, through user-driven innovation and participatory design principles, of the user experience of the 
TRUSTLESS service. The task, to be started as soon as the system design phase is complete, will provide 
continuous validation of project results through an iterative feedback about end user experience. The design 
framework and then the initial prototypes, will be tested and monitored from the target group’s perspective, 
pointing out strengths and weaknesses of the approach to constantly improve quality. 
T6.5 - Technological assessment and evaluation. (EMA, TEC, M14-M28) This task will gather the evaluation 
results from the different lab validations in accordance with evaluation criteria defined in T6.2 and 
personalized in each one. The lab validation owner is responsible of the collection of results and further data, 
and the validation of them based on the defined successful criteria per use case. The validation will be 
documented, including a set of recommendations, pieces of advice and lessons learned that could lead the 
final development. Additionally to summarizing the lessons learned from operating the lab validations it will 
further produce a technology report which serves as a deployment guide for the developed technology from a 
service provider perspective. This documentation shall further accelerate broad adoption of the developed 
solutions in various application domains by service providers and therefore maximize the impact. 

T6.6 - Lab Validations for CivicIT-CPS. (DFK, APP, OMC, M21-M28) DFK with the support of TEC, APP and OMC, 
will simulate CivicIT-CPS services in lab environment a setup including a wired network (assumed secure) of 
sensors, cameras and actuators in a physical environment where humans are present, and where a 
malfunction can create substantial human physical harm and/or confidentiality damage. The CivicCPS device 
will act as main controller of such network, host it’s most critical computing functions and interface via the 
open internet. CivicPods devices will act as only system administrator interfaces of the CivicCPS device. 

 
Deliverables 
D6.1 - Use case requirements and descriptions. (OMC, EOS, EMA, TEC, DFK, R, PU, M14) The deliverable 
provides a complete description of the specific use cases into the two different Lab Validation.  
D6.2 - Lab Validations evaluation criteria and methodologies. (EMA, DFK, R, PU, M20) The deliverable 
describes the criteria and the methodologies on that is based the evaluation in the two lab validation sites 
D6.3 - Analysis of social, legal and socio-technical requirements for Lab Validation for CivicPods for public staff 
and officials (EMA, TEC, R, PU, M28). The deliverable describes the specific social, legal and socio-technical 
requirements and constraints in Lombardy lab validation site. 
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D6.4 - Analysis social, legal and socio-technical requirements for Lab Validation of CivicPods for citizen use 
EMA, TEC, R, PU, M28) The deliverable describes the specific social, legal and socio-technical requirements and 
constraints in Catalonia lab validation site. 
D6.5 - Report of Lab Validation of CivicPods for human-2-human & human-2-machine use (OMC, ZAN, R, PU, 
M28). 
D6.6 - Results of the evaluation on user experience (OMC, SCY, R, PU, M28) The deliverable describes the 
evaluation activities and the evaluation results obtained by two different Lab Validation sites. 
D6.7 - Report of the Lab Validation for CivicIT-CPS.(OMC, APP, DFK, R, PU, M28) 

3.1.7. WP07: Project Management 

Work package number  07 Start Date or Starting Event M1 

 

Work package title Management, Coordination, Dissemination 

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant 15 5 22  4 2  1 5 1 

 

Participant number 11 12 13 14 15      
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK      
PMs per Participant 7 1 3 4 6      

 

Objectives:  
O7.1 Management: Ensures that objectives are reached in a timely and efficient manner. It includes 
coordination of project activities, management of internal and external communication, monitoring of the 
project work plan in terms of time, results, resources, quality assurance, risks, and costs.  
O7.2 Coordination: Coordination of the project from its scientific, technical, socio-technical and administrative 
needs, as well as the dissemination and communication activities. Keeping a close relation to potential users of 
the project results and other relevant stakeholders.  
O7.3 Dissemination: Create and deliver the TRUSTLESS strategic communications and exploitation campaign 
for communications and consensus building. Create tailored communication material for specific audiences. 
Liaise with relevant projects/initiatives/experts in the field to disseminate project results and facilitate 
consensus building and the exchange of knowledge in workshops, conferences etc. with the result of a strong 
positive consensus on TRUSTLESS computing models and ideals. Conducting Communication and 
Dissemination Activities as required. 

 

Description of work 
T7.1 Administrative and financial management (OMC, EJC, SCY, KRY, GEN, DFK, M1-M30). The project              
coordinator will manage the project activities and ensure that they are carried out according to the project                 
plan described in the description of work. A project manual with rules and procedures for collaboration will be                  
developed. This task will also produce and distribute the reporting templates, communication standards and              
will document the progress of the project and resources spent for every reporting period. 
T7.2 Quality management and risk management (OMC, SCY, KRY, KUL, GEN, DFK, M1-M30). The project                
coordinator will monitor the activities of the project and will continuously identify and analyse potentials               
risks. The coordinator will develop risk mitigation strategies, contingency plans and ultimately ensure correct              
and timely delivery of results.  
T7.3 Project Dissemination and Communication (OMC, EOS, EJC, SCY, EMA, KRY, TEC, KUL, TUB, ABC, GEN,                
DFK, M1-M30). The project leader leads dissemination and communication together with OMC, and develop              
plan by M3. Activities will include website, brochure, publication of results in scientific conferences and               
journals, participating in conferences and fairs, engage with public and relevant stakeholders through             
communication channels such as social media networks.  
T7.4 Project Communication and Scientific Coordination (OMC, EOS, SCY, KRY, KUL, GEN, DFK, M1-M30). This               
task will be lead by OMC. The objective of this task is to ensure effective communication between Participants                  
and with the European Commission. This task will manage internal and external communication such as the                
kick-off event, review meetings, general meetings, etc. 
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Deliverables 
D7.1 - Project Manual (EJC, SCY, KRY, GEN, DFK, R, PU, M2). Document. 
D7.2 - Project Website (OMC, DEC, O, PU, M3). Produce a website and social presence. 
D7.3 - Dissemination and communication activities plan (OMC, EJC, EOS, EMA, DFK, ULD, R, PU, M3).                
Press/event activities, publications. 
D7.4 - Consultation and Dissemination Midterm Report (OMC, EJC, R, PU, M15) This deliverable will be jointly                 
done: IoT and Cyber-Physical industry (ABC); large Industry (EOS); civil rights orgs (OMC); data protection               
national authorities (OMC); national certification authorities (TEC) 
D7.5 - Consultation and Dissemination Final Report (OMC, EJC, All, R, PU, M30) This deliverable will be jointly                  
done: IoT and Cyber-Physical industry (ABC); large Industry (EOS); civil rights orgs (OMC); data protection               
national authorities (OMC); national certification authorities (TEC) 
D7.6 - Project Periodic report (OMC, R, PU, M15). Document. 
D7.7 - Project Final Report (OMC, R, PU, M30). Document 
D7.8 - Report on workshop and event organisation (OMC, R, PU, M30) 

3.1.8. WP08: Collaborative standardization plan 

Work package number  06 Start Date or Starting Event M12 

 

Work package title Collaborative standardization plan 

 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Short name of Participant OMC EOS EJC APP SCY EMA TUD ZAN KRY TEC 
PMs per Participant 4 2    23  2  9 

 

Participant number 11 12 13 14 15      
Short name of Participant KUL TUB ABC GEN DFK      
PMs per Participant     2      

 
Objectives:  A comprehensive cost/benefit model for security assurance and certification will be produced 
including a governance framework, Paradigms and model for the certification of end-2-end high-assurance ICT 
services, aimed to serve as reference, guidance and/or inspiration for current and future ICT certification bodies 
aimed at specific domains, use case and/or part of the SDLC. Recommendations will be articulated to industry, 
civil society and governmental entities, for modification of existing bodies and/or creation of new certification 
methodologies and best practice as appropriate. 

 
Description of work: 
The work is dedicated to describe the current status of standardization concerning assurance of high and 
ultra-high ICT services and products and to plan activities of building TRUSTLESS standards and TRUSTLESS 
Computing Certification Authority. The plan will include identification of standardization needs (by surveying and 
monitoring existing organizations), gap analysis of current frameworks, standards, and methodologies. On that 
basis the plan of standardization will include working out: 1) procedures for the future TRUSTLESS Certification 
Authority which will certify TRUSTLESS Services and Sites; 2) guidelines and requirements for TRUSTLESS Services 
Providers and TRUSTLESS Sites and Labs describing how to prepare for evaluation and certification process lead 
by TRUSTLESS Certification Authority. 
T8.1 - Working out the certification procedures of TRUSTLESS Services according to TLSPPs. (EMA, TEC, 
M12-M30)  The procedures will be used by Certification Bodies in order to properly evaluate and certify 
TRUSTLESS services in reference with TLSPPs (elaborated in T2.1). 
T8.2 – Working out the certification procedures of TRUSTLESS Site Standard. (EMA, TEC, M12-M30) The 

procedures will be used by Certification Bodies in order to properly evaluate and certify TRUSTLESS processes in 

development environments (CivicRoom, CivicLab, CivicSite). Experiences in applying the Common Criteria Site 

Certification will be used during the elaboration of these procedures. 
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T8.3 – Define guidelines for certification of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles. (EMA, TEC, M12-M30) 
Guidelines and requirements for the owner of TRUSTLESS Service describe how to build and prepare the service 
components for a certification process lead by a Certification Authority. 
T8.4 – Define guidelines for certification of TRUSTLESS Site Standard. (EMA, TEC, M12-M30) Guidelines and 
requirements for the owner of TRUSTLESS Site or Lab describing how to prepare the development environment 
for certification process. 
T8.5 - Define governance and path for the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority. (OMC, EOS, EMA, 
ZAN,  DFK, M12-M30) 

 
Deliverables 
Collaborative requirements, cost/benefit models and recommendations:  
D8.1 - Certification procedures according to TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles (TLSPPs). (EMA, TEC,  R, PU, 
M30). The deliverable contains detailed certification procedures for the following services: TLSPP- H2H, TLSPP- 
H2M, TLSPP- HetNet, TLSPP- CybPhys. Every PPs will be accompanied by a kind of evaluation guide which helps 
evaluators to make assessment of services. The guide will be a kind of evaluation scheme which is a set of rules 
for the Certification Authority, defining the evaluation environment, including criteria and methodology required 
to conduct ICT services certification. 
D8.2 – Certification procedure according to TRUSTLESS Site Standard (EMA, TEC,  R, PU, M30). The deliverable 
contains detailed certification procedure for the TRUSTLESS development environment. The procedure leads to 
issuing the certificate which is to confirm that the TRUSTLESS Site fulfils the TRUSTLESS Site Standard 
requirements. The procedure concerns all SDLC (ICT Systems Development Life Cycle) phases. 
D8.3 – Final guidelines for certification of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profiles. (EMA, TEC, OMC, and others, R, 
PU, M30). Detailed guidelines, rules, and requirements for the owner of TRUSTLESS Service which describe how 
to prepare service for the certification in reference to the given TRUSTLESS Service Protection Profile. 
D8.4 – Final guidelines for certification of TRUSTLESS Site Standard. (EMA, DFK, APP, R, PU, M30). Detailed 
guidelines, rules, and requirements for the owner of TRUSTLESS Site or Lab which describe how to implement 
TRUSTLESS Site Standard in development environment to be certified. 
D8.5 - Defined governance and actionable path for the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority. (OMC, EOS, 
DFK, R, PU, M30).  Define the statute, bylaws and initial members election rules for the Authority, and multi-year 
strategic plan to promote its adoption, collaborative improvement and wide consensus by citizens, EU members 
states, international governmental institutions, existing standardization and certification bodies, and other 
stakeholders. 

 
 

Del. 
no Deliverable name WP 

no. 

Lead 
Particip

ant 
Type Dis 

level 
Delivery 

date 

1.1 Report on relevant factors affecting certification quality 1 OMC R PU M9 

1.2 

Report on strengths and weaknesses of the organisational and 
certification frameworks for low to ultra-high assurance 
systems including state-of-the-art guidelines for the highest 
levels of assurance in ICT 

1 OMC R PU M6 

1.3 
Report on the comparative analysis of the state-of-the-art 
guidelines for the highest levels of assurance in ICT and the 
most common standardisation and certification processes 

1 EOS R PU M9 

1.4 
Report on the usefulness analysis, based on the elaborated 
criteria, of the existing security assurance methodologies with 
respect to the end-2-end  ICT service assurance 

1 EMA R PU M11 

1.5 
Report on existing state-of-the-art assurance measurement 
guidelines and certification methodologies 

1 EOS R PU M9 

1.6 Summary of feasible and economical solutions 1 OMC R PU M16 

1.7 Integrated report on an integrated gap analysis 1 EMA R PU M10 
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1.8 Probabilistic Behavioral Modeling Paradigms and Software 1 EMA D PU M16 

1.9 
Input data for TRUSTLESS Protection Profiles and Development 
Process 

1 OMC R PU M16 

2.1 Specifications of CivicDevices 2 SCY R PU M7 

2.2 Specifications of  Civiclab and CivicRoom 2 EMA R PU M7 

2.3 
Statutes and regulations of TRUSTLESS Computing Certification 
Authority 

2 EMA R PU M7 

2.4 Certification Requirements for CivicProvider 2 OMC R PU M7 

2.5 
Elaboration of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Human 
to Human Communication (TLSPP- H2H) 

2 EMA R PU M7 

2.6 
 Elaboration of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Human 
to Machine Communication (TLSPP- H2M) 

2 EMA R PU M7 

2.7 
Elaboration of TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - 
Communication in heterogeneous networks (TLSPP- HetNet). 

2 EMA R PU M7 

2.8 
TRUSTLESS Services Protection Profile - Communication in 
cyber-physical systems networks (TLSPP- CybPhys). 

2 EMA R PU M7 

2.9 TRUSTLESS Site Standard (TLSS). 2 DFK R PU M7 

2.10 Validation reports and final specifications of TLSPPs - H2H 2 EMA R PU M28 

2.11 Validation reports and final specifications of TLSPPs - H2M 2 EMA R PU M28 

2.12 Validation reports and final specifications of TLSPPs - HetNet 2 EMA R PU M28 

2.13 Validation reports and final specifications of TLSPPs - CybPhys 2 EMA R PU M28 

3.1 CivicRoom and CivicLab Specifications 3 TEC R PU M22 

3.2 CivicRoom and CivicLab setup and test 3 OMC D PU M22 

3.3 CivicSite Specifications 3 DFK R PU M22 

3.4 CivicSite lab-grade setup and test 3 DFK D PU M22 

3.5 
Lab Validation report and final specification of TRUSTLESS Site 
Standard (TLSS). 

3 DFK R PU M22 

4.1 FPGA Hardware Development Kits 4 KRY O PU M12 

4.2 Design of Civic Processor IC 4 KRY O PU M21 

4.3 Design of Civic Processor HDKs 4 KRY O PU M24 

4.4 Design of Civic Processor Secure Core software 4 KRY O PU M24 

4.5 Design of SW crypto infrastructure 4 KUL O PU M24 

4.6 Genode OS framework running on target hardware ISA 4 GEN O PU M18 

4.7 Genode OS framework on the physical SCuP target Platform 4 GEN O PU M24 

5.1 
P2P, Voice and Middleware SW stack for PC platform Software 
and manuals. 

5 TUD R PU M12 

5.2 
Adaptation of P2P, Voice and Middleware SW stack to 
TRUSTLESS device software and manuals 

5 TUD R PU M12 

5.3 Application Programming Environment software and manuals 5 GEN R PU M24 

5.4 Applications and UX for CivicPod Software and manuals 5 SCY R PU M24 

5.5 
 Applications for CivicCPS, CivicServer and CivicDongle software 
and manuals 

5 TUD R PU M24 
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5.6 
Design of assurance socio-technical modeling and 
measurement software manuals. 

5 EMA R PU M24 

5.7 
Vulnerability analysis (includes penetration testing) reports of 
SW components 

5 EMA R PU M27 

6.1 Use case requirements and descriptions 6 EOS R PU M14 

6.2 Lab Validations evaluation criteria and methodologies. 6 EMA R PU M20 

6.3 
Analysis of social, legal and socio-technical requirements for 
Lab Validation for CivicPods for public staff and officials 

6 EMA R PU M28 

6.4 
Analysis social, legal and socio-technical requirements for Lab 
Validation of CivicPods for citizen use 

6 EMA R PU M28 

6.5 
Report of Lab Validation of CivicPods for human-2-human and 
human-2-machine use 

6 OMC R PU M28 

6.6 Results of the evaluation on user experience 6 OMC R PU M28 

6.7 Report of the Lab Validation for CivicIT-CPS 6 OMC R PU M28 

7.1 Project Manual 7 EJC R PU M2 

7.2 Project  Website 7 OMC O PU M3 

7.3 Dissemination and communication activities plan 7 OMC R PU M3 

7.4 Consultation and Dissemination Midterm Report 7 OMC R PU M15 

7.5 Consultation and Dissemination Final Report 7 OMC R PU M30 

7.6 Project Periodic Report 7 OMC R PU M15 

7.7 Project Final Report 7 OMC R PU M30 

7.8 Report on workshop and event organisation 7 OMC R PU M30 

8.1 
Certification procedures according to TRUSTLESS Services 
Protection Profiles (TLSPPs) 

8 EMA R PU M30 

8.2 Certification procedure according to TRUSTLESS Site Standard 8 EMA R PU M30 

8.3 
Final guidelines for certification of TRUSTLESS Services 
Protection Profiles 

8 EMA R PU M30 

8.4 Final guidelines for certification of TRUSTLESS Site Standard 8 EMA R PU M30 

8.5 
Defined governance and actionable path for the TRUSTLESS 
Computing Certification Authority 

8 OMC R PU M30 

 

3.2. Management Structure, milestones & 
procedures  
3.2.1. Management Structure, Steering and Governance of the project 
   By far the most crucial factor affecting the achievement and sustainable maintenance of the target assurance 
certification levels and cost/benefit ratios, especially for assurance levels beyond medium, will rest on the ability 
to set in place - during this Action which can be seen as initial constituent process of future organizational 
frameworks - an architecture of board that exercise  governance and steering so as to achieve and sustainably 
maintain extremely high-levels of altruistic intentions, technical-proficiency and citizen-accountability. The 
project governance will therefore be conceived so as to constitute a proper framework and inspiration for the 
constituent processes for future bodies or inter-organizational frameworks. Participants will instead be mere 
executors.  Boards and advisory committee will strive to achieve  gender balanced and some level of worldwide 
representation.  
Follows a list of Board and Committees with share of governance power in parenthesis: 
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1. (30%) Governmental Stakeholders Board  

2. (30%) Scientific Governance Board  

3. (40%) Representative Civil Society and Sampled Citizens’ Board 

4. Socio-technical Advisory Committee  

5. Participants’ Committee: It will composed of: 2 members from the Scientific Board; 1 member from the 
Technical Board; one member per each participant. 

6. Executive Committee (individual members of Participants tasks with coordinating execution) 
6.1. Project leader: Meetings and conferences will be the main vehicle for enabling communication 

among partners. Will be responsible for providing the communication strategy and infrastructure. 
The consortium will meet every 6 months. The post will be held by the Exec. Dir. of OMC. 

6.2. Project coordinator: Will be the contact point between the project and the European Commission 
and will handle administrative management, project planning, operation (e.g., coordination of 
financial work) and control (e.g., scientific work quality assurance) in cooperation with other project 
governance bodies, and the European Commission. It will manage Management, Innovation 
Management, Internal, Technical and financial reporting 

6.3. Work Package Leaders: a WP leader work package and be responsible for coordination, execution 
and quality assurance.  

3.2.1.1. Governmental Stakeholder Board 
1. Role: 30% of the governance/steering power. 
2. Guiding principles for choice of members: EU, EU members state, national, local or international 

governmental institutions charged with of promoting public security, economic development or civil rights 
through the use of ICT and/or ICT security standards and certifications. 

3. Effort: Unless otherwise agreed, the effort required is: a minimum of 7 man-days of effort; participation, 
remotely or in person, to at least 4 meetings over the duration of the project; written feedback 
contributions to monthly trimonthly project reports.  

4. Compensation: Reimbursed market rates for human effort, and full reimbursement of travel costs. 
5. Members: 

a. Federal Chief Information Officer of Austria. (Austria) Represented by Reinhard Posch, since            56

2001, it reports directly to the Austrian Chancellor and direct all Digital Austria and e-government               
activities in Austria. Lead the Digital Austria ICT Board", responsible for creating the legal and               
technical requirements as well as coordinating the planning and development of eGovernment            
solutions between the Federal Government, the provinces, and local authorities. It acts as Director              
general of A-SIT and therefore coordinate Austria role in SO-GIS and most relevant cybersecurity              
standardization and certification activities. 

b. Data Protection Authority of the State of Schleswig-Holstein (Germany). Unabhängiges 
Landeszentrum für Datenschutz (ULD, Engl. Independent Centre for Privacy Protection) is the Data 
Protection Authority of Schleswig-Holstein, the northernmost Federal State of Germany. Its office 
with 40 employees is located in Kiel, Germany. The Privacy Commissioner of Schleswig-Holstein, 
Marit Hansen, is head of ULD. ULD is responsible for both freedom of information as well as data 
protection at private and public sector entities seated in Schleswig-Holstein. 

c. The Secure Information Technology Center of Austria (Austria). A-SIT is the leading IT 
standardization and certification public body in Austria. It represents public authorities or assists 
Austrian public authorities in various international and EU bodies (e.g., Council of Europe, ENISA 
Management Board, Common Criteria Management Board, SOG-IS, OECD, etc.). Its members are 
the Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF), the Central Bank of the Republic of Austria 
(Oesterreichische Nationalbank, OeNB), the Federal Computing Centre of Austria (BRZ), and Graz 
University of Technology (TU Graz). Further formal duties are Competent Authority for certifying 
online collection systems for the European Citizen Initiative (EU Regulation 211/10, art. 6(4)), 
security assessment of e-voting technical components (student union elections), or expert opinions 
for the Data Protection Commission. Following a Cabinet Council decision the Austrian federal 
ministries are asked to call on A-SIT in case of research orders or questions corresponding to the 
A-SIT mission. Thus, A-SIT has duties of a national ICT security advisory agency, even though not 
organized as an agency, but as an association. 

56 https://www.digitales.oesterreich.gv.at/site/6507/default.aspx 
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d. Municipality of Barcelona (Spain). It is the capital city of the autonomous community of Catalonia 
in Spain and Spain's second most populated city, with a population of 1.6 million[5] within its 
administrative limits. As the capital of the autonomous community of Catalonia, Barcelona is the 
seat of the Catalan government, known as the Generalitat de Catalunya; of particular note are the 
executive branch, the parliament, and the Supreme Court of Catalonia. It has historically been a EU 
leader in government and e-government practices centered on promoting citizens’ autonomy.  

e. Lombardia Informatica. (Italy) It is a public-capital service company which has been constituted in 
December 1981 as an initiative of the Regional Government of the Lombardia (Regione Lombardia). 
It has around 630 employees and a turnover of about 200 million Euro. Lombardia Informatica’s 
mission is to innovate services and increase the Regional System’s productivity through Information 
Technology, in order to improve Citizen’s quality of life and Lombard companies’ competitiveness. 
As IT partner of Regione Lombardia, Lombardia Informatica designs and implements ICT Systems for 
the Regional Government and represents the unique interface between Regione Lombardia and the 
marketplace. LISPA team has a complete expertise in providing public services. The large experience 
in complex service and in providing critical privacy and security services in e-Gov and eHealth fields 
involving citizens and public employees guaranties all competence to manage the lab validation 
site. 

f. ISCOM - Istituto Superiore delle Comunicazioni e delle Tecnologie dell’Informazione (Italy) is a 
General Direction of the Italian Ministry of Economic Development and it runs OCSI, the Italian 
Scheme for ICT Security Certification. OCSI is the Italian official member within CCRA and SOG-IS 
MRA. As authorizing member in both agreements it produces ICT security certifications which are 
recognized in Europe and world-wide. OCSI operates in the context of certification of ICT products 
and systems for civil use. In addition to OCSI, ISCOM hosts Ce.Va an evaluation center laboratory for 
ICT products and systems dealing with classified data. 

3.2.1.2. Representative Civil Society and Sampled Citizens’ Committees 
1. Role: 40% of the governance/steering power.  

Provide insight on both actual and perceived assurance and requirements throughout the project, and 
especially on the ability of ordinary citizen to have ways to autonomously assess assurance of ICT standards 
setting and certification process. 

2. Compensation: Paid generous market rates 
3. Effort: 10 man-days. As a minimum, participation, remotely or in person, to at least 4 meetings over the 

duration of the project. Provide written feedback contributions to monthly trimonthly project reports.  
4. Members will be composed of: 

a. 60% of Sampled Citizens’ Committee (50% from EU), and self-managed through processes similar to 
deliberative polling  methodology. 57

b. 40% EU, MS, global non-governmental organizations representative of consumer and /or citizens 
rights in the digital sphere. Once the project will be approved the following and similar orgs will be 
invited: The EU Consumer Association; PIN-SME is an association formed in 2007 to represent the 
interests of Europe’s ICT SME sector. Currently ten national and regional associations are members, 
representing tens of thousands ICT SME companies in Europe); Altroconsumo (Italian largest 
consumer association); and similar others. 

3.2.1.3. Scientific Governance Board  
1. Role: 30% of governance/steering power. Detailed technical, ethical and socio-technical recommendation 

and guidance documentation. 

2. Effort: Varies, 5 man-days. As a minimum, participation, remotely or in person, to at least 4 meetings over 
the duration of the project. Provide written feedback contributions to monthly trimonthly project reports.  

3. Compensation: Paid market rates, and full reimbursement of travel costs. 

4. Guiding principles for choice of members: Current or former governmental officials and  experts/activists 
with high or very high levels of a combination of the following characteristics: competency in technical, 
socio-technical or organizational aspects of high or ultra-high assurance ICT services or lifecycles (including: 
design, standard setting, certification, lawful access, counter-terrorism, privacy & digital rights; democratic 
efficiency and resiliency of critical international governance bodies); diversity in geography, gender, 

57 http://cdd.stanford.edu/what-is-deliberative-polling/ 
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religious/cultural, political; track record of commitment to promotion of societal good via public safety or 
civil rights; citizen-accountability or representativity and/or academic peer recognition; resistance from 
various pressures that prevented ultra-high assurance certifications in the past. 

5. Confirmed Members: 
a. Reinhard Posch, Chief Technology Officer (CIO) of Austria. Since 2001, he is Chief Information 

Officer (CIO) for the Federal Government of Austria responsible for strategic coordination of 
activities in the field of ICT including all levels of government. Since 2003, he is Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees of the Stiftung Secure Information and Communication Technologies (SIC) in 
Graz. From 2007 to 2011 he was Chairman of the Management Board of the European Network and 
Information Security Agency (ENISA);  

b. Joe Cannataci. UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Privacy. He is also the Head of the 
Department of Information Policy & Governance  at the Faculty of Media & Knowledge Sciences of 
the University of Malta. He also holds the Chair of European Information Policy & Technology Law 
within the Faculty of Law at the University of Groningen where he co-founded the STeP Research 
Group.  

c. Bart Preneel, PhD. Former president (2008-2014) of the International Association for Cryptologic 
Research.  Professor at Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, in the COSIC group, which organizes the 
leading EU crypto conference Eurocrypt. A world-renown Belgian cryptographer and cryptanalyst. 
Project manager of the Network of Excellence ECRYPT II (Cryptology) (2008-2013), of ECRYPT-NET 
(2015-2019) and ECRYPT CSA (2015-2017). Member of the Advisory Board of multiple projects, 
companies and organizations. Winner of the 2014 RSA Security Award for Excellence in the Field of 
Mathematics. (http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~preneel/) 

d. James S. Fishkin, Director of the Center for Deliberative Democracy at Stanford University. He is a 
world-renowned expert in innovative democratic decision making and oversight organizational 
models, such as deliberative polling (™). He holds the Janet M. Peck Chair in International 
Communication at Stanford University where he is Professor of Communication, Professor of 
Political Science (by courtesy) and Director of the Center for Deliberative Democracy. His work 
focuses on deliberative democracy and democratic theory in books such as When the People Speak 
(2009), Deliberation Day (2004 with Bruce Ackerman) and Democracy and Deliberation (1991). He 
originated Deliberative Polling as a method of public consultation in 1988. He began to apply it in 
collaboration with Robert C. Luskin in 1994 and has since spread it, various collaborators, to 
projects in 23 countries. For more on Deliberative Polling see cdd.stanford.edu. He has been a 
Guggenheim Fellow, a Fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at 
Stanford and a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

e. Mr Volker Jacumeit, Secretary of the Cybersecurity Coordination Group  CSCG  and Head of 58

Technical Group Digital technologies at DIN German Institute for Standardization . DIN represents 59

German industry in national and international standardization fora, and currently acts as Secretariat 
of the Cybersecurity Coordination Group (CSCG). CSCG acts as a single point of contact for 
pan-European interchange on Cyber Security standardization and will provide a set of 
recommendations and advice to the European Commission (DG CONNECT and DG ENTR) and EU 
Member States in the area of Cyber Security standardization. Additionally, the Coordination Group 
liaises actively with the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) and 
the Multi-Stakeholders Platform on ICT standardization. The European Standardization 
Organizations (CEN, CENELEC and ETSI) created CSCG in 2011 to provide strategic advice on 
standardization in the field of ICT security, Network and Information Security (NIS) and Cyber 
Security (CS) 

f. Mika Lauhde. VP, Government Relations & Business Development, SSH Communication Security. 
Leads for SSH its initiative for a secure mobile OS with Jolla OS#. Member of ENISA (European 
Network and Information Security Agency) PSG (2009 - ). Management Member of Leuven 
University European Crypto Task Force (2014-). EU ENISA - Europol working group (2014-). Member 
of Finnish Government Cyber Security working group (2013 - ). Member of EU Commission NIS 
(Network and Information Security) platform (2013 - ). Founding Member and Board Member of 
TDL (Trust In Digital Life) (2010 - 2013). Part of the European Cyber Security Strategy plan 2013. 

58 http://www.cencenelec.eu/standards/sectors/defencesecurityprivacy/security/pages/cybersecurity.aspx 
59 http://www.din.de/de/ 
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Member of EU government security advisory board (RISEPTIS, reporting to then-Commissioner 
Reding), (2007-2009). Formerly Head of Business Security and Continuity in Nokia Corporation.  

g. Francesca Bria. (Phd) Nesta Senior Adviser and Senior Project Lead in the Nesta Innovation Lab. She 
is the EU Coordinator of the D-CENT project on open democracy and social digital currencies and 
the she is the Principal Investigator of the DSI project on digital social innovation in Europe. 
Francesca is a member of the Internet of Things Council and an advisor for the European 
Commission on Future Internet and Smart Cities policy. She is also a member of the EC Expert 
Group on Open Innovation (OISPG) and a member of the European Research Cluster on the Internet 
of Things (IERC).  

h. Jon Shamah, Leading EU expert in eID trust, authentication and assurance issues.  Recipient of the 
2009 EEMA Fellowship Award for Services to European e-identity; Chair of EEMA and a frequent 
public speaker on issues surrounding identity and Trust. Consulted on eID issues to the Nordic 
Banking and Payments Consortium, NETS. Contributor to European Programs such as SSEDIC, 
STORK2.0, ECIM, ATTPS, COSTAR and FutureID; Former co-chairman of ITU-T, SG17, Joint 
Coordination for IDM and member of the Advisory Board of "Trust In Digital Life". 
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/jshamah) 

i. Kai Rannenberg, Deutsche Telekom Chair of Mobile Business & Multilateral Security at Goethe 
University, Germany.  He holds the Deutsche Telekom Chair for Mobile Business & Multilateral 
Security. Member of the NIS Platform for Individual Rights AoI; Member of the Permanent 
Stakeholder Group of ENISA. Before that he was with the System Security Group at Microsoft 
Research Cambridge, UK focusing on “Personal Security Devices & Privacy Technologies”. 

j. Roberto Gallo, PhD. Chief Scientist & Ceo at Kryptus.  He developed: (i) the hardware security 
architecture of the Brazilian voting machines (T-DRE, Urna Eletrônica), with more than 400,000 
devices manufactured, (ii) the development of the ASI-HSM, the HSM of the Brazilian PKI-root CA 
and the sole device with the highest Brazilian certification level (NSF2-NSH3, FIPS 140-2 Level 4 
compatible), (iii) the first Secure Microprocessor of the Southern Hemisphere, the SCuP. 
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertogallo) 

k. Daniele Archibugi. World renowned expert in global governance and constituent processes towards 
accountable global institutions.  Daniele Archibugi is a Research Director at the Italian National 
Research Council (CNR) in Rome, affiliated at the Institute on Population and Social Policy (IRPPS), 
and Professor of Innovation, Governance and Public Policy at the University of London, Birkbeck 
College, School of Business, Economics and Informatics. He is a world renowned expert in global 
governance and constituent processes towards accountable global institutions. He works on the 
economics and policy of innovation and technological change and on the political theory of 
international relations. (http://www.danielearchibugi.org/) 

l. Rufo Guerreschi (M.C.R.P.) Exec. Dir. and founder of the Open Media Cluster. Conceived and leads 
TRUSTLESS Computing Initiative, main inspiration of this proposal.  He is a long-time promoter of 
worldwide democracy and civil freedoms through the use of ICT technologies, as a researcher, 
entrepreneur and activist. From 2007 to 2015 has been CEO of the Open Media Park project, a 
leading project for a 150M€ 47,000 sq.mts. media tech park in Rome, Italy, for state-of-the-art ICT 
security & privacy and open Web. From 2002 to 2006, he was CEO and founder of ParTecs - 
Participatory Technologies, which invested over 800K€ to research and develop Free/Open Source 
e-participation software for member-lead international political organizations; sold in 3 continents. 
From 2007 till 2011, as founder and Director of the Telematics Freedom Foundation, which 
conceived some of the initial components of TRUSTLESS, including the CivicRoom concept, to 
reconcile privacy and cyber-investigation. From 2000 to 2001, as senior program manager at the 
World Citizen Foundation, he first pursued R&D funding from US Foundations to build ICT to 
facilitate global democracy constituent processes. (http://it.linkedin.com/in/rufoguerreschi/) 

3.2.1.4. Socio-technical Advisory Committee 
1. Role: Advisory. socio-technical, technical, organizational or socio-technical advisory 
2. Compensation: Paid. Market rates. 
3. Effort: 5 man days. As a minimum: remote or in person participation - and written feedback in advance of - 

at least 4 meetings during the project. 
4. Guiding principles for choice of members: Experts  with EU or world-leading levels of proficiency in technical 

or socio-technical areas relevant to beyond state-of-the-art high-assurance ICT, including: trustworthy ICT 
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design; trustworthy ICT certification; cyber-investigation & anti-terrorist efforts; mitigation of malevolent 
use.; certification; standards; etc. 

5. Confirmed Members: 
a. Andrea Caccia. Member at ETSI  TC CYBER. Senior Security Consultant, Project Manager, Standard 

and regulation compliance, product development coordinator on: PKI and all related product and 
technologies: Certification and Registration Authority, Digital Signature, electronic Invoicing and 
archiving. Participation in the most important European Standardization activities (ETSI/ESI, CEN 
E-invoicing Workshop). Specialties:ECM, PBP, EDI, IDM, ASN1, XMLDSIG, X509, LDAP, PKCS. 

b. Pierluigi Paganini.  Member of the Threat Landscape Stakeholder Group of ENISA. CISO at Bit4D 
leading Italian ID tech provider. Editor at Securityaffairs.co. Formerly Senior Security Lead at 
STMicroelectronics. Editor-in-Chief at "Cyber Defense Magazine", Pierluigi is a cyber security expert 
with over 20 years experience in the field. Author of the Books "The Deep Dark Web" and “Digital 
Virtual Currency and Bitcoin”. 

c. Paolo Giorgini, PhD. Professor at Univ. of Trento, world-renowned expert in socio-technical system 
trust. Co-author of  Socio-technical Trust: An Architectural Approach (pdf) and the founder of the 
Socio-Technical Security (STS) methodology, a social and organizational approach to security 
engineering. STS extends and builds on his previous work on security requirements engineering that 
recently has been awarded as the ten years most influential paper 
(http://disi.unitn.it/~pgiorgio/papers/RE05-a.pdf). He is co-author of the forthcoming MIT Press 
book: Security Requirements Engineering--Designing Secure Socio-Technical systems. 

d. Janusz Górski is a professor at the Department of Software Engineering of Gdansk University of 
Technology (GUT).   His research interests are in information assurance (including aspects of safety, 
security and reliability), risk management and software engineering. He is leading the Information 
Assurance research Group (IAG) (http://iag.pg.gda.pl/) developing innovative approaches to 
software and information assurance and focusing on improvement of risk and trust management. 
He led several software development projects in the areas of process control, telecommunications 
and information management. Acted as GUT principal investigator in several EU funded research 
projects in Environment, Copernicus, 5th  FR  and 6th  FR programmes. Contributed to numerous 
guidelines and pre-standards related to critical applications of computer systems. In 2012-2015 he 
was acting, through the PSG (the Permanent Stakeholders Group), as advisor to the Director of 
ENISA (the European Network and Information Security Agency). 

e. Javier Tallón. Freelance cybersecurity and certification expert specialized in Common Criteria and 
FIPS 140-2 evaluations. He has worked in security evaluations both as an evaluator and as a 
consultant, helping manufacturers to achieve certification in an easy and timely manner. As 
evaluator he has tested the security of more than twenty products and frameworks of: digital 
signature, secure erase, virtualization or telecommunications for companies like Thales Alenia 
Space, Cassidian, Realsec, TB-Solutions, Amper-Epicom, Secuware, Recovery Labs, S21Sec, 
Safelayer, Huawei, Indra or Microsoft between others. Among its consultancy customers we can 
find companies like Samsung or Huawei. He is a recurrent speaker in the International Common 
Criteria Conference (ICCC) and in the University of Granada. 

f. Thomas Ruddy. E-privacy and e-security expert. He is an American-born political scientist living in 
Germany. He recently retired from EMPA Swiss Federal Research. His current profile as an expert 
with the European Commission Authorization Service (ECAS) bears the expert ID: EX2006C143494. 
In 2012 he chaired a workshop on “Security and Privacy in Social Applications and Networks” at the 
Cyber Security & Privacy (CSP) Forum, Berlin, 24-25 April . In 2005 he assisted authors of the report 60

“Security Aspects and Prospective Applications of RFID Systems” prepared for the Federal Office for 
Information Security (BSI, Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik). His main paper is 
on “Impact assessment and policy learning in the European Commission” (2008), EIAR 28:  2-3. 
90-105, Feb. Later he authored a paper (2010) “How Civil Society Organizations Could Help Legal 
Regulators Catch up with Technology Development in the Governance of Privacy”: A Global 
Surveillance Society?.In 2014 he wrote a chapter “Regimes Governing the Re-Use of Personal Data 
in the US and the EU: A Primer on Mass Surveillance and Trade”, in the book: The Transatlantic 
Colossus: Global Contributions to Broaden the Debate on the EU-US Free Trade Agreement. 

60 PDF http://tinyurl.com/clusterworkshop or http://tinyurl.com/berlinpro 
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3.2.2. Risks and Mitigations 
 The project has significant risks, listed in Table 3.2b. The Consortium is prepared to resolve conflicts, including ones 
due to external pressures, to compromise the ecosystem, through (a) negotiation or replacement of the participant 
on the basis of the Binding MoU Agreement (ANNEX 1); (b) preventive mitigation of potential for malevolent use 
(§5.1). Contingency plans will be effectuated according to the decision structure outlined above, in an effort to keep 
the decision making level as close to the problem or conflict as possible. There are two kinds of contingency plans: 
major changes may be imposed from above by the Participants’ Committee; and minor changes to the work plan 
may be proposed by Work Package Leaders and integrated into the work plan by the Committee, according to the 
project’s change management strategy.  

Table 3.2a: List of milestones  
 

Milestone 
number 

Milestone name Related work 
package(s) 

Est. 
date  

Means of verification 

MS1 TRUSTLESS Paradigms and 
Standards 

WP1, WP2 M6 Documents 

MS2 CivicIT Socio-technical 
Components 

WP2, WP3 M14 Documents 

MS3 CivicIT HW & SW 
Components 

WP4, WP5 M20 Components documentation, results of 
tests and vulnerabilities analysis 

MS4 CivicIT Lab Validation WP6 M26 Report on validation results in the given 
use cases 

MS5 TRUSTLESS Standardization WP8 M28 Report on standardization plan 

 
Table 3.2b: Critical risks for implementation 

Description of risk Work 
package(s) 
involved 

Proposed risk-mitigation measures 

Requirements for assurance 
paradigms not clearly defined 

WP1 Defining set of priorities at an early stage, limiting 
problem issues and number of requirements 

Solution not perceived as secure as 
expected 

WP1 Increase citizen or user-accountability measures 

Socio-technical specifications delayed WP2 Enhancing cooperation and engaging new partners to 
selected tasks 

Cost or effort higher than planned WP1-2 reduce features 
Maturity, technical design, and 

implementation status of components 
does not fit requirements 

WP3, 4, 5 Additional effort for adaptation and modification of 
components, clear formulation of requirements and HW 
and SW standards; re-planning and reassigning efforts in 

WPs. 
Solution not as secure as expected WP4-5 Reduce features, increase iterations 

Validation delayed in specific use case 
scenarios 

WP6 Plan development buffer time; identify alternative use 
cases scenarios 

Participant unwilling to be bound by 
terms of the binding MoU 

WP7 Negotiate or replace Participant according to signed MoU  

Partners do not cooperate and react 
as expected 

WP7 Interactive means of communication, teleconferences, 
enforce management driven solutions. 

No dissemination at relevant events or 
attendance hindered 

WP7 Dissemination plan, engaging all partners in activities 

Standardization plan does not address 
all needs of prospective users 

WP8 Deepen analysis of existing certification authorities and 
their needs 

A partner is leaving the project or is 
unable to perform assigned tasks 

ALL Consortium has many other partners very interested in 
being substitutes 
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New researches make obsolete some 
ideas or findings of the project 

ALL Monitor evolutions in relevant fields, and merge with them 
as per open innovation model 

 

3.3. Consortium as a whole  
To ensure the achievement of the objectives, and best ensure industry and governmental recognition and                

adoption, TRUSTLESS will deeply involve the most relevant governmental entities in public security to privacy, the                
largest industry associations, and representatives of citizens and end-users (§3.2). To achieve the ambitious              
assurance levels, CivicIT will rely on a set of core technical participants (§4.1) with globally unique or rare expertises                   
in ultra-high assurance ICT that are free/open-source and patent unencumbered. 

The consortium consists of 3 industrial partners (2 SMEs), 2 academic, 1 research centers, 3 specialized                 
consultancies, located in four EU-member states and one non-EU member state: Germany, Belgium, Netherlands,              
Italy, Poland, Spain, Turkey and Brazil. 
The participants have been selected according to their scientific excellence; very high expertise in technical or                
socio-technical systems for the highest assurance in each area of the entire lifecycle of an ICT service and device                   
(standardization, HW and SW design, to fabrication oversight, organizational processes, cryptology, and more); a              
complementary coverage of all relevant areas. But the most crucial sign of cohesiveness of participants has been                 
the capability and willingness to share, extensively co-edit, and formally acknowledge or sign the terms in                
Preliminary Paradigms. Any partial gaps in participants’ high levels of expertise will be covered by OMC                
interdisciplinary personnel and the highly-operational scientific and technical boards. Much interaction among            
participants will happen in WP1-3, which will set the guidelines for the more specialized work of other WPs. The                   
Brazilian partner Kryptus brings globally-unique expertise and  open IP for CPU and HW (Section 4.1.3) 

3.3.1. The critical role and need of the Brazilian HW partner 
   The participation of the Brazilian partner Kryptus in the design of CPU and ICs is essential to the success of the 
project for the following reasons. 
   Kryptus has globally rare expertises in cryptography and digital hardware design, and uniquely offers a secure 
general-purpose CPU microprocessor, the SCuP, which provides fully open and fully publicly verifiable HW designs 
and Free/Open Source licensed microcode, which is - to our knowledge - nonexistent in EU. Although, it hard to 
difficult to produce hard evidence, our discussions with many chip manufacturers including 3 VPs at ST 
Microelectronics, and with the European Defence Agency have confirmed the fact that EU does not have a 
security-focused CPU which is suitable for a wide range of ultra-high-assurance computing, including  text and voice 
communication for end-user devices (i.e. about 100-300Mhz). The European Defence Agency has in fact invited 
OMC twice in 2015 to present our Trustless Computing Initiative project in 40 minute-keynotes, with the Brazilian 
CPU technology at its core, to 22 Ministries of Defence and to their Cyber Industry Days.  
   As of April 12th 2016, the Head of Information Security Unit and the Project Officer Components Technologies 
of the European Defence Agency confirmed in writing the following: "We at the European Defence Agency 
confirm that we are not aware of CPUs in the European Union that are publicly verifiable in both HW & SW 
designs”. 
   Kryptus also has expertise in secure  system integration. It designed the 400,000 voting machines of Brazil’s fighter 
to fighter communications systems, and the Hardware Security Module (HSM) of the core Root CA of the main 
Brazilian PKI. Kryptus has recently signed  a recent agreement with the Brazilian SERPRO to provide the entire PKI 61

Infrastructure for high-assurance user scenarios, and a dedicated agreement with SERPRO  for server physical 62

access. Kryptus has expertises in military-grade foundry oversight processes as Brazil has a very limited range of 
chip fabrication capabilities, which can be very useful for the project CivicSite and TRUSTLESS Site Standard. Kryptus 
is a strategic defense company in Brazil and therefore cannot become majority owned by non-Brazilian citizens or 
entities. 
   Europe needs fully verifiable, open-licensed, patent-unencumbered CPU and related SoC architecture, which 
Kryptus will provide. 

61http://www.defesanet.com.br/cyberwar/noticia/18349/KRYPTUS---Fornecera-para-a-Autoridade-Certificadora-da-Defesa-(AC
-DEFESA)/ 
62 https://cryptoid.com.br/arquivo-cryptoid/e-mail-do-governo-ganha-mais-uma-protecao-com-solucao-nacional/ 
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   The 2013 EU Cybersecurity Strategy says “The EU will place a renewed emphasis on dialogue with third countries, 
with a special focus on like-minded partners that share EU values. It will promote achieving a high level of data 
protection, including for transfer to a third country of personal data.” 
    Will the TRUSTLESS or CivicIT ecosystem become dependent on a foreign private entity and/or government for 
a crucial element of its platform? No, because - In addition to the open licensing and patenting terms agreed upon 
in the MoU (ANNEX 1) by technical participants - Kryptus agreed to the following terms in Art. 20.e of such MOU, 
which not only guarantee autonomy of the ecosystem from a non-EU actor but also increase the resilience of the 
ecosystem against economic pressures by not having a single participant that can kill the project or delay it by 
months of years by retracting from the project. In fact, Art. 20.e states: “Kryptus commits to charge no more than 
15% of the total target end-user service/device cost for any derivative of its Background IP and Results IP over the 
next 4 years following the R&D project completion. In circumstances in which Kryptus happens to cease to exist, or 
terminate support for the Background IP or the Result IP, or choose not license accordingly Participants to the 
Project, the resulting Consortium or TRUSTLESS-compliant Providers, than the resulting TRUSTLESS Computing 
Consortium will assume full disjointed ownership of the Background IP or the Result IP.” 
   Kryptus participation currently amounts to only about 12% of the total budget, and it involves much interaction 
and knowledge transfer with GEN and OMC. 

3.3.2. Increasing ecosystem resilience through open licensing and 
dual-disjointed ownership of critical lifecycle IP 
   The current EDA Head of Information Superiority summarised the current trusted computing model very well 
during OMC organized Free and Safe in Cyberspace - EU Edition 2015 at minute 3.37 :  “Among EU member states 63

it’s hilarious: they claim digital sovereignty but they rely mostly on Chinese hardware, on US American software, and 
they need a famous Russian to reveal the vulnerabilities”. 
   In addition to requiring all software code at the OS level and above to be Free Software, the binding MoU commits 
the HW design partner to fixed long term licensing costs, and very solid long term provisions, by which the full HW 
IP produce would be transferred to the resulting TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium under critical circumstances 
(Section 3.3.1). 
   Such a crucial MoU binding terms, will substantially increase the actual and perceived assurance of the resulting 
ICT services and the resilience of its economic and societal impacts, because they :  

1. Increase the diversity and intensity of high-assurance expertise for engineering and audit. 
2. Increase the resilience against economic pressures, by foreign state controlled or pressured entities, by not 

having a single participant that can kill the project or delay it by months of years by retracting from the 
project; and it would increase the EU-ness of the ecosystem, as it would make sure that ICs design is fully 
shared by a EU-based company.  

   Considering the fact that most large IT security EU-based companies are potentially subject to strong economic 
pressures from state security agencies, that may not approve of having too high levels of security/privacy available 
on the market. In fact, they are for the most part globally and publicly traded for their majority of shares, and have 
very substantial business with state agencies and state security agencies (national eIDs, passports, border, defense), 
including from non-EU and 5-eyes countries.  

3.4. Resources to be committed  

3.4.1. Table 3.4a: Summary of staff effort  
 WP1 WP2 WP3 WP4 WP5 WP6 WP7 WP8 Total Person/Months per 

Participant 

OMC 10 6 25 1 0 20 15 4 81 

EOS 11 0 0 0 0 3 5 2 21 

EJC 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22 

APP 4.5 4 7 0 0 4 0 0 19.5 

SCY 3.5 1 2 2 32 3 4 0 47.5 

EMA 9 22 0 0 12 8 2 23 76 

63 https://youtu.be/RmCgInsPGPo?t=3m36s 
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TUD 3.5 1 1 1 17 0 0 0 23.5 

ZAN 13.5 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 18.5 

KRY 5 7 7 50 2 0 5 0 76 

TEC 0 4 3 0 0 5 1 9 22 

KUL 3 0 0 12 2 0 7 0 24 

TUB 5 2 0 0 5 5 1 0 18 

ABC 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 5 

GEN 3 2 1 27 7 0 4 0 44 

DFK 2 12 14 0 0 12 6 2 48 

3.4.2. Table 3.4b: ‘Other direct cost items (travel, equipment, other       
goods and services, large research infrastructure) 
 

KRY Cost (€) Justification 
 

Large research 
infrastructure 

€178,200 Costs of equipment and third party licenses for the development of all HW ICs 
needed for the prototype CivicDevices. See Section 4.2.9.8 

 

DFK Cost (€) Justification 
Other Goods 
and Services 

€110,000 CivicSite process oversight equipment and sensors & SW 60,000 €; Source           
material 50,000 €. 

 

OMC Cost (€) Justification 
Travel €68,000 Travel of world-class scientific and technical boards, working through OMC 

Equipment €65,000 Equipment and lab rental for CivicRoom and CivicLab (Section 1.1.6.1 and           
T3.2) 

 €90,000 Lab setup for CivicSite Lab Validation: Large lab (or studio) rental 20,000 €;             
construction and setup of mockups of foundry rooms and machinery: 40,000 €.            
Recruitment of actors for CivicSite simulations 30,000€.  

 €45,000 Get about 100 CivicDevices built for the Lab Validations. 
CivicPod (unit cost): smartphone cost: ~$300 - general components other than           
SCuP: $50 - PCB: $30 (expensive because of the low qty) - display: $70              
(expensive because of the low qty) - others: $20 - assembly: $30 (expensive             
because of the low qty) - total: $500 
CivicServer (unit cost): - general components other than SCuP: $60 - PCB: $30             
(expensive because of the low qty) - others: $30 - assembly: $30 (expensive             
because of the low qty) - total: $150 
CivicDongle (unit cost): - general components other than SCuP: $50 - PCB: $20             
(expensive because of the low qty) - others: $10 - assembly: $20 (expensive             
because of the low qty) - total: $100 
CivicPCS (unit cost): - general components other than SCuP: $80 - PCB: $30             
(expensive because of the low qty) - others: $100 (including high availability            
power supply) - assembly: $30 (expensive because of the low qty) total: $240 
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4: MEMBERS OF THE CONSORTIUM 
Follows below a list and description of participants, whose interplay is addressed in Section 3.3. Consortium as a 

whole. The project has also planned a set of boards (Section 3.2.) which will assume the steering power of the 

project and ensure the realization of the objectives, in a most optimal and balanced ethical manner.  

4.1. List of Participants 
1. (OMC) Open Media Cluster (Italy). Established in 2011, as innovation center of a planned ICT/media 

technology park in Rome, Italy, OMC has since been leading a set of world-class partners and advisors in the 
Trustless Computing Initiative,  an international event series and large-scale foundational R&D proposals to 
realize radically open and resilient ICT platforms, ecosystems and standards with unprecedented levels of 
trustworthiness, assurance, e-privacy, and e-security, for wide-market deployment. 

a. Role: Project and Scientific Coordination. Vision, leadership, consensus building coordination, event 
organizing.  Coordinate the design and validation of the core socio-technical and governance 
paradigms. 

2. (EOS) European Organisation for Security (Belgium) A member-supported research, dissemination and 
strategic organization that represents most leading European IT security providers, researcher entities, 
universities, clusters and associations , including Thales, Almaviva, Atos, CEA, Fraunhofer, Engineering, 64

Airbus, Indra, Saab, STM. 

a. Role: contribute to analysis and recommendation from a perspective of large IT industry actors, and 
networking and dissemination towards the same. 

3. (EJC) - EJ Consultants (UK). Consultancy to US and European organisations helping them to operate in the 
Digital Identity domain both at technical and commercial levels. Primarily based on the expertise of Jon 
Shamah, the consultancy draws on a range of network partners to add expertise when needed. EJ 
Consultants has substantial experience in the application and use of digital identity and trust across a range 
of stakeholders in both private and public sectors. EJ Consultants specialises in understanding end-user 
requirements and the impact of technology on both citizens and business. 

a. Role: Project Management. Strategic vision across the entire project for eID, EIDAS and trust 
services perspective. 

4. (APP) Applus+ Laboratories  (LGAI Technological Center S.A)  (Spain) Performs testing, inspection, 
certification, R&D in more than 25 sectors, including ICT technologies. Part of Applus+ is a leading company 
in testing, inspection, certification and technological services. First Spanish multinational in the certification 
sector (9th in the world), present in 5 continents and structured in 4 Divisions: Applus+ Laboratories (which 
will participate in this project), Applus+ IDIADA, Applus+ Auto and Applus Energy & Industry. The annual 
turnover is around 40M€, and has around 400 employees of high technical skills and different knowledge 
areas. R&D projects are part of the activities of the entity, and as some of the most representative R&D 
Projects carried out in the last years are: National: Adv-SCA, Adv-FI, MalpApp, Mobile , Ctless-Tool 
(internal),  NFC-DCC (MICINN-INNPACTO), SINTONIA (CENIT), SMARTCARD (internal), LI-MASH (MICINN), 
eCID and TRATAMIENTO 2.0 (MITyC-Plan Avanza), TS- CIMONHET (CATRENE, without funding), 
IMPACT-EMR (ENIAC, without funding), NET-EMC (Eurostars), COSY3D (Euripides), COOPERS (FP6). 

a. Role: Key expert in standard setting and certification processes. 

5. (SCY) SCYTL Secure Electronic Voting S.A. (Spain) Global leader in e-voting and high-assurance remote 
deliberations technologies. It is focused on providing electoral modernization solutions with the highest 
security levels in the market. Scytl cryptographic measures rely on more than 40 international patents 
which contribute to ensuring the privacy and integrity of sensitive electoral information.  

a. Role: prototype of software application layers, other TBD. 

6. (EMA)  EMAG Institute of Innovative Technologies (Poland) The Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG 
is the R&D leader in many sectors of the market, such as information security management systems, 

64 http://www.eos-eu.com/Middle.aspx?Page=members&tID=175 
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business continuity systems, risk management systems, natural hazards monitoring, and systems for 
automation and measurement. EMAG Institute employs 138 people, including 42 scientists and 74 
engineers and technicians. The Institute has been given almost 500 patents, over 80 protection rights and 6 
trademarks and has been granted several hundred awards at different competitions and fairs. The 
Institute’s research team has also knowledge and experience in the development of risk assessment 
methods and tools for different domains of applications e.g. for critical infrastructures, transport utility. 

a. Role: analysis and optimization of certification processes, also through new IT enabled process. 

7. (DUT) Delft University of Technology - Parallel and Distributed Systems Group (Netherlands)  Delft 
University of Technology (http://www.tudelft.nl/) is the oldest, largest and most comprehensive technical 
university in the Netherlands. With over 19,000 students and 2,500 scientists (including 400 professors), it is 
an establishment of both national importance and significant international standing. The PDS group of TU 
Delft has a 15-year history in designing, implementing, deploying and analysing P2P systems. It has created 
the BitTorrent-based P2P client Tribler that has many added functionalities such as support for video on 
demand and live streaming, channels, information dissemination protocols, and a reputation system. 

a. Role: Design of the P2P and mixed network layer of the target architecture. Lead related analysis 
and recommendations. 

8. (ZAN) Zanasi & Partners (Italy). Founded in 2006, limited liability company since 2007. ZANASI Alessandro 
SrL (aka “Zanasi & Partners”) is a research and advisory company, incorporated in Italy and active 
internationally. It serves its clients by focusing on technological applications to security/intelligence issues. 
Main skills: cyber-security, cyber-intelligence, data/text mining, social media analysis and monitoring. Main 
clients include leading technology companies, national and international public institutions. 

a. Role: Analysis of requirements for public security, lawful access and cyber-intelligence. 

9. (KRY) Kryptus (Brazil) Kryptus is a Brazilian company with unique global capabilities in secure hardware 
design and system integration. It designed the 400,000 voting machines of Brazil, fighter to fighter 
communications systems, and the Hardware Security Module (HSM) of the core Root CA of the main 
Brazilian PKI. It developed the first secure general-purpose CPU microprocessor in the Southern 
Hemisphere, the SCuP, which uniquely provides open and verifiable designs and FLOSS microcode. Runs at 
100-300Mhz. It is at the core of CivicIT HW architecture. 

a. Role: Design and prototype of critical HW, including CPU and SoC of target architecture; and 
contribute to related analysis and recommendations for improved assurance assessment methods. 

10. (TEC) TECNALIA Research & Innovation (Spain) is a private, independent, nonprofit applied research centre 
of international excellence. Tecnalia is the leading private and independent research and technology 
organisation in Spain and one of the largest in Europe, employing 1,319 people (198 PhDs) and with income 
of 94 Million € in 2014. It’s ICT unit has extensive expertise in assurance and certification of ICT in many 
domains. In H2020 TECNALIA participates in 87 projects, coordinating 17 of them, up to December 2015. 
TECNALIA is a member of EARTO and of EUROTECH, linking together the most important research centres in 
Europe. 

a. Role: contribute to collecting and analysing assurance guidelines and certification schemes 
(particularly with respect to critical infrastructures and autonomous cyber-physical systems, like 
drones, vehicles, etc.)  Collection and analysis of  assurance guidelines, standards  and certification 
schemes. Analysis of requirements and recommendation for assurance models and related 
certification schemes 

11. (KUL) COSIC - KU Leuven. (Belgium)  Research group COSIC (Computer Security and Industrial 
Cryptography) of the Dept. of Electrical Engineering-ESAT ept. Led by Prof. Bart Preneel, the COSIC research 
group provides world-leading expertise in digital security and strives for innovative security solutions. Their 
research is applied in a broad range of application domains, such as electronic payments, communications, 
identity cards, e-voting, protection of e-documents, intelligent home appliances, telematics for the 
automobile industry and trusted systems. 

a. Role: Design the crypto infrastructure of the target architecture; and lead analysis and 
recommendation of related improved assurance assessment methods and governance.  

12. (TUB) TUBITAK BILGEM Cyber Security Institute (SGE) (Turkey). Cyber Security Institute (SGE) founded in 
1997 as a network security department then established as an individual institute in 2012. The institute is 
one of the six institutes of the governmental research center of TUBITAK BILGEM (Informatics and 
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Information Security Research Center). The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey 
(TUBITAK) is the leading agency for the management, funding and conduct of research in Turkey. TUBITAK 
also acts as an advisory agency to the Turkish Government on science, technology and research matters. 
The Cyber Security Institute (SGE), is a group of researchers working on Systems Security projects, mainly 
within the public sector. The Institute focuses on applied research where the results can be used with 
immediate effect and has a strong relationship with both public and private sector stakeholders in Turkey. 

a. Role: Strategy, analysis, specification, and implementation contributions as the leading national 
technical authority on high-assurance IT for public sector organizations. 

13. (ABC) Alessandro Bassi Consulting (France) ABC is a Consulting firm based in the Sophia Antipolis area, 
France. ABC focus is on three topics: the set of technologies belonging to the Future Internet and Internet 
of Things domain, with particular regards to Smart Cities application,  technologies and mechanisms for high 
performance data transfers for Cloud Computing and Storage, and analysis of Security aspects of both 
traditional networks and Constrained environments. In particular, in the FI sector, the competences of ABC 
were used in defining roadmaps for industry and public-funded research, and managing large EU co-funded 
research projects. ABC acted as the Technical Coordinator of the biggest research FP7 EU project on 
Internet of Things, called “Internet of Things - Architecture” (IoT-A) (18.6 M EUR budget), on behalf of 
Hitachi Europe. 

a. Role: Contribute the IoT and cyber-physical analysis, networking and dissemination. 

14. (GEN) Genode Labs GmbH.  (Germany) It is a German SME specialized in building highly secure operating 
systems (OS). The company is the driving force behind the Genode OS Framework - an open-source OS 
technology that aligns highly dynamic workloads with security, robustness, and scalability. It is compatible 
with seL4 the only formally proven OS/kernel in the world. The combination of seL4, Genode, and the SCuP 
SoC will represent an unprecedented platform in terms of security, scalability, and confirmability. 
Unlike traditional high-assurance systems, Genode is based on a completely open and transparent 
development methodology. Since its foundation in 2008, Genode Labs operates as an independent 
company solely owned by its founders. The community of users, participants, and customers includes 
individuals, small and medium sized businesses, governmental institutions, and research groups of 
multinational corporations alike. 

a. Role: Contribute the operating-system foundation to the project and related critical software 
components 

15. (DFKI) German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence .  (German: Deutsches Forschungszentrum für 65

Künstliche Intelligenz, DFKI). Currently is the largest research center worldwide in the area of Artificial 
Intelligence and its application in terms of number of employees and the volume of external funds. DFKI 
shareholders include Deutsche Post, Deutsche Telekom, Google, Microsoft, SAP, BMW, Intel and Daimler. 

a. Role: Contribute to analysis, requirements and recommendations from the point of view of critical 
cyber-physical systems, as well as analyse medium and long-term impact on AI control, safety and 
security. Will lead the lab validation of the CivicCPS for securing a moveable autonomous system in 
human environments. 

4.1.1. PARTICIPANTS DETAILED PROFILES  

4.1.1.1. - (OMC) Open Media Cluster 

1. Description:  Established in 2011, as innovation center of a planned ICT/media technology park in Rome, 
Italy, OMC has since been leading a set of world-class partners and advisors in the Trustless Computing 
Initiative,  an international event series and large-scale foundational R&D proposals to realize radically open 
and resilient ICT platforms, ecosystems and standards with unprecedented levels of trustworthiness, 
assurance, e-privacy, and e-security, for wide-market deployment. Its activities over the last 2 years have 
revolved around the Trustless Computing Initiative through a set of public and private funds grant proposals 
aimed at the development of a profitable ecosystem and an international standards around the creation of 
the world’s most user-trustworthy, general-purpose computing service platform. In addition to a large 
number of TRUSTLESS partners , which agreed to participate in selected R&D proposals, a number of 66

65 http://www.dfki.de/web?set_language=en&cl=en 

66 http://www.openmediacluster.com/uvst-partners-advisors/ 
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world-recognized scientists and technical experts in relevant areas have joined as advisors and/or 
consultants in its OMC TRUSTLESS Technical and Scientific Boards. 
   OMC was conceived and established as core innovation engine of the Open Media Park , a 47,000 sq.mts. 67

media/ICT technology Park, with construction in Rome, Italy, planned for future development. Has attracted 
over 13 world-class, leading educational, research and private-sector partners to co-invest or localize in 
such a tech park.  Its media tech park activities have attracted a large consensus by stakeholders, major 
Italian communication operators, politicians, environmental associations, both of the technical and 
economic varieties, as shown by the participation in the Open Media Forum  in June 2012.  68

2. Relevant capabilities: OMC has long-time expertise in both high-assurance IT services in critical societal 
scenarios (e-participation), and in the design of highly-accountable or democratically efficient processes, as 
well as democratic organizations and organizational constituent processes. For 3 years, OMC has worked 
pro-bono exclusively in defining and aggregating world-class partners around its Trustless Computing 
Initiative, and related event series and R&D funding proposal. 

3. List of people involved: 
a. Rufo Guerreschi, Exec. Dir. of the Open Media Cluster. He is a long-time active promoter of 

world-wide democracy and civil freedoms through the use of ICT technologies. Has invented and 
promoted the components of the TRUSTLESS concept since the year 2000 in various capacities: 
(2000-2001) Was a full-time activist in the global democratization NGO World Citizen Foundation, 
participating in various conferences and wrote R&D grant proposals to enable global democratic 
constituent processes via ICT; (2002-2006) Led and invested over 800K€ of his own funds in ParTecs 
- Participatory Technologies to develop and commercialize in 3 continents Free/Open Source 
software for remote e-democracy for transnational political and social orgs; (2007-2011) Founded 
and led the Telematics Freedom Foundation, which continued PartTecs and started conceiving the 
concept of CivicRoom. A real-life-size “mock-up” prototype of the CivicRoom, with citizen witness 
based access process, were demonstrated in 2007 in Rome (2008-today); Has been CEO of Open 
Media Park and District project, a leading 150M€ 47,000sq.mts. media tech park for open Web and 
privacy IT in Rome. TRUSTLESS/UVST was conceived with OMC as a R&D project large enough to 
create a niche of global competitiveness to drive the industrial dynamics and financial feasibility of 
such a tech park; (2011-2015) Leads the Open Media Cluster, which he founded. 

b. TRUSTLESS (Permanent) Scientific Board: Provides scientific and technical guidance and participates 
in  governance.  Its members are all low-intensity advisors or consultants (“natural persons working 
under a direct contract”) to OMC. Each member will contribute at least 10 man-days and participate 
3 in-person working meetings. They will perform their work for over 40% on average at project 
locations. Some of its members are also leading staff of other participants, which we believe is a 
great advantage: 

i. Bart Preneel, (PhD). World renowned cryptology expert and researcher. President 
(2008-2013) of the International Association for Cryptologic Research , which organizes the 69

leading EU crypto conference Eurocrypt. Project manager of the Network of Excellence 
ECRYPT II (Cryptology) (2008-2013), of ECRYPT-NET (2015-2019) and ECRYPT CSA 
(2015-2017). Member of the Advisory Board of multiple projects, companies and 
organizations. Winner of the 2014 RSA Security Award for Excellence in the Field of 
Mathematics. 

ii. Paolo Giorgini, (PhD). Univ. Trento, world-renowned expert in socio-technical system trust. 
Co-author of  Socio-technical Trust: An Architectural Approach (pdf) and the founder of the 
Socio-Technical Security (STS) methodology, a social and organizational approach to 
security engineering. STS extends and builds on his previous work on security requirements 
engineering that recently has been awarded as the ten years most influential paper 
(http://disi.unitn.it/~pgiorgio/papers/RE05-a.pdf). He is co-author of the forthcoming MIT 
Press book: Security Requirements Engineering--Designing Secure Socio-Technical systems.  

iii. Kai Rannenberg,  Head of the Chair of Mobile Business and Multilateral Security. He holds 
the Deutsche Telekom Chair for Mobile Business & Multilateral Security. Member of the NIS 
Platform for Individual Rights AoI; Member of the Permanent Stakeholder Group of ENISA. 

67 http://www.openmediapark.com/ 
68 http://www.openmediaforum.it/ 
69http://www.iacr.org/ 
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Before that he was with the System Security Group at Microsoft Research Cambridge, UK 
focusing on “Personal Security Devices & Privacy Technologies“ 

iv. Jovan Golic, (PhD). World-renowned cryptographer. He is currently the Privacy, Security and 
Trust Action Line Leader of one of 6 action lines of the 3BN€ EIT Digital, set to bring leading 
close-to-market innovations to market through 8 specialized territorial nodes throughout 
the EU. 

v. Roberto Gallo, (PhD). Chief Scientist & Ceo at Kryptus. He developed: (i) the hardware 
security architecture of the Brazilian voting machines (T-DRE, Urna Eletrônica), with more 
than 400,000 devices manufactured, (ii) the development of the ASI-HSM, the HSM of the 
Brazilian PKI-root CA and the sole device with the highest Brazilian certification level 
(NSF2-NSH3, FIPS 140-2 Level 4 compatible), (iii) the first Secure Microprocessor of the 
Southern Hemisphere, the SCuP. 

vi. Mika Lauhde. VP, Government Relations and Business Development, SSH Communication 
Security. Leads for SSH its initiative for a secure mobile OS with Jolla OS . Member of ENISA 70

(European Network and Information Security Agency) PSG (2009 - ). Management Member 
of Leuven University European Crypto Task Force (2014-). EU ENISA - Europol working 
group (2014-) Member of Finnish Government Cyber Security working group (2013 - ). 
Member of EU Commission NIS (Network and Information Security) platform (2013 - ). 
Founding Member and Board Member of TDL (Trust In Digital Life) (2010 - 2013). Part of the 
European Cyber Security Strategy plan 2013. Member of EU government security advisory 
board (RISEPTIS, reporting to then-Commissioner Reding), (2007-2009).  

vii. James S. Fishkin. He holds the Janet M. Peck Chair in International Communication at 
Stanford University where he is Professor of Communication, Professor of Political Science 
(by courtesy) and Director of the Center for Deliberative Democracy. His work focuses on 
deliberative democracy and democratic theory in books such as When the People Speak 
(2009), Deliberation Day (2004 with Bruce Ackerman) and Democracy and Deliberation 
(1991). He originated Deliberative Polling as a method of public consultation in 1988. He 
began to apply it in collaboration with Robert C. Luskin in 1994 and has since spread it, 
various collaborators, to projects in 23 countries. For more on Deliberative Polling see 
cdd.stanford.edu. He has been a Guggenheim Fellow, a Fellow of the Center for Advanced 
Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford and a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences. 

viii. Daniele Archibugi. Daniele Archibugi is a Research Director at the Italian National Research 
Council (CNR) in Rome, affiliated at the Institute on Population and Social Policy (IRPPS), 
and Professor of Innovation, Governance and Public Policy at the University of London, 
Birkbeck College, School of Business, Economics and Informatics. He is a world renowned 
expert in global governance and constituent processes towards accountable global 
institutions. He works on the economics and policy of innovation and technological change 
and on the political theory of international relations. He has graduated in Economics at the 
University of Rome “La Sapienza” with Federico Caffè and he taken his D.Phil. at the SPRU, 
University of Sussex working with Chris Freeman and Keith Pavitt. 

b. (TRUSTLESS ´Permanent) Technical Board: Provides scientific and technical advisory in specific 
domains. Its members are all low-intensity advisors or consultants (“natural persons working under 
a direct contract”) to OMC. Each member will contribute at least 5 man-days and participate 3 
in-person working meetings. They will perform their work for over 40% on average at project 
locations. Some of its members are also leading staff of other participants, which we believe is a 
great advantage: 

i. Jon Shamah. Principal Consultant at EJ Consultants and Chairman of EEMA. A recognised 
international digital Identity & Trust Subject Matter Expert, specialising in maximising the 
technology and operational value chain of very large scale Trust programmes. Former 
co-chair of ITU-T SG17 JCA IDM. 

ii. Christian Schunck, PhD. He obtained his Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in 2008. Subsequently Dr. Schunck worked for The Boston Consulting GmbH in 
Munich, Germany as a consultant specializing in risk management. In 2011 he joined 

70 http://www.computerworld.com.au/article/569307/finnish-companies-join-forces-build-secure-os-smartphones-tablets/ 
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Fondazione Inuit focusing on research and development in the area of IT risk and security in 
particular identity management and the validation of distributed electronic transactions. 
Dr. Schunck  published more than 30 papers which have received more than 4500 citations 
and coordinated the business and regulatory work package of the SSEDIC (Scoping the 
Single European Digital Identity Community) thematic network. 

iii. Stefano Zacchiroli. Associate Professor of Computer Science at University Paris Diderot, 
former 3 times Debian Project Leader (lastly in 2010-2013), Board Director at Open Source 
Initiative (OSI). Debian established the Debian Social Contract, a statute regulating the 
Debian community that had a great role in making it to date the GNU Linux distribution of 
reference in the GNU/Linux world. 

iv. Bobby Fishkin is founder of Reframe It, a technology based company in San Francisco 
specializing in deliberation, public consultation and annotation. Among other projects 
Bobby co-lead a consultation of the technology community via Reframe It in collaboration 
with TechCrunch, the Knight Foundation, Silicon Valley Community Foundation on 
immigration issues. Bobby has presented results from deliberations internationally, 
including at the Global Citizen Foundation in Geneva, at the European Association of Wind 
Energy Producers, at Tedx Hayward and the 4th Annual Summit on Public Consultation and 
Engagement in Toronto. He graduated from Yale in 2007 Magna Cum Laude in Philosophy. 

v. Pierluigi Paganini CISO at Bit4D leading Italian ID tech provider. Member of ENISA 
stakeholder Group. Editor at Securityaffairs.co, formerly with ST-Microelectronics. Pierluigi 
Paganini is Chief Information Security Officer at Bit4Id, firm leader in identity management, 
member of the ENISA (European Union Agency for Network and Information Security)Treat 
Landscape Stakeholder Group, he is also a Security Evangelist, Security Analyst and 
Freelance Writer. Editor-in-Chief at "Cyber Defense Magazine", Pierluigi is a cyber security 
expert with over 20 years experience in the field, he is Certified Ethical Hacker at EC Council 
in London. The passion for writing and a strong belief that security is founded on sharing 
and awareness led Pierluigi to find the security blog "Security Affairs" recently named a Top 
National Security Resource for US. Pierluigi is a member of the "The Hacker News" team 
and he is a writer for some major publications in the field such as Cyber War Zone, ICTTF, 
Infosec Island, Infosec Institute, The Hacker News Magazine and for many other Security 
magazines. Author of the Books "The Deep Dark Web" and “Digital Virtual Currency and 
Bitcoin”. 

vi. Giovanni Franza, (Dipl.Ing.SUP) Long-time IT security hacker, activist and professional. Since 
2011 Technical Director of the Open Media Cluster, and previously at Telematics Freedom 
Foundation. Giovanni Franza, after the first experiences in the field of SIGINT in the 
mid-70s,  turned to informatics, dealing with network security, secure embedded systems, 
hardened operating systems on CD / CF, signal processing, combining various skills to build 
complex architectures on different civil projects. Long-time IT security hacker, activist and 
professional. Since 2011 Technical Director of the Open Media Cluster, and previously at 
Telematics Freedom Foundation. Has regularly contributed pro-bono many tens of hours to 
the development of the UVST project since its first inception in 2006. 

6. List of relevant publications: 
a. OMC has devoted over 800 hrs in evolving publicly, since 2013, the Trustless Computing Initiative  71

which underlies TRUSTLESS. It includes today over 45 pages of technical, socio-technical and 
business analysis. 

b. From OMC’s blog: 
i. Cyber-libertarianism vs. Rousseau’s Social Contract in cyberspace  72

ii. Technological Sovereignty needs new international cybersecurity standards  73

iii. Privacy-enhancing hardware and the media problem  74

iv. A case for a “Trustless Computing Group”  75

71  
72 http://www.openmediacluster.com/2014/11/24/cyber-libertarianism-vs-rousseaus-social-contract-in-cyberspace/ 
73http://www.openmediacluster.com/2015/01/04/technological-sovereignty-needs-new-international-cybersecurity-stand

ard/ 
74 http://www.openmediacluster.com/2014/12/27/privacy-enhancing-hardware-and-the-media-problem/ 
75 http://www.openmediacluster.com/2014/05/14/a-case-for-a-trustless-computing-group/ 
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v. What is the current market demand for certifications of narrow AI systems with direct 
influence on human physical environments?!  76

vi. IT security research needs for artificial intelligence and machine super-intelligence  77

c. Rufo Guerreschi’s proposal for democratic constituent processes leading to the creation of 
international constituent process was approved in 2007 by the general assembly of the World 
Federalist Movement, a leading and historical world democratization organization: How to initiate a 
World Constituent Assembly “within the UN”  but independent of UN Security Council veto holders’ 
undemocratic influence.  78

7. List of relevant projects: 
a. In 2015, Together with EIT Digital, OMC has organized - with the participation of participants and 

board members, and world sector leaders (EDA, ECSEL, Bruce Schneier, Richard Stallman, EDPS, 
DG-Connect, etc.) - an event called Free and Safe in Cyberspace  on Sept 24-25th 2015, to promote 79

the creation of new TRUSTLESS-like independent certification bodies. A similar Brazilian event is 
was hosted on Oct 16th, and future editions are planned for New York and Rome. 

b. In 2014, OMC promoted , with the extensive support by Richard Stallman, the inventor of Free 80

Software, a multi-partisan legislative initiative in the Lazio Region of Italy produced in May 2014 a 
legislative proposal by the 2nd largest party, which provides a template for other regional and 
national legislations, including the exact text of our Paradigms at the time. 

c. From  2011 till 2014, OMC played a key role in the development of the Open Media Park and 
District  project, and managed a 150M€ 47,000 sq.mts. media tech park dedicated to open Web 81

and privacy IT in Rome.  
d. Before OMC was established in 2011, its Exec.Dir. Rufo Guerreschi had been working on 

components of the UVST/TRUSTLESS concept since the year 2000 for at least half of his working 
time, with constant advice from Giovanni Franza (since 2005), in various capacities:  

i. In 2000-2001, he was a full-time activist in the global democratization NGO World Citizen 
Foundation, participating to various conferences and writing R&D grant proposals to enable 
global democratic constituent processes via e-democracy and e-participation tools. 

ii. From 2002 to 2006, he led and invested over 800K€ of his own funds in ParTecs – 
Participatory Technologies to develop and commercialize in 3 continents Free/Open Source 
software for remote e-democracy for transnational political and social orgs. He then 
founded and lead the Telematics Freedom Foundation (2007-2011), which continued 
PartTecs aims and  started conceiving in detail the concept of the CivicRoom. A real-life-size 
prototype of the CivicRoom, with citizen witness based access process, were demonstrated 
in 2007 in Rome.  

iii. In 2007, the OMC Exec. Dir. co-wrote statutes and led the Participated Electoral List 
(www.listapartecipata.it) -  the “continuous democracy” concept  of Stefano Rodotà. It 
devised advanced organizational innovations and  socio-technical provisions to guarantee a 
very-high level of transparency, resiliency and democratic efficiency in a temporary 
self-extinguishing organization aimed, through offline and online processes, at presenting 
an “electoral list” to local governmental elections. He was chosen as a candidate for that 
list, as President of the Province of Rome. 

e. Major infrastructure for the project: the CivicRoom and CivicLab 

4.1.1.2. - (EOS) European Organisation for Security (Belgium) 
1. Full Description: The European Organisation for Security (EOS) was created in 2007 by European private 
sector providers from all domains of security solutions and services. Its members represents all relevant 
domains of the economy (ICT-Information and Communication Technologies, civil security, energy, 
transport, finance, services and research) across 13 different European countries. Our work and purpose is 

76http://www.openmediacluster.com/2016/03/06/what-is-the-current-market-demand-for-certifications-of-narrow-ai-syst
ems-with-direct-influence-on-human-physical-environments/ 

77http://www.openmediacluster.com/2015/07/07/it-security-research-needs-for-artificial-intelligence-machine-super-intel
ligences/ 

78 http://www.rufoguerreschi.com/2007/08/29/a-un-blessed-but-democratic-world-constituent-assembly/ 
79 http://www.free-and-safe.org/ 
80http://www.openmediacluster.com/er-softwacampagna-per-una-legge-regione-lazio-multi-partisan-pre-libero-servizi-tel

ematici-trasparenti-web-aperto-e-partecipazione/ 
81 http://www.openmediacluster.com/i-dipartimenti-di-omc/ 
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to provide a platform of collaborative work, insightful exchange of ideas, and best practices between the 
European Institutions and European security industry, research centers, universities local clusters and 
associations. EOS’ main objective is the development of a harmonised European security market in line with 
political, societal and economic needs through the efficient use of budgets. EOS works towards achieving a 
better level of technology independence for European strategic autonomy, supporting the development 
and use of European reference solutions and growth of a genuine European industry. 
EOS supports its Members work by providing access to business opportunities by promoting at the highest 
level the implementation of innovative solutions in priority areas like cybersecurity, border control, civil 
protection / crisis management, urban security, protection of critical infrastructure. 
EOS represents the interests and expertise of its Members involved in providing security technology 
Solutions and Services from 13 different European countries. We provide to our Members synergetic added 
value across different sectors, where single Members, for different reasons, cannot provide alone a 
European impact. 
2. Role in the project: EOS will lead the dissemination activities and will provide analysis and 
recommendation from the industry perspective from large IT and IT security providers in the EU. As the 
interlocutor between its members and the European Institutions, EOS is in a prime position to provide 
policy recommendations and lead stakeholder engagement activities, including the organisation and 
attendance to events.  
3. Relevant capabilities: EOS has an active cybersecurity working group and has produced a cybersecurity 
flagship study which sets out the elements needed for stronger cooperation and trust between industry, 
research, and public authorities. Part of this flagship initiative is also aimed at setting up a PPP on 
cybersecurity which will be done during the course of 2016. EOS will have a strong role to play in this and 
the topics with which TRUSTLESS deals will be important elements of the PPP. EOS can therefore provide a 
crucial link between the activities and outcomes of TRUSTLESS and EU cybersecurity policy activities (EOS is 
also a member of the NIS Platform and the WG3 steering group. 
4. List of people involved: 

a. Nina Olesen, Cybersecurity Project Manager. Nina has a BA in Psychology from the University of 
Sussex and an MA in Political Strategy and Communication from the University of Kent. After a 
traineeship at the European Commission’s DG Communication in 2010, she worked for the 
European Federation of Nurses Associations (EFN) as a policy advisor. Nina led the EFN’s workforce 
committee and worked on EU project management and communications. 
Nina joined EOS in January 2013 as a Cybersecurity Project Manager. She leads EOS’ cybersecurity 
project activities and is the project coordinator of the FP7 project COURAGE. She also manages the 
operational implementation of cybersecurity policies, including coordinating the EOS cybersecurity 
working group and running the CYSPA Alliance which started as an EU FP7 project of which she was 
also the project coordinator. 
b. Luigi Rebuffi, CEO. Luigi Rebuffi has been with EOS ever since its creation in 2007. Having 
proposed and launched the initial idea of EOS in 2003, he now plays a strategic role in defining the 
mission and objectives of EOS; coordinates the implementation of the agreed strategy with 
Members and Partners; and supports and advises the EOS Members. Mr Rebuffi leads EOS’ 
comprehensive advocacy approach and plays a key role promoting public–private cooperation on 
security in coordination with the activities of ASD and EOS Members. He ensures the effective and 
efficient implementation of projects, directs and manages the EOS team, and has a decisive impact 
in influencing EU policy-making in security through communication with the European Institutions 
at the highest level. In this capacity, he is an advisor on security issues to the Cabinets of several EC 
Commissioners, is a Member of the Security Advisory Group on EU Security Research of DG ENTR 
and is President of the Steering Committee for security research of the French ANR (National 
Research Agency). Having a background in nuclear engineering, before EOS he worked in different 
positions at ITER, Thomson CSF, and Thales. 

5. List of relevant publications: 
·         Publication of white paper on cybersecurity (2009, 2011) 
·         CYSPA Impact Reports (egovernment, energy, finance, and transport) 
·         CYSPA report on understanding risk 
·         CYSPA gap analysis 
·      Cybersecurity flagship study 2016 (the study is restricted but a public summary is available on the 

EOS website) 
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6. List of relevant projects/activities:  
·         Coordination of several FP7 projects (CYSPA, COURAGE, CAPITAL, EURACOM, CRYSIS, ARCHIMEDES, 

POP-ALERT) 
·    Within CYSPA: definition of a strategy for cybersecurity and set-up of an operational alliance of 

cybersecurity stakeholders (DG CONNECT) 
·         Member of all working groups of the Network and Information Security Platform (DG CONNECT) 
· Within COURAGE, CAPITAL, ARCHIMEDES, POP-ALERT, EURACOM, CRYSIS: organisation of 

workshops with end-users (critical infrastructure operators, law-enforcement, firefighters etc.). 
·      Within EOS: organisation of a yearly High-level Roundtable attended by EU Commissioners, as well as 

a working group on cybersecurity (which includes cybercrime and cyberterrorism)  

4.1.1.3. - (EJC) E J Consultants Ltd 

1. Description: Founded in 2002, EJ Consultants Ltd has been providing consultancy to US and European 

organisations helping them to operate in the Digital Identity domain both at technical and commercial 

levels. Primarily based on the expertise of Jon Shamah, the consultancy draws on a range of network 

partners to add expertise when needed. EJ Consultants has substantial experience in the application and 

use of digital identity and trust across a range of stakeholders in both private and public sectors. EJ 

Consultants specialises in understanding end-user requirements and the impact of technology on both 

citizens and business. 

2. Role in the project: Provide:  

a. project management expertise 

b. strategic vision across the entire project. 

c. Dissemination, communications, and consensus building experience. 

3. Relevant capabilities:  EU Project management, strategy, dissemination, education 

4. List of People involved: 

a. Mr. Jon Shamah (Male) Jon Shamah is an eID specialist and was chosen as facilitator for the private 

Ministerial workshop on eIDs at the 2011 Poznan Ministerial eGov Conference. This provided a 

baseline for the new proposed EU regulations on eID. Jon Shamah was also a founder of SSEDIC, a 

Thematic Network that brings together more than 100 experts in the field of electronic identity. 

Jon Shamah has a very broad view and experience on the use of eIDs in Europe and elsewhere and 

contributes to STORK2, FutureID and other EU projects. He has provided strategic consulting to a 

very large Scandinavian eID operator and payments provider.  

Jon Shamah is a registered expert for Cybersecurity standards coordination at ENISA, and was 

previously co-chair of SG17 IDM coordination at ITU-T. 

Jon Shamah is Chair of EEMA and provides pro-bono support to the UK Cabinet Office Identity 

Assurance Programme, eID Standards workstream. Jon Shamah is also a member of the Identity 

Ecosystem Steering Group in the United States. 

5. List of relevant Projects: 

a. FutureID (FP7) – Standards, technical requirements, alliances, dissemination 

b. STORK2 (ICT-PSP) 

c. Cloud4Europe (ICT-PSP) 

d. SSEDIC (ICT-PSP) 

e. ECIM (FP7) 

f. ATTPS 

4.1.1.4. - (APP) LGAI Technological Center - Applus Laboratories 
1. Description: Applus+ performs testing, inspection, certification, R&D in more than 25 sectors, including ICT 

technologies. Part of Applus+ is a leading company in testing, inspection, certification and technological 

services. First Spanish multinational in the certification sector (9th in the world), present in 5 continents and 

structured in 4 Divisions: Applus+ Laboratories (which will participate in this project), Applus+ IDIADA, 

Applus+ Auto and Applus Energy & Industry. The annual turnover is around 40M€, and has around 400 

employees of high technical skills and different knowledge areas. R&D projects are part of the activities of 
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the entity, and as some of the most representative R&D Projects carried out in the last years are: National: 

Adv-SCA, Adv-FI, MalpApp, Mobile , Ctless-Tool (internal),  NFC-DCC (MICINN-INNPACTO), SINTONIA 

(CENIT), SMARTCARD (internal), LI-MASH (MICINN), eCID and TRATAMIENTO 2.0 (MITyC-Plan Avanza), TS- 

CIMONHET (CATRENE, without funding), IMPACT-EMR (ENIAC, without funding), NET-EMC (Eurostars), 

COSY3D (Euripides), COOPERS (FP6). 

2. Role in the project: Key expert in standard setting and certification processes. 

a. Applus+ Laboratories as a Key expert in standard setting and certification processes will be in 

charge of assessing the direct and indirect factors affecting certification effectiveness and 

efficiency, as well as measurability assurance levels. 

b. Applus+ Laboratories will provide recommendations for certification organizations (labs, 

authorities) concerning the certification processes trying to improve the existent certification 

schemes or providing guidance to create new certification methodologies that could improve the 

cost/benefits ratio of actual certifications. 

3. Relevant capabilities: Applus+ Laboratories is a recognized laboratory for mobile payment testing and 

evaluation by the main payment schemes EMVCo, Visa, MasterCard, AMEX & JCB. Applus+ Laboratories is a 

GlobalPlatform full member and qualified laboratory. We are also accredited to perform Common Criteria 

and SOGIS certification for Smart Cards and Secure Elements up to EAL 7. Applus+ Laboratories is Test Tool 

Validation House of NFC-Forum for Digital, SNEP and LLCP testing as well as full NFC accredited laboratory.  

Furthermore, Applus+ Laboratories is recognized by EMVCo and Common Criteria to conduct site audits on 

the product development sites. These audits are mandatory to obtain a Common Criteria or EMVCo 

certificate on the product. 

Besides being an accredited lab of different certification schemes, Applus+ Laboratories participates actively 

in the working groups supporting the development of the evaluation methodologies. Below the list of the 

most relevant Working Groups: 

a. Member of JIL and its subgroups: 

i. JHAS: JIL Hardware-related Attacks Subgroup 

ii. ISCI-WG1: International Smartcard Certification Initiative - Working Group 1 

iii. JTEMS: JIL Terminal Evaluation Methodology Subgroup 

b. Global Platform: 

i. TEE Security WG: Supporting the development of GP TEE Security Evaluation scheme from 

scratch 

ii. Device Committee 

iii. Security Task Force 

iv. Mobile Task force 

v. Internet of Things Task Force 

c. NFC Forum 

d. ISO SC27 “Security Techniques” and ISO SC17 “Identity and credit Cards” Normalization Committees 

Moreover, Applus+ Laboratories actively participates in several conferences and workshops to be at the 

state of the art and share expertise with the different certification schemes. Some of them are the 

following: 

i. Mobile World Congress 

ii. CHES 

iii. COSADE 

iv. ICCC Conference 

v. EMVco Workshops 

vi. HCE Summit 

vii. GP Conferences 

viii. EMVco and VISA Lab Meetings 

ix. ENISA Workshops 

x. Member of the TRUEDEVICE COST Action 
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4. List of People involved: 

a. [hidden from this copy for confidentiality reasons] 

5. List of relevant Publications: 

a. Backside Polishing Detector: Annex Protection Against Backside Attacks, 2015 Conference on 

Design. S. Manich, D. Arumí, R. Rodríguez-Montañés, J. Mujal, D. Hernández 

b. Is Common Criteria ready to lead the future of mobile security? ICCC 2015. Jose Ruiz Gualda 

c. Securing Memories – An Age Old Problem: A new solution, A new evaluation approach, A new 

challenge. ICCC 2015. Miguel Jose Hernandez 

6. List of relevant Projects:  

a. [hidden from this copy for confidentiality reasons] 

4.1.1.5. - (SCY) Scytl Secure Electronic Voting 

1. Short Description: Scytl is global leader in e-voting and high-assurance remote deliberations technologies. It 

is focused on providing electoral modernization solutions with the highest security levels in the market. 

2. Role in the project: Scytl will mainly coordinate the activities in WP5 High-level SW components. For that 

Scytl will rely on its vast experience in secure Software Development Life Cycle and code optimization for 

applications with critical security levels such as e-Voting. Scytl will lead the development of the Application 

for CivicPod and the User Interface of the framework. Moreover Scytl will assist in the implementation of 

the Civic Devices applications and also in the design of the Civic Room. 

3. Relevant capabilities: Scytl is used to deliver complex ICT projects with tight and unmovable deadlines (i.e. 

Election dates are fixed). On top of its experience in Internet voting projects for government elections, Scytl 

counts on a seasoned team of eDemocracy professionals. Scytl manages its projects following PMP 

principles and implements comprehensive Quality Assurance and Risk Management procedures. The 

company has almost 600 employees and it owns R&D facilities in Barcelona (Spain, Headquarters), Brasilia 

(Brazil), Toronto (Canada), Lima (Peru), Athens (Greece) and Tampa (United States). Moreover, Scytl also 

has a wide global network of Sales offices worldwide including Hong Kong, London, Paris, Miami, Dubai 

among many others. Additionally, currently Scytl operates its electoral projects from several private 

proprietary data centres. Scytl is also the biggest patent holder in the election industry with more than 40 

international patents that protect its cryptographic protocol suite that is implemented in its Online Voting 

solution. Scytl is used to provide ICT solutions that protect the privacy of highly sensitive citizens’ data, 

based on advanced protocols at application layer level. Therefore, Scytl possesses the necessary IT, staff 

and infrastructure resources that, along with its know-how and expertise, positions the company as an 

excellent industrial partner to bring forward the developments of Trustless. For that purpose, its 

international presence will allow the consortium to reach a maximum social and business impact. 

4. Full Description: Scytl Secure Electronic Voting S.A. (Scytl) is a worldwide leader in in-person electronic 

voting and remote deliberation. As a software company it is specialized in secure electoral modernization, 

electronic voting solutions and eDemocracy platforms. These solutions incorporate unique cryptographic 

protocols that enable to carry out all types of binding electronic voting processes or non-binding citizen 

participation initiatives in a completely secure and auditable manner. Scytl was formed as a spin-off from a 

leading research group at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (Spain). This group has pioneered the 

research on e-voting security in Europe since 1994 and has produced significant scientific results. This 

research group also participated in the first Internet binding election in Europe (i.e., the 1997 election to 

the Presidency of the IEEE IT Spanish chapter). Scytl is composed of about 600 professionals from more 

than 15 different nationalities, 95% of which have a Bachelor degree or higher. Scytl’s headquarters are 

located in Barcelona (Spain), with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Australia, India, Greece, Brazil, Peru, 

France, Australia and China. Scytl has successfully delivered its services in many projects worldwide, some 

of which represent breakthrough projects for the modernization of the electoral industry. Scytl currently 

provides a certified global solution and it is recognized as the worldwide leader in secure election 

management and electronic voting systems. Specializing in election support and modernization 

technologies, Scytl offers the first end-to-end election preparation, management and electronic voting 

platform in the market, providing the highest security and transparency standards currently available. Scytl 
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has capitalized on its more than twenty years of research to develop election-specific cryptographic security 

technology protected by more than forty international patents and patent applications, making Scytl the 

largest patent portfolio holder in the industry and having in excess of 75% of the worldwide market in 

internet voting systems. Numerous international standards bodies have audited Scytl systems garnering the 

company numerous awards as the leading authority in the development and application of advanced 

encryption technology for secure electoral systems. Scytl has customers both in the public and private 

sectors. The former are local, State (regional), and federal governments which licence Scytl’s eVoting 

products to securely carry out their elections, referenda, voter registration and other electoral 

modernization processes by electronic means. The latter are large corporations and organizations that 

choose Scytl’s technology to carry out electoral/consultation processes such as labour union elections or 

shareholders’ meetings. Some of these customers represent leading references in the electoral 

modernization field (e.g., governments in United States, United Kingdom, France, Australia, Austria, 

Switzerland, Spain, Finland, Norway, India, Philippines, Argentina, Mexico, among others).  

5. List of Involved People: 
○ Jordi Puiggali (male), VP of Research & Development. Mr. Puiggali has headed Scytl’s Research & 

Development Department since the formation of the company. Mr. Puiggali has been instrumental 

in the development of Scytl’s technology and intellectual property, co-authoring numerous 

international patents on application-level cryptography and electoral security. Prior to joining Scytl, 

Mr. Puiggali was the Technical Director for PKI and security projects at the IT department of the 

Autonomous University of Barcelona. Mr. Puiggali has also actively collaborated with the 

cryptographic research group of the Department of Computer Science at the Autonomous 

University of Barcelona where he co-directed research projects on PKI and applied cryptography. 

Mr. Puiggali has a bachelor degree in Computer Engineering from the Universitat Aut`onoma de 

Barcelona. 

○ Gerard Cervelló (male), Mr. Cervelló has more than 17 years of experience in different IT positions 

and has successfully managed large and complex projects for governments and multinational 

corporations all around the world. Eleven years of experience in electronic voting project 

management. He has managed multiple electronic voting projects, including several breakthrough 

initiatives worldwide for different governments. Mr. Cervelló has a proven record of successfully 

delivering high profile complex electoral projects involving IT within budget and on time, including 

large projects with budgets over 1 million USD.  He also has strong commercial and strategic skills, 

being a motivator and results driven. Mr. Cervelló has a thorough knowledge of software 

development life-cycles, software engineering methodologies, quality assurance and processes, 

networking and security technology. He is Fluent in English, Spanish and Catalan, and has 

co-authored of more than 10 papers on e-democracy and e-voting and 3 patents. He holds a 

Telecommunication Engineering Degree for the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC).  

○ Onno van Dommelen (male), SVP of Product Development. Mr. van Dommelen joined Scytl as VP of 

Technology in February 2004. Mr. van Dommelen has over 16 years of experience in different 

senior IT positions for multinational corporations and governments in the United States, Europe and 

Central America. Prior to joining Scytl, Mr. van Dommelen was the IT Director of the Robotics 

Division of Mecalux. Mr. van Dommelen is an expert in software project management and has 

extensive knowledge ofˆA software development lifecycle methods, software engineering 

methodologies and processes, software architecture, and programming languages. Mr. van 

Dommelen has undergraduate studies in Software Engineering from the Dutch Open University and 

numerous post-graduate courses on quality assurance and software development processes. 

○ Alicia Ramon (female), Senior Project Manager at Scytl. She has more than 16 years of experience in 

several IT positions. In particular she has over 10 years of experience managing large-scale electoral 

modernization projects. Mrs- Ramon is a PMP, CISSP and ITIL certified project manager. She has a 

degree Telecommunications Engineering and is currently pursuing a bachelor degree in political 

science. She speaks with professional proficiency Catalana, Spanish, French and English. 
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○ Joao Orvalho (male): Mr. Orvalho joined Scytl as a software engineer on September 2004, and he is 

currently the Director of Software Engineering. He holds an Electrical and Computing Engineering 

Degree, with a specialization in Telecommunications and Computers, from Faculdade de Engenharia 

da Universidade do Porto (FEUP), Porto, Portugal; and a Master Degree in Networks and 

Communication Systems, also from FEUP, where his thesis was: “Security and Authorization 

Mechanisms in a Distributed Digital Asset Management System". He has more than 17 years of 

experience in the IT field for companies in Portugal and Spain, developing complex applications with 

user-friendly interfaces. 

○ Sergio Díaz (male) Sergio Díaz joined the Scytl Quality Assurance Department as a software quality 

assurance and test engineer in 2011 to work as a member of e-Participation and e-Voting team. He 

has more than 9 years of experience in IT, and before joining Scytl he worked for the companies 

Indra Espacio, T-Systems and AENA. Mr Díaz holds both a Degree in Telecommunications systems 

and Aeronautics for Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. He is fluent in English as well as being a 

native Spanish and Catalan speaker. 

○ Marc Contijoch (male) Marc Contijoch joined Scytl in January 2009 as a Consultant. With 8 years of 

experience in project management and over 9 years of professional experience in the field of 

Information Technology, Mr. Contijoch has worked in international companies like Intel, 

Teleperformance and Orange. In Scytl, for more than four years, he has participated in a variety of 

projects related to the electoral world, focusing on functional requirements elicitation and/or 

processes as well as elections, audit projects and/or software development and consulting. In these 

projects, Marc has developed both roles: project manager and specialized consultant, dealing with 

the coordination of project tasks, managing project teams, the relationship with customers and 

subcontractors, reporting and documentation, evaluation of technical requirements, etc. Mr. 

Contijoch has good communication skills, experience in managing teams, conflict solving and 

expectations management. Mr. Contijoch is a Telecommunications Engineer by the Universitat 

Politècnica de Catalunya, and speaks English, Spanish and Catalan fluently. 

6. Relevant Publications: 
○ Jordi Puiggalí, E-democracy and e-voting: How to make them secure and transparent. Latin 

American and Caribbean Consortium of Engineering Institutes Conference (LACCEI 2013). Cancun, 

Mexico, August 2013. 

○ Jordi Puiggalí, Sandra Guasch. Cast-as-Intended Verification in Norway. Proceedings of the 5th 

Conference on Electronic Voting 2012 (EVOTE2012) P-167, LNI GI Series, Bonn, Germany, July 2012. 

○ Jordi Cucurull, Albert Álvaro, Jordi Puiggalí. MyUniversity eParticipation and decision making for 

higher education. Electronic Government and Electronic Participation: Joint Proceedings of Ongoing 

Research of IFIP EGOV and ePart 2013, Lecture Notes in Informatics, Vol. P-221, pp. 218-225 Köllen 

Verlag+Druck. Koblenz, Germany, September 16-19, 2013. 

○ Jordi Puiggalí. Bringing Transparency to Internet Voting. TEDxBARCELONA Science 2011. Barcelona, 

Spain. November, 2011. 

○ Sandra Guasch. Cryptographic protocols for providing transparency and auditability in remote 

electronic voting schemes. Spanish Cryptography Days (SCD 2011). Murcia, Spain. November 2011. 

7. Relevant Projects: 
○ Intertrust – It was an FP7 project whose main objective was to develop a framework to support 

trustworthy applications in heterogeneous networks and devices based on the enforcement of 

interoperable and changing security policies. This framework will allow developers, integrators and 

operators of systems to act during the development and operation phases to obtain systems with 

components that communicate and share data in a secure trusted manner dictated by negotiated 

security policies that we also refer to as dynamic security Service Level Agreements. 

○ STORK 2.0 - The main goal of the FP7 project Stork 2.0 was to contribute to the realization of a 

single European electronic identification and authentication area. It attempted to do so by building 

on the results of the previous project STORK (Security Identity Across Borders Linked), establishing 
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interoperability of different approaches at national and EU level, eID for persons, eID for legal 

entities and the facility to mandate. 

○ MyUniversity - MyUniversity was an eParticipation project that was run under the umbrella of the 

European Commission’s FP7 where the company contributed to the successful development of an 

eParticipation and eConsultation platform for involving students and university stakeholders in the 

decision-making process of the Bologna process. 

○ European Parliament Elections (May 2014): Scytl was awarded money to provide an Election Night 

Reporting system for the European Parliament Elections. Scytl leveraged there its innovative 

technology to improve the Election process and in this case it will set up a system for quick 

publication of the Election results data. The platform was used in the EU elections with  great 

success reaching 320 million hits in only 2 days. 

○ ECC-mobile: project funded by the Spanish government (Avanza programme) in 2012. The main 

objective of the project was the adaptation of an advanced cryptographic protocol based on elliptic 

curve cryptography for  use in mobile devices. It included Javascript development for 

platform-independent solutions that will be very useful for this project. 

8. Description of major infrastructure/equipment for the project: 
○ N/A 

4.1.1.6. - (EMAG) Institute of Innovative Technologies (Poland) 
1. Short description: The Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG is the R&D leader in many sectors of the 

market, such as information security management systems, business continuity systems, risk management 

systems, natural hazards monitoring, and systems for automation and measurement. EMAG Institute 

employs 138 people, including 42 scientists and 74 engineers and technicians. The Institute has been given 

almost 500 patents, over 80 protection rights and 6 trademarks and has been granted several hundred 

awards at different competitions and fairs. The Institute’s research team has also knowledge and 

experience in the development of risk assessment methods and tools for different domains of applications 

e.g. for critical infrastructures, transport utilities. 

2. Role in the project:  

a. EMAG team’s competence and experience achieved in relevant national and international projects 

allow to carry out the following tasks: 

i. State of the art and specification of technical frameworks; 

ii. Analysis of and validation of the systems and project dissemination activities. 

iii. High-level analysis and specification of the high-level technical frameworks for formal, 

informal and crowd sourced processes of verification, oversight, validation, of all critical 

lifecycle and operational parts of a target IT experience. 

iv. Analysis of current trusted infrastructure models. 

3. Relevant capabilities: EMAG’s several dozen scientists and engineers, with a lot of experience and abilities, 

are able to work in different kinds of projects. For many years EMAG has offered high quality products and 

services for local and overseas clients and has gained a strong position on the market as a provider of 

state-of-the-art devices, systems and technologies. EMAG provides expertise in the range of electrical 

engineering, automation, telecommunications, information technology, sustainable consumption of fuels 

and energy, and environmental protection. This potential is complemented by specialized research, 

maintenance services, training, a science- and technology-oriented periodical, and monographs. EMAG is a 

leader in many sectors of the market, such as security systems, natural hazards monitoring, systems for 

automation and measurement. EMAG has well equipped laboratories to carry out testing, expertise and 

certification of different products. EMAG also offers products and services in: 

a. Methodology and computer aided tools for IT security development and evaluation in compliance 

with Common Criteria; we accomplished two commercial projects concerning: 

i. documentation (Security Target and accompanying evidence documents) for data-diode (a 

type of boundary protection device) evaluation and certification processes according to 

EAL4+ (Evaluation Assurance Level) of Common Criteria; 
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ii. documentation (Security Target and accompanying evidence documents) for the system of 

identification of municipal infrastructure objects (e.g. waste bins) according to EAL1+ with 

conformance with the Protection Profile BSI-PP-0010-2004. 

b. Advanced risk management methods, computer-aided system for business continuity and 

information security management, assets management; 

c. Public administration information systems which make use of natural language processing and 

semantic technologies. 

d. Updating state of the art concerning software tools and methods used in security and safety 

systems as well as new emerging risk analyses tools and methods; 

e. Conducting dissemination activities like: conferences, workshops, trainings, publications; 

f. We signed agreements on cooperation (information exchange, trainings, workshops) with 10 

companies engaged in IT security assurance related projects. During CCMODE project (Common 

Criteria compliant Modular Open IT security Development Environment) we established the 

community of organizations (government, business, academia) in Poland interested in IT security 

assurance. Circa 100 interested parties were involved. 

4. Full description: The Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG, founded in 1975, is an R&D organization 

involved in the development and deployment of state-of-the-art devices, systems and technologies. EMAG 

Institute’s objective is to carry out scientific and R&D projects as well as provide expertise in the range of 

information technology security, electrical engineering, automation, telecommunications, sustainable 

consumption of fuels and energy, and environmental protection. This potential is complemented by 

specialized research, maintenance services, training, our own science- and technology-oriented periodical, 

and a testing laboratory. The Institute’s R&D directions include projects related to information society 

issues, with focus on ICT security and safety, ontology-based information systems for public administration 

(e-government), intelligent communication systems, and distributed supervising systems. EMAG Institute 

employs researchers with expertise in the range of information technology, information security, electrical 

engineering, automation, telecommunications, sustainable consumption of fuels and energy, and 

environmental protection. It runs the Testing and Certification Centre with the accredited Electromagnetic 

Compatibility Laboratory. Most personnel of the ICT Security Team have obtained certificates of leading 

auditors of ISO/IEC 27001 granted by BSI Management Systems, and certificates of risk managers ISO 31000 

granted by Quality-Austria. 

EMAG Institute has successfully completed or continued several large-scale projects, including European 

projects of the Framework Programmes (FP), Critical Information Infrastructure Protection, Coal & Steel 

Research Program, Eureka, and many national projects. EMAG has potential and experience necessary to 

carry out long-term and advanced projects. R&D department’s activities include: 

a. Information security management systems, risk analysis, assurance methods, trust management, 

audits, development of a computer-aided tool supporting information security management, 

business continuity, security policy development; 

b. Design and implementation of security systems based on Public Key Infrastructure – applications 

and development, implementation strategies, documentation; 

c. ICT security development and evaluation according to Common Criteria (ISO/IEC 15408) – methods 

and computer aided tools; 

d. Security solutions for the Web- and ontology-based system for public administration services; 

e.  Consulting and training for administrators and users of information systems. 

5. List of involved people: 
a. Andrzej Białas (DSc) graduated from the Silesian University of Technology, Fac. of Automatic 

Control, Electronics and Computer Science in 1979 (PhD-1986, DSc-2012). A. Białas has been in 

charge of numerous R&D projects and has carried out ICT security trainings certified by the Agency 

of State Defence. He is Associate Professor at the Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG, the 

leader of the national and EU R&D projects on: risk management, business continuity and 

information security management, design and evaluation of IT security, knowledge management 

and cryptographic applications, e.g.: ValueSec, CI2RCO, OSCAD, CCMODE, CIRAS – presented below. 
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Associate Professor at the University of Economics in Katowice, providing lectures on software 

quality, network security, risk management, information security management, cryptography and 

its applications. Author of more than 120 scientific publications. Member of the IFIP WG11.1 

Information Security Management group and EU IMGS TA4 – Protection Neutralisation and 

Restoration group. He represents EMAG Institute in the Polish Technological Platform of Security 

Systems. 

b. Jacek Bagiński (MSc) graduated from the Silesian University of Technology in Gliwice (Poland) in 

2000. System analyst and expert in the field of risk management, information security and business 

continuity management. He has been working in the field of ICT security on the issues concerning 

cryptography, e-ID and biometry, information security risk management, business continuity 

management, critical infrastructure protection. Team member of EU and national security-oriented 

projects: ValueSec, CI2RCO, OSCAD, CIRAS. He also worked as a information security officer in the 

Institute of Innovations and Information Society (R&D centre of ABG group), and as a senior 

specialist of information risk management in ING-Poland. 

c. Dariusz Rogowski (MSc) graduated from the Silesian University of Technology in Gliwice (Poland) in 

1996. System analyst and specialist of security development and evaluation according to Common 

Criteria standard. He has completed postgraduate courses of “Electronic Automatics” and 

“Computer Networks, Computer Systems and Databases”. Team member of R&D projects 

concerning security development and evaluation, information security and business continuity 

management, and critical infrastructure protection. Team member of CCMODE, CIRAS projects. 

6. Relevant publications: 

a. Bialas, A. Risk Management in Critical Infrastructure—Foundation for Its Sustainable Work. 

Sustainability 2016, 8, 240. (IF=0.942).  http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/8/3/240/htm 

b. Białas A.: Risk assessment aspects in mastering the value function of security measures. Advances 

in Intelligent and Soft Computing, Vol. 224, 2013, Springer-Verlag: Cham, Heidelberg, New York, 

Dordrecht, London, pp. 25-39. 

http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-319-00945-2_3#page-1  DOI: 

10.1007/978-3-319-00945-2_3. 

c. Białas A.: Computer aided IT security development. In: Benzakein M., Osypowicz G., Wiśniowski W. 

(Eds.): Journal of Polish-American Science and Technology, Institute of Aviation Scientific 

Publications, Vol.8. 2014, Warsaw, pp. 19-40. 

d. Białas A.: How to Develop a Biometric System with Claimed Assurance. [in:] Proceedings of the 

2013 Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems (FedCSIS) pp. 775–780. 

e. Białas A.: Specification Means Definition for the Common Criteria Compliant Development Process 

– an Ontological Approach. Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing, Vol. 170, 2012, 

Springer-Verlag, London. 

f. Białas A.: Common Criteria Related Security Design Patterns for Intelligent Sensors—Knowledge 

Engineering-Based Implementation. Sensors 2011, 11, 8085-8114. 

g. Białas A.: Emerging Aspects in Information Security. European CIIP Newsletter, March 14 – July 14, 

Volume 8, Number 1. EC FP7 CIPR Net, www.ciip-newsletter.org. 
h. Bagiński J.: Internal control standards and software support for risk management in public 

administration. Theoretical and Applied Informatics nr 3/4 _2014, s.121-137 

i. Bagiński J.: Software Support of the Risk Reduction Assessment in the ValueSec Project Flood Use 

Case. Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, Vol. 224, Springer, Switzerland, 2013, pp 

11-24. 

j. Rogowski D.: Software Support for Common Criteria Security Development Process on the Example 

of Data Diode. Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing 286. Springer-Verlag, 2014, pp. 363-372. 

k. Rogowski D.: Applying computer tool to Common Criteria methodology [in:] Ambient Technology 

and Creativity Support Systems. Scientific Papers UE, Katowice, 2014, pp. 178-191. 
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l. Rogowski D.: Software Implementation of Common Criteria Related Design Patterns [in:] 

Proceedings of the 2013 Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems 

(FedCSIS), pp. 1147-1152 

7. Relevant projects (a few of the most relevant EU projects are listed): The Institute of Innovative 

Technologies EMAG carried out many R&D projects concerning critical infrastructure protection, 

information security management (ISO 27001), business continuity management (ISO 22301), risk analysis 

(ISO 31000), and security development and evaluation (ISO/IEC 15408). In the recent years we participated 

in and successfully completed two national and three European risk-related projects. 

a. CIRAS – Critical Infrastructure Risk Assessment Support (CIPS/ISEC2013 DG HOME); 

http://www.cirasproject.eu/. Projects results: a methodology and tool set for the assessment and 

management of risks and security measures in Critical Infrastructures (CIs). The project exploits and 

extends methods developed in the FP7 ValueSec project by adapting them to the specific needs of 

CIs. The CIRAS novel approach to security management in critical infrastructure protection provides 

a holistic assessment of all aspects of a security measure, including the expected risk reduction, cost 

and monetary benefits as well as socio-political factors which need to be regarded in security 

planning and decision making. 

b. ValueSec – Mastering the Value Function of Security Measures, development and validation of 

decision support tools for optimized decision support (EU FP7); http://www.valuesec.eu. Projects 

results: methodology and tools for evaluating risk reduction, cost-benefit and societal and political 

impact of security measures. The ValueSec toolset is based on three pillars: Risk Reduction 

Assessment (RRA), Cost-Benefit-Analysis (CBA) and Qualitative Criteria Assessment (QCA). The 

applied measures allow to mitigate the risk and increase benefits within social, legal, cultural, and 

political intangible factors. 

c. OSCAD – Business Continuity and Information Security Management System (national specific 

targeted project); http://www.oscad.eu. Design and implementation a set of modules (including 

risk assessment and incident management) for building a business continuity management system 

(BCMS) according to BS 25999 (ISO 22301) and information security management system (ISMS) 

according to ISO/IEC 27001, methodology for the implementation of an integrated system of 

business continuity and information security management, computer tool supporting the 

implementation and exploitation, know-how. 

d. CCMODE ‑ Common Criteria compliant Modular Open IT security Development Environment, 

national, European Fund of Regional Development, http://commoncriteria.pl/. Project results: 

methodology and software tools to develop and manage development environments of IT 

security-enhanced products and systems for the purposes of their future Common Criteria (ISO/IEC 

15408) certification. 

e. CI2RCO – Critical Information Infrastructure Research Coordination (EU FP6); 

http://www.tno.nl/downloads/veiligheid_infra_ci2rco.pdf. Establishing a network of research 

institutions engaged in the protection of critical information infrastructure, collecting information 

about programmes and projects on the protection of critical information infrastructure on the 

national and European level, analyzing these programmes according to the criteria established in 

the project, identification of gaps in the performed and planned programmes on the basis of 

information obtained from infrastructure stakeholders, preparing an operation plan in order to 

identify research priorities, creating a platform for information exchange and co-operation. 

8. Description of major infrastructure/equipment for the project: EMAG Institute has 19 laboratories as well 

as proper equipment and infrastructure to work for the project. The most relevant for the project is SecLab 

– Laboratory for Information Security Development. EMAG’s SecLab laboratory has been designed to 

develop security-enhanced IT products which function in high-risk environments. The laboratory works 

within a separated IT infrastructure and is equipped with suitable stands used to test and develop software, 

intelligent hardware and firmware. SecLab can be used to carry out R&D projects with different partners, 

including scientific organizations and commercial businesses, to disseminate project results, and to organize 

training and workshops in the range of IT security development and evaluation, information security 
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management, business continuity, and risk management. 

SecLab has been established to carry out projects related to the development of security-enhanced IT 

products designed for high-risk environments. SecLab is equipped with OSCAD and CCMODE computer 

aided systems which can support the project research activities. 

4.1.1.7. - (DUT) Delft University of Technology - Parallel and Distributed Systems group 

1. Short Description:  Delft University of Technology (http://www.tudelft.nl/) is the oldest, largest and most 

comprehensive technical university in the Netherlands. With over 19,000 students and 2,500 scientists 

(including 400 professors), it is an establishment of both national importance and significant international 

standing. The PDS group of TU Delft has a 15-year history in designing, implementing, deploying and 

analysing P2P systems. It has created the BitTorrent-based P2P client Tribler that has many added 

functionalities such as support for video on demand and live streaming, channels, information 

dissemination protocols, and a reputation system. 

2. Role in the project: Develop the middleware/P2P layer of the CivicIT. This work will re-use some of the 

work of Tribler, already installed by 1.700.000 unique individuals. Tribler represents the state-of-the-art in 

the field. The most recent improvement of Tribler is the addition of Tor-like privacy preservation, allowing 

users to distribute content with anonymity and decreased censorship. Tribler features include: backward 

compatibility with Bittorrent, HD video streaming, wiki-style moderation, voting on channels of torrents, 

and reputation system. Tribler shows us the real-world behavior of large-scale systems, critical feedback on 

the performance of novel algorithms, and vital information on actual user behavior and community 

dynamics. Tribler is not dependent and completely decoupled from unreliable servers such as DNS servers, 

web servers, swarm trackers and access portals. 

3. Relevant capabilities: They are leader for years in P2P middleware project based on Free Software aimed at 

both multimedia and beyond-state-of-the-art metadata privacy. 

4. Full Description: Delft University of Technology ranks 86th on the 2014 QS World University Rankings (16 

on the sub list for Engineering and Technology, 79 on the sub list for Natural Sciences), and 42nd on the 

2014 The World Reputation Rankings list. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer 

Science has about 180 faculty members and 500 PhD students, and a strong MSc program with a Software 

Technology and Data Science & Technology track. The research of the PDS group concentrates on the 

modeling, the design, the implementation, and the analysis of parallel and distributed systems and 

algorithms. Most of our research is experimental: we try to build prototypes of systems, preferably used in 

the real world, to demonstrate the quality of the proposed solutions. 

5. List of people involved:  

a. Johan Pouwelse (male) is an associate professor at Delft University of Technology, specialized in 

Peer-to-Peer file sharing. He led the P2P research team of a dozen people which created the Tribler 

P2P system. The Tribler group is the largest experimental research group in the field of P2P and 

responsible for several world-first innovations. With over one million downloads Tribler serves as a 

living laboratory and proving ground for next-generation P2P technology. Dr. Pouwelse was the 

scientific director of P2P-Next and technical leader of QLectives, EU projects  with a combined 

research budget of 26 million Euro. Previously Dr. Pouwelse delivered a statement for the FTC in 

Washington, was a visiting scientist at MIT, and spent several summers at Harvard to study 

mechanisms for cooperation. 

6. Relevant publications: 
a. The Tribler peer-to-peer system, which was developed in the Parallel and Distributed Systems 

Group over the period 2005-2015. Tribler adds many functionalities to swarm-based P2P 

systems such as distribution of video on demand and live streaming, decentralization, channels, 

Sybil attack resilience, a protocol for information dissemination, and a reputation system. It has 

been downloaded 1,700,000+ times. See www.tribler.org. 
b. J.A. Pouwelse, D.H.J. Epema, et al., “Tribler: A Social-based Peer-to-Peer System,” Concurrency and 

Computation: Practice and Experience, Vol. 20, pp. 127-138, 2008. 
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c. R. Delaviz, N. Andrade, and J. Pouwelse, “Improving Accuracy and Coverage in an Internet-deployed 

Reputation Mechanism,” IEEE Conf. on P2P Computing, 2010. 

d. Nicolaas Zeilemaker, Mihai Capotă and Johan Pouwelse, “Open2Edit: a peer-to-peer platform for 

collaboration,” IFIP Networking Conference, 2013.  

e. D. Gkorou, J.A. Pouwelse, and D.H.J. Epema, “Trust-Based Collection of Information in Distributed 

Reputation Networks,” ACM Symp. on Applied Computing, 2015. 

7. Relevant projects:  
a. The I-SHARE Project (2004-2009) funded by the Dutch ministry of Economic Affairs, in which the 

original Tribler development was performed. 

b. The P2P-Fusion FP6 STREP Project (2006-2009) in which among other things the initial version of 

the BarterCast reputation system was developed. 

c. The P2P-NEXT FP7 IP Project (2008-2012) created a versatile P2P system for video distribution and 

user-generated content. TUD was the technical leader of this project. 

d. The QLectives FP7 FET Project (2009-2013) studied incentive mechanisms in self-organizing 

systems. TUD was the technical leader of this project. TUDelft will make available the six-cluster 

DAS4 system (in total 400 quad-core CPUs) distributed across universities in the Netherlands, which 

is purely meant for computer-science research, for emulations and testing of the software 

produced in the project. 

e. The PDS group of TUDelft has a 15-year history in designing, implementing, deploying and analysing 

P2P systems. It has created the BitTorrent-based P2P client Tribler that has many added 

functionalities such as support for video on demand and live streaming, channels, information 

dissemination protocols, and a reputation system. Tribler has been downloaded 1,700,000+ times, 

and we have monitored the operation of the system in order to improve it over the years. In this 

project, TUDelft will design and implement mechanisms for the privacy enhancing overlay. It will 

develop the middleware layer for onion routing, accounting mechanisms, and peer interactions in 

general. Both the basic Tor wire protocol and hidden services specification will be implemented 

using clean-slate without using any central server, certificate authority, or other external trust 

source. 

8. Description of major infrastructure/equipment for the project: 
a. N/A. 

4.1.1.8. - (ZAN) Zanasi & Partners (Italy) 
1.   Description: 

Founded in 2006, limited liability company since 2007. ZANASI Alessandro SrL (aka “Zanasi & Partners”) is a 

research and advisory company, incorporated in Italy and active internationally. It serves its clients by 

focusing on technological applications to security/intelligence issues. Main skills: cyber-security, 

cyber-intelligence, data/text mining, social media analysis and monitoring. Main clients include leading 

technology companies, national and international public institutions. 

2. Role in the project: 
a. Tbc 

3. Relevant capabilities: 

a.   Extensive experience on cyber-security and cyber-intelligence issues, acquired by participating to EC 

research projects (DG-HOME’s CLOUDCERT and SCADALAB projects, FP7’s SECRET project), ENISA 

tenders (Smart Airports) and by providing advisory services to private and public/governmental 

clients in Europe, North Africa and Middle East; 

b.  Familiarity with EU and international regulatory aspects related to security, thanks to the full 

membership of Z&P’s CEO, Alessandro ZANASI, in the EC committees ESRIF and ESRAB (in charge of 

defining the guidelines for security research in Europe); 
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c.   Expertise in the interplay of social, cultural and behavioural factors with ICT system security issues 

(e.g. social engineering), gained through the participation to the FP7 research project RECOBIA 

(aimed at the investigation of cognitive biases); 

d. Experience with market analyses, development of business plans, execution of competitive analyses, 

SWOT analyses, etc. also within the context of European research projects (e.g. iSAR+ and 

SOTERIA); 

e. Multi-disciplinarity guaranteed by the heterogeneity of the background of Z&P’s personnel: 

cyber-security and cyber-intelligence, security studies, artificial intelligence, psychology, economics. 

4. List of People involved 

a. Alessandro ZANASI. Graduated in Nuclear Engineering at Bologna, specialized in Probability Theory 

and Financial Engineering in Paris and graduated in Business Economics in Modena.  Before 

entering IBM, in late ‘80s, he was Carabinieri Officer charged of electronic intelligence at Rome 

Scientific Investigations Center, professional consultant for Italian courts and information broker. 

Since his five-year internships at IBM's Scientific Centers in Paris and in San Jose (USA), he has 

consulted and taught extensively as an intelligence specialist around the world. In 2000 he 

co-founded Temis SA (Text mining SW developer) and in 2001, after leaving IBM where he was in 

charge of Market Intelligence for South Europe/Middle East and Africa, he was META Group 

responsible of analysis in Business Intelligence and CRM areas. In 2005 he founded Zanasi & 

Partners (ZANASI Alessandro SrL), Security Research advisory company. In the same year he was 

appointed Security Research Advisor of European Commission through ESRAB (which defined 

European Security Research Agenda) and, in 2007, through ESRIF (charged of developing 

partnerships between users and suppliers) membership. 

b. Giorgio ZANASI. Carabinieri General, he holds a M.Sc. in Political Sciences (University of Bologna) 

and a French Gendarmerie’s War School diploma (École Militaire de Paris). A certified psychologist, 

Giorgio is a professor of Investigation Techniques at the Carabinieri School in Florence. He has 

served in Tirana, as Carabinieri contact point with the Albanian government, for three years. He has 

been awarded a gold medal by the French Minister of Defense after heading the MSU Unit in 

Kosovo for one year. 

d.   Alessandro BONZIO. Bachelor's Degree in Political Science and International Relations from the 

University of Pavia and a Master's Degree in International Relations from King's College London. 

Prior to joining Zanasi and Partners, Alessandro Bonzio worked as researcher at the London-based 

think tank Demos and as programme coordinator at the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) in 

Berlin. 

e.   Greg VAN DER GAAST.  Expert in IT security, in possess of various certifications (ISACA: CISA, CISM, 

CGEIT; ISC(2): CISSP, ISSAP, ISSEP, ISSMP; EC-Council: CEH; Cisco: CCNP, CCDP, CCNA WAN, CCDA 

WAN, MCNS; Microsoft: MCP (3x); ITIL: ITIL v3 Foundation), Greg has worked for over 15 years by 

providing consultancy and advisory services to companies worldwide. 

5. List of relevant Publications 

a. Zanasi, A. (2008). The “Internet Centers” and the Battles of Intelligence. Gnosis-AISI Review; 

b. Zanasi, A., & Artioli, M. (2009). Text and video mining solutions to national security intelligence 

c. problems. WIT Transactions on Information and Communication Technologies, 42, 3–12; 

d. Zanasi, A. (2009). Virtual Weapons for Real Wars: Text Mining for National Security. In Corchado, E., 

Zunino, R., Gastaldo, P. & Herrero, A. (Eds.), Proceedings of CISIS’08, the International Workshop 

on Computational Intelligence in Security for Information Systems (pp. 53–60). Berlin, Germany: 

Springer Berlin Heidelberg. 

e. Zanasi, A. (Ed.). (2007). Text Mining and its Applications to Intelligence, CRM and Knowledge 

Management. Southampton, UK: WIT Press; 
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f. Zanasi, A. (1998). Competitive intelligence through data mining public sources. Competitive 

Intelligence Review, 9(1), 44–54, UK: John Wiley & Sons. 

6. List of relevant Projects 

a. CLOUDCERT (Testbed Framework to Exercise Critical Infrastructure Protection) (2012-2013), CIPS 

project aimed at developing innovative technology solutions to exchange information related to 

Critical Infrastructure Protection; 

b. SCADALAB (SCADA Laboratory and Testbed as a Service for Critical Infrastructure Protection) 

(2013-2014), CIPS project aimed at increasing critical infrastructure protection capacity in strategic 

sectors by developing a laboratory which allow to investigate technologies for preventing, detecting 

and mitigating the effect of cyber-attacks; 

c. SECRET (Security of Railways against Electromagnetic Attacks) (2012-2015), FP7 project aimed at 

assessing the risks and consequences of EM attacks on the rail infrastructure, by analysing potential 

attackers, means of attack and possible countermeasures; 

d. RECOBIA (Reduction of Cognitive Biases in Intelligence Analysis) (2012-2015), FP7 project dedicated 

to improving the quality of intelligence analysis by reducing the negative impact of human factors 

(cognitive biases in particular); 

e. iSAR+ (Online and Mobile Communications for Crisis Response and Search & Rescue) (2013-2015), 

FP7 project dedicated to the design of a platform for automatically retrieving and analysing the 

large volume of information posted on social media, by citizens, during a crisis situation; 

f. SOTERIA (Online and Mobile Communications for Emergencies) (2014-2017), FP7 project dedicated 

to the development of a toolbox for improving the communication between citizens and public 

safety organisation during emergencies situation, by relying on Big Data analytics technologies; 

g. BODEGA (Proactive Enhancement of Human Performance in Border Control) (2015-2018), H2020 

project dedicated to improve the performance of border guards thanks to both organisational and 

technological innovations. 

4.1.1.9. - (KRY) KRYPTUS 

1. Short Description: Kryptus is a Brazilian company with unique global capabilities in secure hardware design 

and system integration. It designed the 400,000 voting machines of Brazil, fighter to fighter 

communications systems, and the Hardware Security Module (HSM) of the core Root CA of the main 

Brazilian PKI.  

2. Role in the project:  
3. Relevant capabilities: It developed the first secure general-purpose CPU microprocessor in the Southern 

Hemisphere, the SCuP, which uniquely provides open and verifiable designs and FLOSS microcode. Runs at 

100-300Mhz. It is at the core of CivicIT HW architecture. 

4. Full Description: Kryptus has 11 years expertise in the development of sensitive, dual-use and 

military-grade secure hardware/software platforms. Key company achievements include: (a) developed the 

first secure microprocessor of the Southern Hemisphere, the 100-300mhz SCuP, with microcode 

to-be-open-sourced for the project, (b) secure hardware architecture for the new Brazilian voting machine 

(more than 400000 devices produced), (c) fighter to fighter airborne data-link communications systems, and 

(d) the HSM (Host Security Module) for the Root CA of the Brazilian official PKI infrastructure.  Dr. Roberto 

Gallo, CEO and Chief Scientist, (Italian and Brazilian citizen) has been a main driver of the project for the last 

10 months. Dr. Gallo has more than 15 years’ experience with R&D in cryptography and cyber-security with 

his main research focus, including his PhD on secure architecture. Currently, Dr. Gallo  serves as the 

coordinator of cybernetics committee of the Brazilian Defense Industry Association – ABIMDE. 

5. List of involved people: 
a. Roberto Gallo, PhD (Unicamp), has been working in the Information Security Industry for more than 

15 years focusing on secure system development, and consulting as a researcher and CEO at 

KRYPTUS. Some major accomplishments include: (i) the development of the hardware security 

architecture of the Brazilian voting machines (T-DRE, Urna Eletrônica), with more than 400,000 
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devices manufactured, ii) the development of the ASI-HSM, the HSM of the Brazilian PKI-root CA 

and the sole device with the highest Brazilian certification level (NSF2-NSH3, FIPS 140-2 Level 4 

compatible), iii) the development of the first Secure Microprocessor of the Southern Hemisphere, 

the SCuP. 

b. Rafael Buck, MSc (Unicamp) since 2005 has acted as PMO and manager of research and innovation 

in Kryptus. Degree in Computer Engineering by UNICAMP and Master of Telecommunications and 

Telematics at the same institution. A certified PMP (Project Management Professional) and CSM 

(Certified Scrum Master), he has experience in project management and in developing and 

executing research grants for major innovation support agencies (FINEP, FAPESP and CNPq). 

Successfully managed a $2 million research grant for the development of the SCup secure 

processor. 

c. Thiago Borges, MSc (Unicamp) computer engineer with master’s in computer architecture from 

Unicamp, acts as technical manager and specialist in software development, operating systems, 

embedded systems, and digital circuits. Has experience with architectural design for complex 

systems, systems engineering and engineering requirements. Currently he is the technical person 

responsible for execution of Link R2's infrastructure information security development, which 

consists of a safe tactical communication link for control stations and aircraft of the Brazilian Air 

Force. 

6. Relevant publications: 
a. Assurance Cases for SI Education – 2015 – WISE 9 (accepted) –Sponsored by Samsung, Intel, 

Kryptus, CAPES, CNPq, FAPESP 

b. Android Architectural Security – 2015 – Wisec 2015 (review) –Sponsored, joint research (via 

Unicamp): Samsung 

c. Tizen Security – 2015 – Wisec 2015 (review) –Sponsored, joint research (via Unicamp): Samsung 

d. Assurance Cases for Hardware Security – 2015 – ARES (published) –Sponsored, joint research (via 

Unicamp): Intel 

e. FORTUNA Security Framework – 2013 – JSS (published) 

f. Security of Keys on Personal Computers – 2013 – Ubisafe (published) 

7. Relevant projects: 
a. SCuP - Secure Cryptographic Microprocessor January 2009 – Present: SCuP is a general-purpose 

asymmetrical dual core processor with enhanced security mechanisms especially suited to critical 

applications. SCuP is developed by KRYPTUS, the leading Brazilian hardware security company in 

collaboration with the National Education and Research Network (RNP). 

b. ASI-HSM - Hardware Security Module May 2005 – Present. The ASI-HSM is world-class hardware 

security module whose development started with the RNP's ICP-EDU Working Group in 2005. 

Current ASI-HSM platform is fully certified under the ICP-Brasil (Brazilian Gov PKI) program and is 

result of a massive effort towards a Best in the Class Brazilian crypto platform. 

8. Major Infrastructure: Costs of equipment and third party licenses for the development of all HW ICs needed 

for the prototype CivicDevices. 

a. Costs breakdown of Infrastructure: 

i. SCuP CPU. Quartus II License 5,000 €;SCuP Tapeout. SCuP prototype using eAsic structured 

ASIC 100,000 €; Hardware Development Kits (HDKs). Production of prototypes (FPGA) 

41,000 € (HDK de FPGAs high performance - Dev Kit - Stratix V FPGA); Production of 

prototypes (FPGA) 1,200 €(HDK de FPGAs high performance - License Model Sim - 

Complement to Dev Kit Stratix V to full simulation); Production of prototypes (FPGA) 27,000 

€ (License ModelSim); Production of prototypes (SCuP) 4,000€. (More detail in this Google 

Excel Sheet). 

ii. Why is the infrastructure needed? The development of a modified version of the SCuP CPU 

requires the purchase of prototyping licenses (as opposed to production licenses, much 

higher) for the design and simulation of the SCuP CPU. For the Hardware Development Kits 

(HDKs), it will be necessary to have high-performance FPGA development boards, so that 
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the entire SCuP CPU can be implemented inside a single FPGA. These are a sine-qua-non of 

the creation of a new System-on-chip architecture that is the basis for the CivicIT hardware 

architecture. 

4.1.1.10. - (TEC) TECNALIA Research & Innovation 

1. Description: TECNALIA RESEARCH & INNOVATION (www.tecnalia.com) is a private, independent, non profit 
applied research centre of international excellence. Legally a Foundation, Tecnalia is the leading private and 
independent research and technology organisation in Spain and one of the largest in Europe, employing 
1,319 people (198 PhDs) and with income of 94 Million € in 2014. 
   The whole team at TECNALIA has one GOAL: to transform knowledge into GDP, meaning wealth to 
improve people’s quality of life by generating business opportunities for industry. TECNALIA is committed to 
generate major impacts in economic terms, by means of innovation and technological development, 
addressed by 7 business divisions, covering economic sectors of Energy, Industry, Transportation, 
Construction, Health and ICT. TECNALIA has been granted over 250 patents and promoted more than 30 
spin-off companies. 
   TECNALIA is a key agent in the ERA - European Research Area, holding position 11th among RECs and 23th 
overall in EC’s 7th FP7 Monitoring Report (Final). TECNALIA actively participates in the governing bodies of 
several European Technology Platforms and partners in 377 FP7 projects, coordinating 81 of them; in H2020 
TECNALIA participates in 87 projects, coordinating 17 of them, up to December 2015. TECNALIA is a 
member of EARTO and of EUROTECH, linking together the most important research centres in Europe. 
   TECNALIA Ventures is wholly owned subsidiary for the commercialisation of innovative technology-based 
results, turning innovative technology assets into new profitable and sustainable businesses and generating 
economic value for society. TECNALIA Ventures focuses on accelerating the development of disruptive 
technologies to transform them into investable business opportunities and managing the portfolio of 
TECNALIA spin-offs, currently integrated by a portfolio of 15 start-ups in a wide range of sectors. 
  The University of the Basque Country (EHU/UPV), Tecnalia and Donostia International Physics Center 
(DIPC) are the founding members of Euskampus (2010, http://euskampus.ehu.es/en/ ), a project which 
attained the qualification of International Campus of Excellence from the Spanish Ministry of Education 
(2010). Euskampus partners with the PRES of the Universities of Bordeaux in the Euskampus-Bordeaux 
Transborder Campus. 
   Tecnalia is an equal opportunity employer. Current ratio of female/male employees is 42/58. 

1. Role in the Project: 
a. Collection and analysis of  assurance guidelines, standards  and certification schemes 
b. Analysis of requirements and recommendation for assurance models and related certification 

schemes 
2. Relevant capabilities: The current proposal will be carried out by the Cybersecurity and Safety team of the 

ICT division. This team is focused on researching product and process security and assurance management 
systems to support the compliance assessment and certification of critical systems in sectors such as 
transport, automation, and medical devices.Of particular relevance for the TRUSTLESS project are the 
following capabilities: 

a. Support to knowledge management about standards, regulation and interpretations (store, 
retrieve, categorize, associate, search, browse) 

b. Management infrastructure providing auditable and up-to-date information about security and 
safety assurance and certification assets 

c. Support for assessment of standard/regulatory compliance and internal policies 
d. Support for the research, development, testing, evaluation, and deployment of security and 

resilience technologies, with focus on designing and architecting more trustable systems/services 
and improving system security by facilitating the security- and privacy-by-design in systems 
engineering and operation 

e. Recommendations for adoption 
3. List of people involved: 

a. Dr. Xabier Larrucea holds a Ph.D, PMP, Executive MBA, and a computer engineering degree. He is a 
senior project leader and research scientist at Tecnalia and a part-time lecturer at the University of 
the Basque Country. His research focuses on areas such as safety-critical software systems, 
software quality assurance, software process improvement, empirical software engineering, 
metamodeling and technology strategy. Over the last decade, he has managed several European 
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research projects related to information and communications technology. In fact he was European 
project manager of the Opencoss project related to safety critical software. He is now committer of 
the Opencert project which is an Eclipse Polarsys project 
(https://www.polarsys.org/proposals/opencert ). He has published several papers on these topics. 
He has also provided consultancy activities related to software engineering. He contributed to the 
Scientific & Technological Strategic Plans in Colombia in 2013 and to several Object Management 
Group standardization initiatives, such as SPEM 2.0 and UPMS. Currently he is part of the IEEE 
Software Board member as constituency ambassador for Spain and Latin America. 

b. Dr. Huascar Espinoza holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science from CEA (French Atomic Energy 
Commission). His research interests centre on model-driven development of real-time/critical 
embedded system. He has worked as a researcher of the CEA LIST labs for five years. Dr. Espinoza 
has extensive experience on EU projects as project leader (EVOLVE, eDIANA, ENERsip, ProSE, 
ARCADIA, OPEES, INTERESTED, TIMMO, OPENCOSS, etc.) and has coordinated the work of large 
international teams, such as for example a big part of the standardization committee of MARTE 
(Modeling and Analyzing Real-Time and Embedded) at the OMG. He is also an external evaluator of 
French ICT projects for the ANR (the French Agency of Research) and chair/program committee 
member of more than ten regular international conferences/workshops. 

c. Dipl. Inf. Stefan Schuster holds a MSc degree in Software and Systems Engineering and a BSc degree 
in Industrial Psychology from the Technical University of Berlin, Germany. Stefan has accumulated 
broad knowledge in different ICT areas during his work for European Software Institute and 
Tecnalia, where he occupied positions as Project-, Business Unit- and Strategy-Director since 2004. 
His areas of expertise cover Process Quality Management, Enterprise Interoperability, SOA, Cloud 
and Cybersecurity. He chaired three international conferences on Composition Based Software 
Systems (ICCBSS2008) and Process Quality (Euromed-SPI 2011 and SEPG-LA 2014) and is author and 
co-author of various scientific publications. Stefan is the editor of part 1 of the Study on Mass 
Surveillance which was jointly developed by the Cybersecurity and Safety Group of Excellence in 
Tecnalia for the LIBE Committee of the European Parliament, by order of the EP’s STOA Office. He 
was also contracted by the STOA office for moderating and debriefing the high-level conference on 
“Protecting online privacy by enhancing IT security and strengthening EU IT capabilities” held in the 
European Parliament in Brussels in December 2015 

4. List of relevant publications: 
a. European Journal of Emergency Medicine. “TIER competency-based training course for the first 

receivers of CBRN casualties: a European perspective”. Authors: Djalali, Ahmadreza; Della Corte, 
Francesco; Segond, Frederique; Metzger, Marie-Helene; Gabilly, Laurent; Grieger, Fiene; Larrucea, 
Xabier; Violi, Christian; Lopez, Cédric; Arnod-Prin, Philippe; Ingrassia, Pier L. 

b. Software Quality Professional “A GSN Approach or Risk Management in Structured Assurance 
Cases”, Authors: Xabier Larrucea , Izaskun Santamaria 

c. Study commissioned by the STOA office of the EU Parliament (IP/G/STOA/FWC-2013-1/LOT 
9/C5/SC1), “Mass Surveillance Part I - Risks, Opportunities and Mitigation Strategies”, Authors: 
Arkaitz Gamino Garcia, Concepción Cortes Velasco, Eider Iturbe Zamalloa, Erkuden Rios Velasco, 
Iñaki Eguía Elejabarrieta, Javier Herrera Lotero, Jason Mansell (Linguistic Review), José Javier 
Larrañeta Ibañez, Stefan Schuster (Editor) 

d. IEEE Software. “Safety Critical Software”. Authors: Xabier Larrucea, Annie Combelles, John Favaro. 
e. Computer Standards & Interfaces. “Standards for Security and Privacy in Mass Surveillance” Xabier 

Larrucea, Rory O’Connor, Izaskun Santamaria. 
5. List of relevant projects: 

a. FP7-ICT OPENCOSS (Open Platform for EvolutioNary Certification of Safety-critical Systems). Within 
this project, TECNALIA has contributed with the whole European Project coordination. TECNALIA is 
also involved in leading different workpackages: WP2 (Architecture) and WP1 (Project 
Management). TECNALIA has provided background in model-driven engineering and safety critical 
assurance methods and tools. In addition, TECNALIA has built a community of open source for 
OPENCOSS as a member of Eclipse, the standardization of CCL and they have pushed the adoption 
process as platform board member of OMG. Thanks to the knowledge acquired, TECNALIA can 
provide services of assessment under IEC 61508, CENELEC (EN-50126/8/9), Automotive SPICE and 
CMMI (+SAFE) models. 
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b. FP7-ICT SafeAdapt (Safe Adaptative Software for Fully Electric Vehicle). In SafeAdapt TECNALIA is 
contributing with their knowledge in the development of methods, techniques and tools to support 
ICT companies in their product development processes, especially for those safety-critical sectors 
where regulations and normative are important. Moreover, TECNALIA provides specialized 
knowledge in ECU design, model development, ECU implementation and V&V process and 
integration in FEV such as owned Dynacar platform. 

c. ARTEMIS RECOMP (Mixed Criticality, Multi-core Cost-effective Certification). The main focus of 
TECNALIA has been on definition of safety assessment process and deployment of supporting tools. 
The goal has been the definition of a cross-domain framework for product certification, supporting 
the new MPSoCs architectures. TECNALIA has also contributed to the aerospace demonstration 
pilot, regarding the “sense and avoid” function in UAVs. 

d. H2020 ICT COSSIM (A Novel, Comprehensible, Ultra-Fast, Security-Aware CPS Simulator). TECNALIA 
is responsible for the development of the BMS (Building Management System) test case. Moreover, 
TECNALIA will contribute to the development of security subsystem, the requirements and the 
evaluation of end framework 

e. ICT PSP SWEPT (Securing Websites through malware dEtection and attack Prevention 
Technologies). TECNALIA is the leader of SWEPT where they will define and develop a platform to 
offer preventive and reactive services for automatically preventing and mitigating web site attacks, 
maximizing the security posture of websites with a minimum intervention of website owners and 
administrators. 

f. NSHIELD (New embedded systems architecture for multi-layer dependable solutions). TECNALIA as 
Security, Privacy and Dependability (SPD) metrics designer and SMART Security designer for 
operational monitoring process in industrial environments. 

g. RISC (Resilient Critical Infrastructures for Physical and Cyber Security Convergence). TECNALIA is the 
Project Coordinator and it researches on Cyber security and Physical security convergence as well as 
on security standards alignment. RISC project has developed a methodology based on the NISTIR 
guide for securing critical infrastructures for linking both Physical and Logical security worlds. 
TECNALIA has validated and verified all security requirements gathered from risks analysis in 
transport and smartgrid scenarios. 

h. H2020-ICT MUSA (MUlti-cloud Secure Applications). TECNALIA is responsible for administrative 
coordination and technical coordination. TECNALIA is the main technical contributor as technology 
provider and integrator in WP1-WP4 by leading the architecture and integration of MUSA 
framework as well as contributing to the development of different MUSA tools such as MUSA IDE, 
MUSA deployment tool and MUSA Security assurance platform and its components. 

4.1.1.11. - (KUL) KU Leuven COSIC 

1. Short Description: Research group COSIC (Computer Security and Industrial Cryptography) of the Dept. of 

Electrical Engineering ESAT; led by Prof. Bart Preneel, President of the International Association for 

Cryptologic Research, arguably the foremost peer-recognized IT security expert in Europe. Provides 

world-leading expertise in digital security and strives for innovative security solutions in a broad range of 

application domains.  

2. Role in the project: KUL will have a crucial role in the project because of its world-class and wide-ranging 

expertise and experience in the most advanced cryptologic and computer security issues, as well as in 

managing complex EU R&D projects. It will take care of the cryptologic infrastructure and approaches, of 

the project administrative management, and of the project dissemination to the academic public. 

3. Relevant capabilities: 
a. The team has a full range of Electronic Design Automation tools to design ASICs, FPGAs, and 

embedded micro-controller platforms. It also has a state of the art hardware security evaluation lab 

with several high-end oscilloscopes, probes, stepping tables and lasers.  

b. The group has extensive experience with testing, security evaluation, and usability tests in 

collaboration with other labs. 

2. Full Description:  The COSIC research group (founded in 1979) provides  broad expertise in digital security 

and strives for innovative security solutions. Our research is applied in a broad range of application 

domains, such as electronic payments, cloud security, Internet of Things, identity cards, e-voting, medical 
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device security and trusted systems. Our research focus lies in the design, evaluation and implementation 

of cryptographic algorithms and protocols, the development of security architectures for information and 

communication systems, the building of security mechanisms for embedded systems and the design and 

analysis of privacy preserving systems. The COSIC research group recognizes the importance of networking 

and cooperation.  COSIC organizes weekly seminars, summer schools, workshops and international 

conferences. In the past COSIC has hosted big international conferences like EUROCRYPT, FSE, CHES and 

ESORICS. COSIC has participated in more than 40 European research projects through which it gained 

thorough experience in privacy-enhancing technologies, identity management, and design and analysis of 

cryptographic algorithms, protocols and architectures. In six of these EU projects COSIC acted as the 

coordinator. COSIC has been involved in nearly 60 national and regional research projects. COSIC also 

collaborates actively with industry and government for short- and medium-term contract research and 

consulting. COSIC is a member of the Security department of iMinds, an independent multi-disciplinary 

research institute founded by the Flemish government to stimulate ICT innovation in Flanders. COSIC is also 

active in LSEC (Leaders in Security), the Belgian Cyber Security Coalition and B-CENTRE. COSIC has currently 

5 professors, 5 support staff, and more than 50 researchers. During the last 15 years, COSIC has produced 

more than 1200 international reviewed publications in journals and at conferences, 13 edited books, 10 

patents and has graduated 60 PhD students. 

3. List of involved people: 
a. Bart Preneel  (PhD KU Leuven, 1993) (cf. supra)  

b. Ingrid Verbauwhede (PhD KU Leuven, 1991) has more than 25 years of experience with embedded 

security. Her main expertise includes system and architecture design, embedded systems, ASIC and 

FPGA design and design methodologies. She has experience in interdisciplinary research linking 

design for security with novel technologies and circuits at one end, and investigating the 

requirements of novel cryptographic algorithms and software security requirements on secure 

hardware and HW/SW co-design. Her ability to cross the gap between algorithm and protocol 

development and actual implementation in hardware, software and embedded systems has been 

widely recognized. She is a fellow of IEEE and an elected member of the Royal Flemish Academy of 

Belgium for Science and the Arts. She has lived and worked for more than 10 years in California 

(Atmel, TCSI, professor at UCLA).  

c. Danny De Cock (PhD KU Leuven, 2011 has almost twenty years of experience in the design and 

evaluation of identity management systems and their implementation; he has also worked on a 

broad range of applications including  Internet of Things, smart card security, e-voting, and 

car-to-car communications. He has extensive experience in reviewing security critical specifications 

and implementations. 

4. Relevant publications: 

a. C Diaz, S Seys, J Claessens, B Preneel, Towards measuring anonymity, Privacy Enhancing 

Technologies, 54-68, 2003 (more than 600 citations in Google Scholar). 

b. B. Gierlichs, L. Batina, P. Tuyls, B. Preneel, Mutual Information Analysis, CHES 2008. LNCS 5154: 

426-442. 

c. K. Sakiyama, L. Batina, B. Preneel, I. Verbauwhede, Multicore Curve-Based Cryptoprocessor with 

Reconfigurable Modular Arithmetic Logic Units over GF(2n), IEEE Trans. Computers 56(9): 1269-1282 

(2007) 

d. C. Troncoso, G. Danezis, E. Kosta, J. Balasch, B. Preneel, PriPAYD: Privacy-friendly pay-as-you-drive 

insurance, IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing 8 (5), 742-755, 2011. 

e. I. Verbauwhede, P Schaumont, H Kuo, Design and performance testing of a 2.29 GB/s Rijndael 

processor, IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits 38(3), 569-572. 

5. Relevant projects (a few of the most relevant EU projects are listed) 

a. ECRYPT, http://www.ecrypt.eu.org/ series of projects (Network of Excellence, Coordination Actions, 

Marie Curie-ITN) in the area of cryptology that bring together key players in Europe.  

b. HECTOR, Hardware Enabled CrypTo and Randomness 
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c. HINT, development of a common framework for a system’s integrity checking based on Trusted 

Computing technologies. 

d. PUFFIN Physically unclonable functions found in standard PC components. 

4.1.1.12. - (TUB) TUBITAK (Turkey) 

1. Description: Cyber Security Institute (SGE) founded in 1997 as a network security department then 
established as an individual institute in 2012. The institute is one of the six institutes of the governmental 
research center of TUBITAK BILGEM (Informatics and Information Security Research Center). The Scientific 
and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) is the leading agency for the management, funding 
and conduct of research in Turkey. TUBITAK also acts as an advisory agency to the Turkish Government on 
science, technology and research matters. The Cyber Security Institute (SGE), is a group of researchers 
working on Systems Security projects, mainly within the public sector. The Institute focuses on applied 
research where the results can be used with immediate effect and has a strong relationship with both 
public and private sector stakeholders in Turkey.  

2. Role in the project: 
○ Risk analysis methodologies and framework 
○ Privacy preserving penetration testing methodologies 
○ Cyber security technology roadmap and gap analyses 
○ Sustainable vulnerability analysis and assessment framework 
○ Security as a Service: Implementation of services in the cloud 
○ Educational and dissemination activities 
○ Management of field trial projects and prototypes 

3. Relevant capabilities: The Cyber Security Institute (SGE), is a group of more than 80 researchers working on 
IT and Network Security projects, mainly within the public sector. The institute focuses on applied research 
where the results can be used with immediate effect. Institute’s research staff comprises of mostly young 
researchers enrolled in their Ph.D. and MSc. studies. While carrying out their research in renowned 
universities of Turkey they are also active in ongoing projects with public sector agencies and the private 
sector. Most of our application projects are on the following subjects: 

● National Cyber Security Policy and Cyber Security Action Plan, 
● Design and implementation of secure network and system infrastructures for government agencies, 
● Consultancy and implementation of Information Security Management Systems (ISO/IEC 27001) 
● Network and information security assessments and penetration tests, 
● Critical infrastructure security assessment, 
● White box and black box security testing for devices, 
● Source code and web applications security analysis, 
● Information systems business continuity and disaster recovery architectures, 
● Computer Network and Information Systems Forensic analysis, 
● Cyber Threat Detection and Honeypot Systems, 
● Application and Systems Security, 
● Malware Analysis, 
● Mobile Security, 
● Cyber Security Training Simulation, 
● Advanced Persistent Threat Analysis, 
● Computer security trainings and public awareness campaigns for subjects like Penetration Testing 

and Ethical Hacking, Windows Malware Analysis, Vulnerability Detection and Development, Log 
Analysis, Wireless Network Security, Computer Network Forensics, Information Systems Forensics, 
Web Application Security, Database Security, Cyber Incident Response Team. 

● Starting from the year 2008 till 2014, the institute participated in the NATO Cyber Security (Cyber 
Coalition, Locked Shields, etc.) exercises as TR-CERT, The National Computer Emergency Response 
Team of Turkey along with our Military CERT. Throughout these years, institute represented 
different roles from EXCON to Local Trainer along with various training audience roles. From year 
2015 on, we are participating to the exercises as technical advisor to the Military CERT and we 
support Turkish Cyber Command during the NATO exercises. 

● Since 1999, we have been engaged in cyber security projects for government agencies, the financial 
sector and private enterprises. We have also started doing projects in Europe, within the financial 
sector. 
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● The Institute’s staff works at two locations in Turkey: one in Gebze, close to Istanbul, within the 
campus of the TUBITAK Marmara Research Center, adjacent to a technology park for industry 
research centers; and one in Ankara in close proximity of all the government agencies of Turkey. 
Therefore, institute has a strong relationship with both public and private sector stakeholders in 
Turkey. 

4. List of People involved 
a. Asım Gençer GÖKCE is chief Researcher and the Unit Manager of Cyber Security Services, Cyber 

Security Institute of The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK) - 
Informatics and Information Security Research Center (BİLGEM). After receiving his BSc degree in 
Computer and Instructional Technology (Major) with Mathematics (double major) from Middle East 
Technical University, he received his MSc degree in Information Systems from the same university. 
Previously he worked as the project manager of several national public key cryptography 
infrastructure, secure intranet and internet projects. Now, he is responsible for the unit working on 
Penetration Tests and Security Audits, Security Information and Event Management (SIEM), Risk 
Analysis, Critical Infrastructure Risk Assessment, Advanced Persistent Threat Analysis, and 
Information Security Management System Consultancy. 

b. Tolga MATARACIOĞLU is chief researcher at TUBITAK BILGEM Cyber Security Institute in Turkey. 
After receiving his BSc degree in Electronics and Communications Engineering from Istanbul 
Technical University in 2002 with high honors, he received his MSc degree in Telecommunications 
Engineering from the same university in 2006. He is working for TUBITAK BILGEM Cyber Security 
Institute as chief researcher. He is the author of many papers about information security published 
nationally and internationally. He also trains various organizations about information security. His 
areas of specialization are system design and security, operating systems security, and social 
engineering. 

c. Günce ÖZTÜRK is chief researcher at TUBITAK BILGEM Cyber Security Institute in Turkey. She has 
graduated from the Middle East Technical University, Electrical-Electronics Engineering department 
with BSc and MSc degrees. Her areas of expertise includes Perimeter Protection Systems (Firewalls, 
IDS/IPS etc.), Network Devices, VoIP Components Configuration and Security, Information Security 
Risk Analysis, ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security Management System Implementation, System 
and Network Security Audits (Customer specific checklist preparation, Checklist based audits, 
Penetration tests), CoBIT Framework Audit Consultancy. 

d. Yakup KORKMAZ is a senior Researcher and Project Manager at Cyber Security Institute of TUBITAK 
BILGEM where he has been working since 2009. He is graduated from Hacettepe University 
Computer Engineering Department and Bilkent University Computer Engineering Department by 
earning the Bachelor's and Master's degrees, respectively. He is specialized in Advanced Threat 
Detection, Microsoft System Security and Malware Analysis. His research interests include targeted 
attacks, malware analysis and machine learning. 

e. Metin UZUNER is a senior Researcher at Cyber Security Institute of TUBITAK BILGEM. He has been 
awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering by Dokuz Eylül University since 
2009.  He has started my Master of Science Study in the Department of Computer Engineering of 
Istanbul Technical University and continue to study in the Hacettepe University. His first experience 
was in Yıldız Technical University as a researcher in 2009. In 2010, he has joined the TÜBİTAK Cyber 
Security Institue (SGE) as a researcher and now he continues to work as a senior researcher in 
Ankara. During the job in SGE, he has resided in various phases of many governmental intranet 
projects which has top secret confidentiality level, like designing, developing, implementing and 
maintaining. He has joined so many penetration test projects for governmental organizations. He 
prepared Windows Security and Log Management trainings.  Currently, he is a part of the team of 
the National Critical Infrastructure, Asset and Facility Determination, Risk Assessment & 
Prioritization Project. 

5. List of relevant Publications 
a. A. G. Gökce    & Y. Cankaya, "The Information Systems Security Training Program: A Work in 

Progress", Journal of Internet Technology and Secured Transactions (JITST), Volume 1, Issues 3/4, 
September/December 2012. 

b. A. G. Gökce, “The Public Information Systems Security Program”, International Conference on 
Information Society, i-Society 2012 Proceedings, London, UK, pp. 367-371, 2012. 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=6284991 
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c. A. G. Gökce , ITiCSE 2011, the 16th Annual Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer 
Science Education, 27-29 June 2011, Darmstadt, Germany: “Information assurance education in 
two- and four-year institutions”,  Proceedings of the 2011 ITiCSE Working group reports, ACM, New 
York, NY, USA, 39-53. http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2078860 

d. A. G. Gökce, ITiCSE 2010, the 15th Annual Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer 
Science Education, 26-30 June 2010, Ankara, Türkiye: “Towards information assurance (IA) 
curricular guidelines”,  Proceedings of the 2010 ITiCSE Working group reports, ACM, New York, NY, 
USA, 49-64. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1971681.1971686 

e. T. Mataracıoğlu, “Comparison of PCI DSS and ISO/IEC 27001 Standards”, ISACA Journal, Vol.1, 
January 2016. 

f. T. Mataracıoğlu, “On the Technical Description of Value Measuring Methodology”, International 
Journal of Managing Value and Supply Chains, Vol.6, No.2, June 2015. 

g. T. Mataracıoğlu, S. Özkan, “Obstructions of Turkish Public Organizations Getting ISO/IEC 27001 
Certified”,  International Journal of Managing Value and Supply Chains, Vol.5, No.2, June 2014. 

h. T. Mataracıoğlu, S. Özkan, “Governing Information Security in Conjunction with COBIT and ISO 
27001”, International Journal of Network Security & Its Applications, Vol.3, No.4, July 2011. 

i. T. Mataracıoğlu, S. Özkan, “Analysis of the User Acceptance for Implementing ISO/IEC 27001:2005 
in Turkish Public Organizations”, International Journal of Managing Information Technology, Vol.3, 
No.1, February 2011. 

j. T. Mataracıoğlu, S. Özkan, “User Awareness Measurement Through Social Engineering”, 
International Journal of Managing Value and Supply Chains, Vol.1, No.2, 27-34, December 2010. 

6. List of relevant Projects List of relevant research projects are organized around the following themes: 
● National Cyber Security Strategy and Action Plan Activities, 
● Cyber Threat Detection, Analysis and Prevention, BotNets, 
● Malware Analysis, 
● Cloud Computing and Virtualization Security and Applications in the Public Sector, 
● Advanced Threat Detection and Analysis, 
● Critical Infrastructure Security Assessment and Analysis, 
● Cyber Security Training Simulation, 
● Cyber Security Trainings 

The institute has been active within the European Union FP7 as a project partner in  projects, SysSec, 
Managing Threats and Vulnerabilities in the Future Internet  (http://www.syssec-project.eu/) and C4E: 
Cloud for Europe (http://www.cloudforeurope.eu/). 
SGE researchers are also active in International organizations and European task forces and platforms, 
notably though: 

■ ENISA Cloud Security Expert Group participation, 
■ EC NIS Platform Plenary and Working Group 3 (Research and Innovation) participation, 
■ OECD Working Party on Security and Privacy in the Digital Economy vice-chairmanship, 
■ ETSI TC CYBER membership, 
■ OSCE representation. 

4.1.1.13. - (ABC) Alessandro Bassi Consulting (France) 

1. Description: Alessandro Bassi Consulting (ABC) was created in 2010 with a specific vision: help his clients to 

get beyond stereotypes and enable real innovation in different fields using ICT solutions. ABC is a Consulting 

firm based in the Sophia Antipolis area, France. ABC focus is on three topics: the set of technologies 

belonging to the Future Internet and Internet of Things domain, with particular regards to Smart Cities 

application,  technologies and mechanisms for high performance data transfers for Cloud Computing and 

Storage, and analysis of Security aspects of both traditional networks and Constrained environments. In 

particular, in the FI sector, the competences of ABC were used in defining roadmaps for industry and 

public-funded research, and managing large EU co-funded research projects. Currently, ABC has an 

expanding portfolio of clients, comprising technologies companies, end-user retailers, and several 

international SMEs. ABC acted as the Technical Coordinator of the biggest research FP7 EU project on 

Internet of Things, called “Internet of Things - Architecture” (IoT-A) (18.6 M EUR budget), on behalf of 

Hitachi Europe. 
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2. Role in the project:  
a. Manage the IoT and cyber-physycial analysis, networking and consensus building 

3. Relevant capabilities:  

a. Extensive expertise, experience and networks in IoT security and standards in critical domains 

b. Co-founder of the Meet IoT event series, which has a attracted all the largest global players to 

discuss the most crucial issues facing IoT, including standardization and security. 

4. List of People involved 

a. Alessandro Bassi has more than 15 years of experience in developing Computer Science 

technologies. He worked more than 10 years ago on the seminal concepts of Logistical Net- 

working, which can be defined as the global scheduling and optimisation of data movement, 

storage and computation based on a model that takes into account all the network’s underlying 

physical resources. Those ideas, developed into a middleware platform back in 2000, are at the 

foundations of grid computing and cloud concepts. Since 2007 he is the chair of the Internet of 

Things WG of the European Technology Platform ”EpoSS”, focused on Smart Systems Integration. In 

this function, he co-organised, together with the European Commission, a number of events 

including the workshop ”Beyond RFID - The Internet of Things”, held in Brussels in 2008. He was 

part of the group that wrote the Strategic Research Agenda on Future Internet. Furthermore, he is 

one of the members of the IoT Expert group for the European Commission. In 2010, he left Hitachi 

to start his own consulting company, Alessandro Bassi Consulting, based in France. Currently, he is 

the Technical Coordinator of the Lighthouse project regarding the Internet of Things in the 

Framework Programme 7, “Internet of Things - Architecture” (IoT-A).  

b. Pierpaolo Giacomin started to work on Cloud computing-related topics back in 2000, while working 

with Medialogic Spa conceiving a virtualized backend for the NX (No Machine) architecture. In 2003, 

with his work on ”efficient load balancing scheduling for cluster-based active routers” at the ENS de 

Lyon RESO team, again tackled the same class of issues provisioning slices of resourced previously 

grouped by linux virtual server. Since 2007 he worked on the topic of efficient data management 

and data transfer for the Cloud collaborating with Hitachi EU, Hitachi Data System, University of 

Patras and Nevoa (a Brazilian company providing Cloud Storage). While at University of Patras he 

worked also Cloud computing on the FP7 project Panlab II, designing and implementing a backend 

for provisioning virtualized resources based on XEN and Qemu. From 2010 to 2013 he worked on 

network and security aspects related to the IoT in the framework of IoT-A, the Lighthouse EU 

project on IoT, on behalf of Hitachi and he contributed to an open source implementation of the 

CoAP protocol and worked on an open source library for elliptic cryptography for the IoT. He’s also 

active in IETF regarding IoT and security. 

c. Jitka Slechtova holds a MBA (Applied Finance) from the International University of Monaco, and a 

BSc in Business Administration from the same University. She obtained the Best Thesis Award with 

a work titled ”Clusters: The key factors for a successful cluster development”. Jitka worked 9 years 

for Western Digital, in Prague and Amsterdam, where she evolved from Sales Support to EMEA 

Demand Planner, where she was responsible for the EMEA cash planning and execution and 

managed a weekly inventory of 500K HDD, forecasting demand and setting allocation policies based 

on analytical data. After joining ABC as a Business Analyst, Jitka was involved in the analysis of 

long-term economical sustainability of different projects related to ICT, in particular the European 

IoT Alliance set-up, and with different ABC private customers. 

5. List of relevant Publications 

a. Future Internet Strategic Research Agenda (2010) This document constitutes version 1 of the 

Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) of the Future Internet (FI) Cross-European Technology Platforms 

(X-ETPs) Group. This SRA reflects a comprehensive collection of active and upcoming developments 

in the Future Internet research world, while clearly aiming towards the realisation of the FI Vision. 

The document takes as starting point the X-ETPs FI Vision Document (VD). The main objective of 

this SRA is to provide a well structured and consistent publication that reflects and covers a broad 

set of FI aspects. The document is up-to-date with regards to new developments and evolutions of 
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research topics addressed by the FI community. The aim is to define short, medium and long-term 

research challenges and identify future important trends before they have started entering hype 

mainstream, in order to help the European ICT community to gain a leadership position. 

b. Internet of Things in 2020 (2008) DG INFSO and EPoSS realised that they were sharing the same 

vision of an Internet of Things as the result of several shifts from systems to software- based 

services, from passive RFID tags to active RFID tags and wireless sensors, to the mythic Semantic 

Web, from identification to real-time ’sense and response’, from exposure to privacy, and from 

protection to trust. 

c. Internet of Things Strategic Research Agenda 2011 (2011) (co-authored with Ovidiu Vermesan, 

Peter Friess, Patrick Guillemin, Sergio Gusmeroli, Harald Sundmaeker, Ignacio Soler, Margaretha 

Mazura, Mark Harrison, Markus Eisenhauer, Pat Doody). 

d. Enabling Things to Talk (2013): The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging network superstructure 

that will connect physical resources and actual users. It will support an ecosystem of smart 

applications and services bringing hyper-connectivity to our society by using augmented and rich 

interfaces.  Whereas in the beginning IoT referred to the advent of barcodes and Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID), which helped to automate inventory, tracking and basic identification, today 

IoT is characterized by a dynamic trend toward connecting smart sensors, objects, devices, data and 

applications. The next step will be “cognitive IoT,” facilitating object and data re-use across 

application domains and leveraging hyper-connectivity, interoperability solutions and semantically 

enriched information distribution. The Architectural Reference Model (ARM), presented in this 

book by the members of the IoT-A project team driving this harmonization effort, makes it possible 

to connect vertically closed systems, architectures and application areas so as to create open 

interoperable systems and integrated environments and platforms. It constitutes a foundation from 

which software companies can capitalize on the benefits of developing consumer-oriented 

platforms including hardware, software and services. 

e. ITU-T and IETF documents co-authorship (2009-current) 

 

4.1.1.14. - (GEN) Genode Labs GmbH (Germany) 

1. Description. Genode Labs GmbH is a German SME specialized in building highly secure operating systems 

(OS). The company is the driving force behind the Genode OS Framework - an open-source OS technology 

that aligns highly dynamic workloads with security, robustness, and scalability. Unlike traditional 

high-assurance systems, Genode is based on a completely open and transparent development 

methodology. Since founded in 2008 by the original Genode architects Norman Feske and Christian 

Helmuth, Genode Labs operates as an independent company solely owned by its founders. 

2. Role in the project. Genode Labs will contribute the OS layer to the project. The OS layer will be based on 

the open-source Genode OS Framework. The community of users and participants in its development 

includes individuals such as students, small and medium sized businesses, governmental institutions, and 

research groups of multi-national corporations alike. The members of this community agree that today's 

ever increasing security problems can be overcome only by attacking the root of those problems, which lies 

in the use of commodity operating systems and their legacies that stem from the era prior to the 

inter-connected world of today. The Genode OS Framework is a disruptive technology that alleviates 

security problems such as viruses, spyware, and trojan horses by design. Compared to traditional operating 

systems, Genode OS technology provides the deeply-rooted technical foundation to maintain the privacy of 

computer users, to protect the confidentiality of trade secrets, and to process national information in a 

secure way, protected from the dangers that seem to be inherent to ubiquitous inter-connected devices. 

Genode Labs has intimate knowledge about the seL4 microkernel, which is the world's most advanced OS 

kernel that undergoes formal verification and thereby attains unprecedented confidence in its security 

properties. By leveraging this expertise to combine seL4 with Genode and the SCuP SoC, the project will 

significantly push the state of the art of trustworthy platforms. 
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Being the main developer of the Genode OS technology, Genode Labs will accompany the project in a 

consulting and supporting role with the domain expertise needed to pursue the use of the Genode OS 

Framework on the target platforms. Furthermore, it will propose its time-tested and open development 

processes as a model to the members of the consortium. 

3. Relevant capabilities. The industrial research and development activities conducted by the company reach 

from deeply embedded systems, FPGA design, analysis of security products, over operating systems, up to 

the application level. This vertical view on complex systems including hardware, middleware, and software 

puts Genode Labs in the ideal position to approach difficult security problems in a holistic and profound 

manner. In the course of the research and development activities, the company gained special expertise in 

technologies such as microkernels and isolation kernels, virtualization, hypervisors, ARM TrustZone, 

high-assurance booting, secure graphics, encapsulation of untrusted device drivers, and intimate knowledge 

of the Linux kernel. 

4. Key personnel 

○ Dr.-Ing Norman Feske received his PhD in 2009 at the OS Group of the University of Technology 

Dresden for his work on securing graphical user interfaces in the context of microkernels and 

virtualization. In 2008, he co-founded Genode Labs GmbH. His research interests are OS security, 

component-based system architectures, computer languages, and high-performance computer 

graphics. He has profound hands-on experience with almost a dozen microkernels and is one of the 

key architects of the Genode OS technology. 

○ Dipl.-Inf. Christian Helmuth graduated in computer science in 2001 at TU Dresden, where he 

afterwards worked in the OS research group until 2008. His main research topics comprise 

user-level device drivers and multi-server microkernel-based operating systems with a strong 

emphasis on systems security. Since 2008, he pursues his passion for systems architecture and 

development in the entrepreneurial environment of Genode Labs. Christian Helmuth co-leads a 

small team of experts working on contract projects and the Genode Operating System. 

5. List of relevant references 

○ Genode OS Framework website 

http://genode.org 

○ Genode OS Foundations (book) 

http://genode.org/documentation/genode-foundations-15-05.pdf 

The book describes the Genode OS Framework in a holistic and comprehensive way. It equips the 

reader with a thorough understanding of the architecture, assists developers with the explanation 

of the development environment and system configuration, and provides a look under the hood of 

the framework. Furthermore, it contains the specification of the framework's programming 

interface. 

○ An Exploration of ARM TrustZone Technology 

http://genode.org/documentation/articles/trustzone 

ARM TrustZone allows the CPU of modern ARM-based platforms to be used as a freely 

programmable trusted platform module. By executing Genode in the secure world of TrustZone, 

security functions can be implemented as components on top of a scalable and dynamic operating 

system. 

○ An in-depth look into the ARM virtualization extensions 

http://genode.org/documentation/articles/arm_virtualization 

ARM TrustZone allows the CPU of modern ARM-based platforms to be used as a freely 

programmable trusted platform module. By executing Genode in the secure world of TrustZone, 

security functions can be implemented as components on top of a scalable and dynamic operating 

system. 

○ Genode on seL4 (article series) 

http://genode.org/documentation/articles/index 

A series of articles that describes the line of work to run Genode-based systems on top of the 

formally verified seL4 microkernel. 
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○ How Genode came to RISC-V 

http://genode.org/documentation/articles/riscv 

The article provides a look behind the scenes of porting the Genode OS Framework to the RISC-V 

hardware architecture. 

4.1.1.15. - (DFKI) Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz GmbH (engl. 
German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence) (Germany) 

1. Short Description:  (German: Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz, DFKI). Currently is 

the largest research center worldwide in the area of Artificial Intelligence and its application in terms of 

number of employees and the volume of external funds. DFKI shareholders include Deutsche Post, 

Deutsche Telekom, Google, Microsoft, SAP, BMW, Intel and Daimler. 

2. Role in the Project: Role: Contribute to analysis, requirements and recommendations from the point of 

view of critical cyber-physical systems, as well as analyse medium and long-term impact on AI control, 

safety and security. Will lead the lab validation of the CivicPCS for securing a moveable autonomous system 

in human environments. 

3. Description:Founded in 1988, DFKI is today one of the largest non profit contract research institutes in the 

field of innovative software technology based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods. The DFKI is focusing on 

the complete cycle of innovation - from world-class basic research and technology development 

through leading-edge demonstrators and prototypes to product functions and commercialization. Based in 

Kaiserslautern, Saarbrücken, and Bremen, the German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence ranks

among the important "Centers of Excellence" worldwide. An important element of DFKI's mission is to 

move innovations as quickly as possible from the lab into the marketplace. Only by maintaining research 

projects at the forefront of science DFKI has the strength to meet its technology transfer goals. At DFKI, all 

work is organized in the form of clearly focused research or development projects with planned

deliverables, various milestones, and a duration from several months up to three years. DFKI benefits from 

interaction with the Informatics Faculties of the Universities of Kaiserslautern, Saarbrücken, and Bremen 

and in turn provides opportunities for research and PhD thesis supervision to students from these 

universities, which have an outstanding reputation in Computer Science. The DFKI Secure Systems group in 

Saarbrücken has performed extensive research in the area of Formal Methods development and their 

application in general. A current main emphasis with respect to safety issues is the development, 

implementation, and application of a verification system for Hybrid Systems. The IT Security Evaluation 

Facility at DFKI offers the independent assessment of the security of information technology. All evaluations 

are based on the internationally recognized Common Criteria (CC) for Information Technology Security 

Evaluation. The objective evaluation of the security quality of an IT product is establishing confidence in the 

stated security properties. 

4. Key Personnel 

a. Dipl.-Inform Roland Vogt: Head of the Evaluation Laboratory (according to Common Criteria) hosted 

at the DFKI. 

b. Stefan Nürnberger, MSc: Head of the Secure Systems team in the research unit “Agents and 

Simulated Reality” at the DFKI. 

c. Dr. Oliver Keller: Manager of the research unit “Agents and Simulated Reality” at the DFKI. Dr. Keller 

is responsible for the administrative preparation of European Research Projects of the department. 

d. Dr. Andreas Nonnengart: Senior Researcher in the research unit Agents and Simulated Reality” at 

the DFKI. Main emphasis on research in the safety and security areas and also an accredited 

evaluator according to the Common Criteria (CC).  

5. List of Relevant Projects 

a. Euro-MILS (10.2012-09.2015): EU IP Project Reference 318353, Secure European virtualisation for 

trustworthy applications in critical domains 

b. COMMODITY12 (10.2011-12.2014): EU STREP ICT-FP7-ICT-2011-7, COntinuous Multi-parametric 

and Multi-layered analysis Of DIabetes TYpe 1 & 2 
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c. ProtoTo (06/2011-05/2013): BMBF, “Durchgängige Entwicklung von Sicherheitsprotokollen 

(Integrated Development of Security Protocols)” 

d. KIARA (04.2012- 06.2014) Part of FI-WARE: EU IP Grant Agreement number 285248, Middleware for 

efficient and QoS/Security-aware invocation of services and exchange of messages. 

6. List of Relevant Publications 

a. Andreas Nonnengart, Dmitri Rubinstein, Philipp Slusallek, Werner Stephan: “Das KIARA 

Security-Modell”. In: Peter Schartner; Kerstin Lemke-Rust; Markus Ullmann (Hrsg.). D A CH Security 

2015. IT Security & IT Management, September 8-9, St. Augustin / Bonn, Germany, syssec, 2015. 

b. Lassaad Cheikhrouhou, Werner Stephan, Özgür Dagdelen, Marc Fischlin, Markus Ullmann: “Merging 

the Cryptographic Security Analysis and the Algebraic-Logic Security Proof of PACE”. In: Sicherheit 

2012: 83-94 

c. Lassaad Cheikhrouhou, Andreas Nonnengart, Werner Stephan, Frank Koop, Georg Rock: 

“Automating Interactive Protocol Verification”. In: KI2008: 30-37 

d. Lassaad Cheikhrouhou, Werner Stephan, Markus Ullmann: “New Approach to the Inductive 

Verification of Cryptographic Protocols Based on Message Algebras”. In: MACIS2013 

4.3. Third parties involved in the project  

(third party resources) 

4.1.2.1. - Open Media Cluster  

Does the participant plan to subcontract certain tasks  (please note that core 

tasks of the project should not be subcontracted) 

Y/N 

OMC currently is lacking certain skills in regard to the setup of the CivicLab assembly facility and 

processes, which are found in very few organizations in the Rome area. 

Does the participant envisage that part of its work is performed by linked third 

parties[1] 

Y/N 

non applicable 

  

Does the participant envisage the use of contributions in kind provided by third 

parties (Articles 11 and 12 of the General Model Grant Agreement) 

Y/N 

Subcontracting Role: Binario Etico will subcontracted for €25,000 from OMC technical consulting and 

activities to be performed in Rome, in regard to the setup of the CivicLab assembly facility and 

processes. 

● Description: Binario Etico (Italy, Rome)  is an organization that offers advanced ICT services 8283

exclusively based on related to Free Software, enhancing privacy and preserving the environment 

(GreenIT). Binario Etico has been running a sizeable lab for the disassembly, verification and 

reassembly of PCs which are then refurbished to run on Free Software Operating Systems and 

applications. The competence of Binario Etico is on hardware and operating systems. The lab could 

be the ideal place to make installations and tests. 

82 http://www.binarioetico.it/soluzioni/ottimizzazione-hw-sw.html 

83 http://www.binarioetico.it/servizi/officina-informatica.html 
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● List of people involved : 
○ Domenico Davide Lamanna (male) received an MSc in Telecommunication Engineering, a 

Master in International Cooperation and Design for Development and a PhD in Computer 

Engineering all from SAPIENZA University of Rome. Former research assistant at University 

College London and in SAPIENZA University of Rome, he currently works  on a number of EU 

funded projects. He has co-authored over 20 publications on national and international 

journals and conferences. His main interests lie in software engineering, distributed 

systems, free software and green technologies. In 2006, he founded  Binario Etico, a 

cooperative company promoting Green IT and the re-use of obsolete hardware and is 

working on Cloud Computing, Open Source and Open Data, where he is currently the CEO. 

● Relevant publications: 
○ D. Davide Lamanna, Giorgia Lodi, Roberto Baldoni: How Not to Be Seen in the Cloud: A 

Progressive Privacy Solution for Desktop-as-a-Service. OTM Conferences (2) 2012: 492-510  

○ D. Davide Lamanna, Flavio Bertini, Giorgia Lodi, Roberto Baldoni. How to act without being 

observed: Progressive privacy architecture in desktop-as-a-service" International Journal of 

Computer Systems  Science & Engineering (2013) 1: 33–45 

● Relevant projects: 
○ Virtual Distro Dispatcher. Virtual Distro Dispatcher (VDD) is a Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) 

solution whose aim is to project virtual, fully operational and multiple operating system 

instances on terminals in a network. Client terminals can be obsolete PCs or energy saving 

thin clients (such as mini-ITX) managed by a powerful, multiprocessor (and possibly 

clustered) central system.The right to act without observation is very important in 

Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) environments.  When somebody stores personal information 

on her account at a DaaS like VDD, her data should remain safe and nobody but the owner 

should be able to read them. It would be also be desirable to make a whole list of operations 

performed by a user on her account obscure or meaningless for the system administrator. 

VDD project tackles these problems using Progressive Privacy, i.e. a privacy preserving 

model which can be configurable (possibly on-demand) by a user not only quantitatively but 

also qualitatively, i.e., the user is allowed to discriminate what type of information must be 

preserved and to what extent, according to her desired profiles of privacy. To this end, a 

lightweight client-side proxy named Hedge Proxy has been designed such that 

non-intelligible user contents and non-traceable user actions are guaranteed by enabling 

Homomorphic Encryption, Oblivious Transfer and Query Obfuscation schemes in the proxy. 

○ After more than 10 years of experience in re-using and re-installing computers considered 

obsolete and hence addressed to dumps, Binario Etico has gained solid skills in testing and 

assembling hardware. Several hundreds of machines have been treated for reparations, 

strengthening, installations and restoring. Several hundreds of customers, both privates and 

firms, have bought our refurbished computers or successfully enhanced their own ones. The 

services we offer include the following: 

■ Reparation or enhancement of PCs; 

■ Replacement of CPU, RAM, disks and internal components; 

■ Analysis and reporting of hard-disk and memory status, CPU benchmarking, full 

check-ups of PCs and peripherals; 

■ Resolution of booting problems, including damaged boot sectors reparation and 

replacement of boot loaders and MBRs; 

■ File system restoring, including suppressed or damaged partitions, resizing and 

managing logical volumes and RAIDs; 

■ LCD screens reparation and replacement; 

■ File recovery from internal or external disks, pendrives, SD memories, cameras, NAS 

and smartphones; 
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■ Encrypted containers for internal and external disks, pen-drive, SD memories, 

dedicated systems for file encryption on smartphones; 

■ Cloning and restoring (parts of) systems; 

■ Professional installation of general puropose or dedicated operating systems and 

Open Source software. 
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5. ETHICS AND SECURITY 

5.1. Ethics 
 

The project raises ethical issues, accordingly an Ethics Self-Assessment has been drafted as per the Version 1.0 11                  

July 2014 of the document “How to complete your ethics Self-Assessment”. 

5.2. Security 
 

● Activities or results raising security issues: (YES/NO) 
 
We acknowledge the interdependency of the constitutional rights of personal privacy and the constitutional 
obligation of the state to ensure  citizens’ safety; the need to prevent any abuse of ultra-high assurance ICT services 
which could inadvertently facilitate serious crimes; the need to remain legally sustainable in the countries where it 
is offered, even through a major public safety crisis which could allegedly be facilitated by ultra-private devices. The 
prospects of maintaining a functioning democracy and promoting a sustainable European ICT security industry seem 
increasingly tied to an apparently unsolvable epic clash: the need for individual privacy - demanding the general 
availability of devices that allow for radically and provenly-safer computing - clashes with the need for public safety 
- through the legitimate need to preserve/restore traditional court-mandated intercept and search capabilities.  
 
   The project activities will not involve any activity that can result in potentially raising security issues. No 
EU-classified information will be used as input for the project and, at the proposal stage, the Consortium has not 
identified any classified deliverables either at a national or the EU level. However if, in the course of the project, any 
security-related issue were to arise, the project coordinator would immediately notify the European Commission in 
order to define adequate procedures complying with European and national laws and requirements. 
 
   The project’s results, and/or its consequential results, could obviously pose serious public safety and security 
issues if the standards and te that are recommended and used to assess, certify, and facilitate the emergence and 
wide availability of ultra-high assurance ICT services are (a) be made widely available to the general public and (b) 
the corresponding hardware and software designs are fully available for public or independent scrutiny. 
 
   We will therefore summarize here our preliminary analysis -  to be much more detailed and deepened during the 
Action -  on how a wide societal and governmental adoption of TRUSTLESS technical, sociotechnical and 
organizational standards and certification, and related compliant ICT services, will  not only create  benefits in terms 
of civil rights, economic development and digital sovereignty, but will also overall substantially increase the state’s 
constitutional cyber investigation capability, and thus the physical safety of all citizens, as it will: 
 

A. Substantially raise the level of prevention and protection from grave national security damages and physical 
harm to ordinary citizens, elected officials, major companies, critical state assets, critical infrastructure, 
which are currently and increasingly being subjected to scalable remote attacks perpetrated by criminals, 
enemy states, and rogue governmental agencies. 
 

B. Very highly mitigate or nearly eliminate the risk of individuals with criminal intentions being able to use 
devices that are not accessible in response to a lawful and constitutional wiretapping/access request. To 
avoid this possibility, while at the same time maintaining unprecedented levels of privacy protection, we 
have designed an initial set of possible preliminary safeguards - detailed in Section 1.1.6.1.2.B - to enable 
such access with extreme constitutional guarantees, applicable to those providers that choose to retains 
user data or keys. 
 

C. Strongly mitigate or nearly eliminate the risk that enemy states or criminal/terrorist individuals and groups 
could abuse the public availability of all SW and HW source files - a principle that is core to the transparency 
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paradigms of TRUSTLESS - in order to build for themselves devices that are then not accessible to law 
enforcement or state security agencies with lawful authorizations, either remotely or when a device is in 
their physical possession. The mitigations to this potential problem are discussed in Section 1.1.5.3. 

 

● 'EU-classified information' as background or results: (YES/NO)  

The project does not produce “EU-classified Information” and will comply with the Guidance — Guidelines for the 
classification of research results: V2.0  published by the EU Commission Directorate-General for Migration and 84

Home Affairs”. In particular, the participants will actively comply with the requirement that if - during the course of 
the research activities, projects may come upon previously unknown vulnerabilities (commonly referred to as "Zero 
day" vulnerabilities) - they will be required to publicly disclose the exploits.  

5.2.1. - Terrorism: an overestimated problem and underestimated threat and 
risk?!  
Terrorist attacks have been at the center of attention for the past year. While extremely tragic, their subjective 
impact is much larger than their objective impact SIGINT plays a role in counterterrorism; the problem with the 
current approaches it that targeted surveillance is strongly based on and intertwined with mass surveillance 
techniques. It is not clear that this approach has substantially increased effectiveness, and in proportion 
to the risks it brings to society. Moreover, mass surveillance has also been combined with undermining the core ICT 
infrastructure of society (e.g. by having government services who exploit, purchase and create zero-days rather 
than having those fixed). Perhaps a more effective strategy would be to increase HUMINT operations. 

5.2.2. - Gone Dark? Going Dark? Could be Going Dark? 
    Currently, according to legislation in most EU Member States, there is no “formal” limit to the trustworthiness 
level of an IT system or device, except for export , and it may in fact be legally used by anyone in the country, 85

without the possibility of performing any intercept, search or seizure order, unless the person and device can be 
apprehended and forced to comply with the mandatory key disclosure laws current in most countries.  
   There is very little public evidence that high-assurance IT devices - as opposed to public social networks and 
non-digital operational security - have provided aid to such criminals. Although, lack of public evidence of such fact 
from the state security agencies is coherent with the historical fact that such agencies cannot disclose their 
capabilities and successes to protect their future ability to acquire valuable information to prevent grave crimes. 
  Gone Dark? There is clear evidence and wide expert consensus that virtually all publicly available 
Internet-connected devices are remotely and continuously exploitable at the endpoint - beyond the point of 
encryption - by the world’s top state security agencies, and therefore to the nations sponsoring them, and therefore 
the “going dark” problem is mostly posturing to achieve even more powers and to better preserve the current ones. 
The most advanced of such capabilities are often not shared with law enforcement, for legal reasons or to reduce 
the risk of loosing such capabilities if their knowledge becomes known and triggers fixes to them. 
   Could Be Going Dark? Nonetheless, as this project assumptions and preliminary analysis hope to demonstrate, it is 
likely feasible to devise ICT service and devices that would be resistant the remote targeted exploitation capability 
of even the most advanced state security and law enforcement agencies. This is good, as many of them have been 
proven to repeatedly illegally or unconstitutionally abuse such power over citizens, but it is also bad, as it may 
enable high-skilled criminal individual or states to better hide their criminal plans. 
   Thus the need for TRUSTLESS, whose long term viability - provided it reaches its goals - may be dependent on 
proving that privacy and public safety are not  an “either or” choice, but a crucial “both or neither” challenge. 
 

 
  
 
  

84 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/secur/h2020-hi-guide-classif_en.pdf 

85Add Reference to Wassenaar and EU dual-use regulation 
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ANNEX 1 - MoU of Participants 
 
All technical and socio-technical participants (i.e. KRY, GEN, TUD, SCY, APP, DFK, KUL) have gone to the extent to                   
agree in fine detail, to sign or formally approve via email a TRUSTLESS DS-01 RIA 2016 Memorandum of                  
Understanding (or Memorandum of Understanding), which formally commits them to binding terms in relation to               
licensing, patents, commercialization, verifiability and Preliminary TRUSTLESS Paradigms, to best ensure the            
achievement of the objectives and post-project impact. The full text is available here . We paste below the most                  86

salient relevant sections: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
[names and addresses of technical participants] 

  
Whereas the Participants are willing to submit together a 2016 TRUSTLESS H2020 DS-01 RIA H2020 proposal and to                  
collaborate in a “TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium”, which will be constituted on the day the “TRUSTLESS H2020                
DS-01 Consortium”,- the consortium required by H2020 rules - will cease to exist with the completion of the duration                   
of the Project. 
Now, therefore, the Participants agree to the following: 
  
... 

2.  Terms of Agreement 
A. To be formally bound by Section 3. TRUSTLESS Preliminary Socio-technical Paradigms below, for those clauses                
pertaining to Participants, i.e. clauses 14 to 20, 
B. Constitute a formal TRUSTLESS H2020 DS-01 Consortium in compliance with: (a) REGULATION (EU) No               
1290/2013 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 11 December 2013 laying down the rules for                  
participation and dissemination in "Horizon 2020 - the Framework Programme for Research and Innovation              
(2014-2020)" (the “H2020 Rules”); (b) the modalities and deadlines specified by the H2020 DS-01 Call rules; (c) the                  
Section 3 below. In case of any contradiction between the terms of this MoU and the H2020 Rules, the latter shall                     
prevail. 
C.         …. 

3. TRUSTLESS Preliminary Socio-technical Paradigms 
 
The following terms may only be changed with majority of 70%, of the Scientific Board of the TRUSTLESS Computing                   
Consortium: 
1. Definition: Critical hardware, software or firmware is that whose possible vulnerabilities can NOT be protected                 

against – at the highest-levels of assurance – through proven OS, SoC and/or CPU level isolation/ compartmentation                 
techniques, and other techniques. 

For (future) TRUSTLESS Providers 
2. aims at constitutionally-meaningful levels of actual and perceived trustworthiness to the end-user of the               
privacy, anonymity, integrity and authenticity of an entire connected computing experience, and not mere              
substantial improvements; 
3. aims to provide a highest-assurance and user-friendly complement to ordinary commercial mobile and desktop               
devices, rather than replace them as their complexity makes meaningful assurance intrinsically impossible. Will be               
affordable to the average western citizen, when mass-produced above a few tens of thousands of units, and may                  
include substantial non-security features to increase overall utility to an ordinary citizen of carrying an additional,                
albeit seamless, device; 
4. extends these paradigms to all software, hardware and organizational processes critically involved during the               
entire lifecycle at endpoints, as well as to the overall architecture of midpoints relevant to the ensuring of metadata                   
privacy; 

86https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/10826821/PTA/TRUSTLESS_DS-01_RIA_MOU_Technical_Participants_FINAL_03_CLEAN
.pdf 
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5. assumes an active and complete lack trust in anyone or anything, except intrinsic resilience against decisive                 
attacks of all organizational processes critically involved in the entire lifecycle, from standard setting to fabrication                
oversight; 
6. assumes that extremely skilled attackers are willing to devote even tens of millions of Euros to compromise the                   
supply chain or lifecycle, through legal and illegal subversion of all kinds, including economic pressures, to the extent                  
that the foreseeable cost and risks for such party to perform continuous or pervasive remote targeted surveillance of                  
any TRUSTLESS users, through compromise or tampering, is many times smaller than the cost of typical continuous                 
proximity-based surveillance techniques; 
7. provides extreme user accountability, independence and technical proficiency of all organizational and             
processes critically involved in the computing service lifecycle and operation, which ultimately rely on an               
international independent standard and certification body or bodies; 
8. provides extreme intensity and competency of engineering and auditing efforts deployed, relative to              
complexity, for all critical software and hardware components, including through extreme software and hardware              
compartmentation; 
9. allows for complete auditability and extremely user-accountable and effective oversight of assembly and              
hardware manufacturing processes of all critical hardware components; 
10. includes only highly-redundant hardware and/or software cryptosystems, whose protocols, algorithms and           
implementations are either open, long-standing, standards-based and extensively verified and endorsed by            
recognized ethical security experts, albeit with little performance, and possibly public and widely recognized for their                
post-quantum resistance levels; 
11. may provide user’s encryption keys backup and recovery services, and/or privacy-sensitive server-side            
services that may be substantially inefficient or significantly less safe to provide via TRUSTLESS onion-routing-based               
“hidden services”, on condition that they are provided: 

a. only through technically-effective, citizen-accountable and transparent safeguards, centered on          
highly-resilient citizen-witness-supported on-site physical access management organizational processes of         
involved hosting facilities, similar to those that govern high-standard paper-based ballot box voting. These              
include the ability and strong obligation of those randomly-selected citizen witnesses to prevent attempts              
to procedural violation by anyone by reliably and promptly causing either such services’ termination and               
secure erasing of sensitive data, or their immediate or deferred transfer to an alternative “CivicRoom”. Key                
operations of the system must not depend on the availability of the hosting room; 

b. only if both the Provider and the hosting facility are located in nations where mandatory key disclosure,                  
and similar legislation, or known practices, do NOT make it illegal for a Provider to withhold access - on the                    
basis of reasonable and articulated concerns of violation of fundamental civil rights of citizens - to                
warrant-based or state-security-based government requests. Terms of service and operational procedures           
must in fact clearly exclude compliance to any government request for personal data of users for which                 
there are reasonable and articulated concerns of violation of fundamental civil rights of citizens. When and                
if laws are changed that make it illegal, then the Provider must give a choice to each individual user to                    
either (a) agree to transfer such services to other nation where it is legal; or (b) turn off such server-side                    
services. Providers that are governmental agencies, civil or military, and offer service to public employees               
are exempt from this requirement; 

12. allows user to anonymously, in compliance with all applicable laws, and reliably pay conditional-accessed              
streaming linear or interactive media, as well as get paid for, as opposed to ad supported models, through the very                    
same socio-technical safeguards that assure authenticity, privacy and integrity for other communications. The point              
is to provide users with a secure, convenient and uncompromisingly privacy-preserving method to pay for access to                 
information; 
13. includes effective first-time in-person training exceeding 20 minutes for commercial users to ensure             
knowledge of basic operational security (OpSec) and the risks for self and others. This, in addition to the absence of                    
externally-exposed ports and presence of effective tampering detection on the end-user devices, will provide most or                
all the benefits of remote attestation, which is not permitted due to its significant risks. Users must be able to fully                     
reprogram the device using an internal port after triggering the tampering detection mechanism; 

For Participants & Providers 
Although these following terms are binding to both Participants and future Providers, Participants (i.e. for the future,                 
Participants and participants to future funded TRUSTLESS R&D projects, and according to separate agreements) are               
not liable for any claims of non-compliance, except when involving a deliberate choice or unwillingness to make                 
reasonable attempt, or when in their eventual capacity as Providers: 
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14. integrates and develops only software and firmware whose source code and compiler allows for auditing               
without non-disclosure agreement (“NDA”), and which is developed openly and publicly in all its iterations; 
15. strongly minimizes the inclusion of non-Free Software, including updatable and non-updatable firmware.            
Makes extensive reuse of existing Free/Open Source Software components - through extreme stripping down,              
hardening and re-writing. It strongly aims at realising the computing device with the least amount of non-free                 
software and firmware in security-critical hardware components; 
16. includes only critical hardware components whose firmware (and microcode) and full hardware designs that              
are publicly auditable without NDA at all times in open public structured format – by anyone without NDA. In the                    
case of processors, it will include code, hardware description source files (such as VHDL or Verilog files), Spin                  
interpreter and similar, programming tools, and compilers; 
17. allows for exceptions to Section 3 clauses 14 and 15, only in the case of non-critical hardware or                  
firmware/software, i.e. those parts/firmware whose possible vulnerabilities can be protected against – at the              
highest-levels of assurance – through proven OS, SoC and/or CPU level isolation/ compartmentation techniques, and               
other techniques; 
18. includes only innovations with clear and low long-term royalties, patenting and licensing fee terms, to prevent                 
undue intellectual property right holders’ pressures, lock-ins, patent vetoes and ensure low-cost; and therefore              
facilitate widespread consumer adoption, open innovation and open competition. Therefore: 

a. TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium will become member of the Open Invention Network, as OMC already               
is, to protect from patent infringement claims; 

b. the total cumulative royalties may not exceed 25% of total target end-user service/device end-user cost, be                 
it from Participants or any other party. IC hardware Participants’ royalties cannot exceed 10%; 

c. All Participants will state royalty requirements for their background intellectual property (“Background IP”)              
or results for their technologies at least 2 weeks in advance of any funding proposal submission; 

19. allows anyone to use the resulting intellectual property to setup a non-TRUSTLESS-compliant service and, for                
any TRUSTLESS end-user, to remove the anti-tampering of their certified device, and to modify the hardware and/or                 
the software in full freedom, even in ways that the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority has deemed                
unsafe; 
20. involves Participants - i.e. Participants to the original production-ready socio-technical proof-of-concept of the              
Project and future participants to future funded TRUSTLESS R&D projects, and according to separate agreements -                
that 

a. retain all copyright on their own results (generated by them) and Background IP, and right to offer any                   
services based on them at any time, except committing for software/firmware code to: 

i. release all results, including derivatives of Background IP, at all times for the duration of the participation                   
to under free software licenses, such as the GNU GPL. The consortium will designate a coordinator who will be                   
responsible for license compatibility, checking for compatible licensing within the project, and also with respect to                
existing free software that the project builds on; 

ii. assign all patents that result from work in the Project, to the Open Invention Network under its OIN                    
License Agreement as a model; 

b. have a right to join a to-be-established post-R&D TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium – as opposed to the                 
TRUSTLESS H2020 DS-01 Consortium required by the H2020 rules – on the following terms: 

i. at the end of the Project, all OMC Background IP, OMC results and joint results will be transferred to such a                       
consortium, compliant to the latest version of these binding paradigms; 

ii. such consortium will be allowed to include TRUSTLESS brand names in its name, provided that it offers                   
only TRUSTLESS-compliant products and services, as certified by the TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority.             
TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority activities will be financed by at least 15% of the direct revenue of the                  
activities related to TRUSTLESS compliant products and services of each TRUSTLESS Provider, including the              
TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium, excluding “CivicSite” processes which will be billed at-cost to TRUSTLESS             
Providers; 

iii. shares and voting rights of each Participant at any given time in such consortium will be proportional to                    
the sum of the following: (a) its past work packages budgets and (b) clearly-documented cumulative investment,                
over the last quarter at any given time, on further development or deployment of TRUSTLESS-compliant services. The                 
TRUSTLESS Computing Certification Authority will retain 30% voting rights in the Consortium; 

c.   ... 
d. Kryptus commits to charge no more than 15% of the total target end-user service/device cost for any                  

derivative of its Background IP and Results IP over the next 4 years following the R&D project completion.                  
In circumstances in which Kryptus happens to cease to exist, or terminate support for the Background IP or                  
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the Result IP, or choose not license accordingly Participants to the Project, the resulting Consortium or                
TRUSTLESS-compliant Providers, than the resulting TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium will assume full           
disjointed ownership of the Background IP or the Result IP. 

  
if a Participant chooses to offer TRUSTLESS (certified) services or using joint results, not covered by Section                 
3 clause 20.a. above, such Participant will have an obligation to offer, or participate to other Participants’                 
offer of such services exclusively through the TRUSTLESS Computing Consortium, up until 6 months after               
more than 5000 end-user device units have been commercialized.(i.e. sold)  

… 
[Technical Participants’ Signatures] 
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